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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Study Background 

Booz Allen Hamilton (Ireland), in association with Taylor Lightfoot Transport 
Consultants and The TAS Partnership, were appointed by the Department of 
Transport in July 2002 to undertake a consultancy study in relation to the 
provision of accessible public transport services for people with reduced 
mobility. 
 
The National Development Plan 2000-2006 requires that all new and 
upgraded rail and bus stations, all light rail vehicles and all suburban railcars 
financed under the NDP will be accessible to mobility impaired and disabled 
people.  In addition all buses purchased by CIE from the year 2000 for use on 
urban services will be low-floor. 
 
Significant progress, and expenditure, has been made in delivering on these 
commitments.  The Department now needs to know the extent of 
improvement that has been made in the lives of people with reduced mobility 
as a result of investment.  The Department also wants to know whether 
investment is being correctly targeted in terms of priority of need, as well as 
other advice relating to public transport accessibility. 

 
1.2 Study Objectives 

The study Terms of Reference sets out the following study objectives: 
 

• To provide a comprehensive picture of the progress made in developing 
public transport accessibility;  
 

• To advise on the policy objectives and targets that might be set for the 
development of accessible public transport; and 
 

• To analyse the main barriers that remain to be addressed in the provision of 
accessible public transport. 
 

1.3 Study Tasks 

The Terms of Reference then defines the main tasks of the consultants as 
follows: 
  

• To analyse and assess the effectiveness of the recent investment by the 
CIE operating subsidiaries in making public transport more accessible 
to the mobility impaired; 
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• To assess the level, and analyse the effectiveness, of accessibility for the 
mobility impaired that has been achieved in the public transport sector 
operated by (a) the CIE operating subsidiaries and (b) private 
operators; 

 
• To assess both quantitatively and qualitatively the extent to which 
progress in improving public transport accessibility has succeeded in 
enabling the mobility impaired extend their levels of independent 
mobility; 

 
• To advise on the policy objectives that might be set for the 
comprehensive development of accessible public transport for the 
mobility impaired and on the appropriate procedures that should be 
adopted to measure and evaluate progress, both qualitative and 
quantitative, in achieving these objectives; 

 
• To advise on priorities for the development of accessible public 
transport and propose a simple but robust methodology which could 
be used to assist in determining priorities for accessibility investment; 
and 

 
• To identify and analyse the main technical, operational and other 
barriers that remain to be addressed in the provision of accessible 
public transport and make recommendations in this regard. 

 
1.4 Importance of an Accessible Public Transport System 

 
The study focuses on the mainstream public transport that is the 
responsibility of the Department of Transport.  The benefits of ensuring it is 
accessible are enormous.  For people with mobility impairments, it provides 
independence and the possibility of relatively spontaneous travel, at an 
affordable fare. This includes people with a wide range of impairments, 
possibly temporary (for example, carrying luggage).  Accessible mainstream 
public transport is more attractive to all, increasing travel choice, growing the 
overall public transport market and reducing overall car dependency.  
 
By comparison, the door-to-door and specialized public transport, although 
essential services upon which many disabled people are dependent, has many 
disadvantages.  Critically, it is expensive to provide.  The high cost is then 
reflected in either a high fare to the user (taxis) or in a reduced supply where 
the service is only available for certain trips (for example, to healthcare); the 
service is infrequent; eligibility criteria may need to be met and pre-booking is 
probably essential.  Research undertaken for this study indicates that users 
with mobility problems have poor levels of satisfaction with taxis and 
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hackneys in Ireland, although the opposite is true in the UK1.  Difficulties, 
particularly with booking and reliability, are also reported2 with the operation 
of satisfactory specialized door-to-door transport in Ireland which tie in with 
experience elsewhere.    
 
The broad intention therefore is to provide a bus and rail system that is 
accessible to every one.  The reality is that there will still be some people who 
will have to use other means of transport to reach their chosen destination 
because it is currently physically impossible to design a vehicle and 
supporting faculties to accommodate them.  In order to ensure that society 
can meet their particular needs, their requirements must be taken into the 
design process.  This must look at the interfaces between their needs and the 
facilities that can be designed to cater for them.  This advocates an approach3 
in which the design process: 
• Accommodates as many people as possible in a mainstream solution; 
• Determines how to provide the service for those excluded from this 
mainstream process; and 

• Works continuously to find and incorporate new ideas, materials, 
technologies and methods into on-going designs so that more people can 
be included in the mainstream solution in future. 

 
1.5 The Total Journey Chain 

A further point is that a potential passenger needs to be certain that the entire 
journey is accessible before they can have any confidence in setting out on the 
trip.  This applies to all users, but some people with mobility impairments 
require more certainty than others about more of the journey.  Therefore, the 
study takes into account the total journey chain of a public transport user (see 
diagram below4 for a simple bus trip without interchange).  Some aspects of 
that chain are outside the remit of the Department, but if they are not 
accessible, then the whole trip is not accessible and the value of the accessible 
section has not been optimised. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                      
1 Attitudes of Disabled People to Public Transport: Research Study Conducted for DPTAC (UK), November 2001 – 

January 2002 
2 Value for Money and Management Audit of Vantastic Dial-A-Ride Limited 
3 Accessibility and the Bus System: from concepts to practice, edited by Nick Tyler, Accessibility Research Group, Centre 

for Transport Studies, University College London, 2002 
4 Accessibility and the Bus System: from concepts to practice, edited by Nick Tyler, Accessibility Research Group, Centre 

for Transport Studies, University College London, 2002 
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The Accessible Journey Chain 
Source: Accessibility and the Bus System 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.6 Structure of the Report 

Following this introductory chapter, there are nine chapters and three 
appendices, as follows: 
 

• Chapter 2. Existing Accessible Transport Provision  
• Chapter 3. Review of Related Initiatives   
• Chapter 4. Validation (“Situation Testing”) Surveys 
• Chapter 5. User Consultation and Needs 
• Chapter 6. Demographic Analysis 
• Chapter 7. Assessment Methodology 
• Chapter 8. International Context 
• Chapter 9. Issues and Potential Solutions 
• Chapter 10. Summary of Recommendations 
• Appendix A. Questionnaire Form for private operators 
• Appendix B. Validation testing 
• Appendix C. Focus Groups 
• Appendix D. Quality Bus Partnerships and Infrastructure 

 
 

Information 

Wait for bus 

Board bus 

Travel in bus 

Walk to destination 

Alight from bus  

Walk to bus stop 
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2. EXISTING PROVISION 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter described progress being made in the provision of public 
transport services by the CIE Group and by private operators.  Information is 
sourced from publicly available timetables and the CIE Group website, 
supplemented by consultation with representatives of each of the Group 
companies: Iarnród Éireann, Bus Éireann and Dublin Bus.  Information on the 
private operators was collected through postal and telephone surveys. 
 

2.2 Rail Network  

Overview of IÉ Rolling Stock Fleet 
 
The existing IÉ fleet comprises some very old vehicles and some modern 
vehicles. Currently over 50% of the locomotive and carriage fleet are more 
than 30 years old.  The profile of the fleet has been changing in recent years 
with an increasing number of suburban rail vehicles being purchased.  This 
trend will continue in the short term with the majority of the older vehicles in 
the fleet gradually being phased out and replaced with modern rail vehicles 
by 20075.   
 

Chart of Existing Passenger Rolling Stock 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart of Passenger Rolling Stock Expected in Year 2007 

 
 
 
 

                                      
5 Fleet profile for 2007 is based on IÉ rolling stock orders and discussions with IÉ Chief Mechanical Engineer.  
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In general, the older vehicles in the fleet are less accessible than the new 
vehicles which, since 1995, have been specified and procured in accordance 
with the UK Rail Vehicle Accessibility Regulations.  The older vehicles in the 
fleet were designed to different standards and are relatively inaccessible.  
While some attempts have been made by IÉ to make the older vehicles more 
accessible, these efforts have primarily been limited to providing space for 
wheelchair users.  No attempt has been made to convert or refurbish older 
stock in accordance with the accessibility regulations, in terms of providing 
accessible toilets or features such as passenger information systems.  This is a 
similar trend to the UK rail industry where the majority of the Train 
Operating Companies have applied for, and received, temporary exemptions 
from the regulations for their older rolling stock.  
 

The Rail Vehicle Accessibility Regulations 

The regulations themselves are quite comprehensive and considered to be 
effective. The only issue of regular non-compliance relates to the colour 
contrast requirements of the regulations.  Apparently, some industry 
designers felt that the colour contrasting requirements placed limitations on 
the development of rail livery designs (both inside and outside the vehicles).  
(It appears that some rail vehicle designers only consider accessibility from 
the point of view of wheelchair users). 
 
The regulations are not mandatory in Ireland. 

 
Photograph of New UK “Virgin Voyager” train with colour contrasting doors 
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The main issues covered in the Rail Vehicle Accessibility Regulations include 
doors, door controls, steps, floors, seats, interior transparent surfaces, 
handrails & handholds, door handles, passenger information and toilets as 
summarised below:   

• Doors: Doors should be rendered to contrast with the exterior of the 
rail vehicle and passenger doorways should be fitted with an audible 
warning device; 

• Door Controls: Specification of the position, surface, visibility and 
pressure required to open or close a power-operated door; 

• Steps: Specification for the dimensions, surface, colour and 
illumination of steps at external doorways; 

• Floors: Floors shall be slip-resistant, contrast at vestibules and marked 
at external doorways; 

• Seats: Not less than 10% of seats or 8 seats per train(whichever is 
lesser) shall be designated as Priority Seats; 

• Interior transparent surfaces: Specification of the position and colour of 
visual markers; 

• Handrails & handholds: Handrails to be fitted to interior of external 
doorways in accordance with spec;  and handholds to be fitted to top 
of the back of each seat next to the gangway with some exceptions; 

• Door handles: Operating force not to exceed 15 Newton; 
• Passenger Information: Rail vehicle to be fitted with public address 
systems for audible and visual announcements to the exterior and 
interior of the vehicles - also requirements for information on delays 
and upcoming stops; 

• Toilets: Specification for door control devices, handholds, colour 
contrasts etc. 

 
In terms of facilities for wheelchair users, the regulations are quite specific 
and include details such as number of and specification of wheelchair spaces 
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and appropriate facilities such as tables, doorways, toilets, telephones, 
internal doorways, boarding devices and catering for the wheelchair users. 
 

Wheelchair Space Requirements 

2 to 7 vehicles 2 wheelchair spaces 

8 to 11 vehicles 3 wheelchair spaces 

12 or more vehicles 4 wheelchair spaces 

Note: where a train has two or more 

different classes of passenger 

accommodation then the Regs specify that 

there shall not be less than one wheelchair 

space in each class of accommodation.  

Also maximum possible length of Irish train 

is 10 vehicles at present. 

 
 

Overview of IÉ Rolling Stock Fleet 

It is effective to split the IÉ rolling stock into a number of categories in order 
to comment on the accessibility of the train services that IÉ provide.  These 
comparisons are made on the basis of the current rail vehicle accessibility 
principles adhered to by IÉ in the UK regulations. 
 
DART – Electrical Multiple Units (Inner Suburban Services Dublin) 
The first generation of DART vehicles are in the region of 19 years old and in 
general are reasonably accessible.  They have an advantage in that the 
carriage floor is level with the platform (i.e. there is no step up, although at 
some stations there horizontal and/or vertical gaps).  There are no internal 
doors or toilets.  There has been some retrofitting of these vehicles, mainly to 
accommodate an increase in commuter traffic and seats have been removed 
and handholds and bars added to accommodate standing passengers.  
Although these vehicles have power doors they have not been fitted with 
audible door warning systems or internal passenger information systems. 
 
In addition, as and when these older vehicles have been painted they have 
had the necessary “priority seats” signs fitted throughout.  They are not fitted 
throughout the fleet. 
 
The newer generation DART vehicles are generally more compliant with the 
accessibility regulations.  They have audible door warning systems, automatic 
on-board announcement systems and passenger information displays (both 
internal and external6).  However, the experience of regular travellers on the 
DART is that the passenger information displays and the on-board 
announcement system are not regularly used.  
 

                                      
6 Darts with external information displays on the side of the carriage are currently being tested at Fairview depot. 
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The colour contrasting inside (doors and floors) is acceptable for some of 
these vehicles, but the majority of the newer DART vehicles are without 
adequate internal colour contrasting of floors and doors.  
 
The newer DART trains are equipped with an emergency communication 
system with the driver, but there is no signage to indicate its presence or 
instructions on how to use it.  Signage is also poor between carriages and at 
the emergency exits.  Priority seat signage is not universal, and would benefit 
from a wider description of people deserving priority.   
 
As these new vehicles have been introduced into the fleet there have been 
issues to do with making (coupling-up) train sets with vehicles which may 
have slightly different internal specifications. 

 
Photographs of First Generation DART and of New DART (note poor interior colour contrast) 

 

 
 

 

 
First generation DART vehicle    New DART – Note poor interior colour contrast 
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ARROW Railcars – Diesel Multiple Units (Outer Suburban Services 
Dublin & Cork) 
The first order of DMUs was delivered in 1994 with further orders in 1999 and 
2001.  These vehicles are used on the outer suburban trains (such as Connolly 
to Drogheda and Heuston to Kildare).  Some 22 out of 64 vehicles have 
wheelchair spaces and wheelchair accessible toilets.  These trains are 
reasonably accessible and floor levels are at the same level as the platform.   
 
The newer Class 2800 vehicles are excellent in terms of the interior colour 
contrasting of doorways (floors and doors) and also the wheelchair 
accessibility features with fully accessible toilet and “Driver Notification Call 
Buttons” in the wheelchair accessible marked carriages. 
 

 
  
Photograph of Class 2800 Railcar – Note internal 

colour contrasting and “Driver Notification button” for 

wheelchair users. 

Photograph of Class 2800 Railcar – Wheelchair 

accessible toilet. 
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Intercity Carriage Stock 

The Intercity carriage stock is by far the least accessible of all the IÉ rolling 
stock. Only the recent DeDietrich stock operating on the Dublin to Belfast 
service satisfy the majority of the accessibility requirements.  These trains 
have wheelchair spaces, wheelchair accessible toilets, passenger information 
displays and power doors.  
 

Photograph of DeDietrich Stock on Dublin - Belfast 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The remaining carriage stock, as listed in the table below, has had seats 
removed from the dining cars (apart from the Craven carriages) to 
accommodate wheelchairs but the vehicles do not have wheelchair accessible 
toilets nor any of the other requirements of the rail vehicle accessibility 
regulations such as passenger information displays, audible door warning 
systems (with power doors) nor would they comply in terms of handrails, 
handholds and internal colour contrasting requirements for floors, doorways 
and transparent surfaces.   
 
Where the train is inaccessible, as is the case with the Craven carriages, it is IÉ 
policy to arrange for the provision of other “door to door” transport i.e. a Taxi 
or Hackney cab. 
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IÉ Rolling Stock 

Vehicle Type No in 

Fleet 

Services  

Carriages    

DeDietrich 28 6 yrs Dublin – Belfast only 

Mark IIIa 9 16 yrs Dublin – Galway 

Mark III 99 15-18 yrs Dublin – Cork, Limerick, Westport, Tralee 

Mark III 

Push-Pull 

24 13-14 yrs Dublin – Limerick, Thurles, Waterford 

Mark Iid 71 30 yrs Dublin – Cork, Limerick, Sligo, Rosslare, Galway 

Mark Iia 18 31-35 yrs Dublin – Carlow, Portlaoise 

Cravens 65 34-38 yrs Dublin Suburban, Limerick -  Waterford, Ballina – 

Manulla Jcn 

ARROWs (DMUs) 

2600 17 8 yrs Dublin – Outer Suburban 

2700 27 3-4 yrs Dublin – Outer Suburban 

2800 20 1 yrs Dublin – Outer Suburban, Cork – Cobh (check) 

DARTs (EMUs) 

8100 & 8300 (LHB) 76 19 yrs Dublin – Suburban 

8200 (Alstom) 10 2 yrs Dublin – Suburban 

8500, 8600, 8700  28 1 yr Dublin – Suburban 

 
Railway Stations 

IÉ reports that the new stations are accessible: Clontarf Road, Grand Canal 
Dock, Drumcondra and Monasterevin, and that stations that have had major 
refurbishment are accessible, including Connolly, Heuston, Dún Laoghaire. 
Some 200 mobile ramps are provided at stations.  There is current work to 
improve Portmarnock, Carrick on Shannon and Sydney Parade, and toilets 
have recently been installed at Ballyhaunis and Castlerea.  
 
IÉ produced an updated guide to station accessibility this summer.   The 
study team considered that the following stations are accessible: 
 
Athlone 
Bray 
Carrick on 
Shannon 
Castlebar 
Claremorris 

Ennis 
Enniscorthy 
Farranfore 
Galway 
Gorey 
Heuston 

Monasterevin 
Nenagh 
Pearse 
Portarlington 
Portlaoise 
Roscommon 

Skerries 
Sligo 
Sutton 
Tara Street 
Templemore 
Thurles 
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Clontarf Road 
Connolly 
Cork 
Drogheda 
Dundalk 
Dún Laoghaire 
 

Kilkenny 
Killarney 
Limerick 
Limerick 
Junction 
Mallow 
 

Roscrea 
Rosslare 
Europort 
Rush & Lusk 
Sandycove 
Sandymount 
 

Tralee 
Waterford 
Westport 
Wexford 
Wicklow 
Woodlawn 

 
Station accessibility guide deals purely with the station and provides no 
information on the accessibility of rail services serving the stations, or on 
connecting bus services – low-floor or not. 

 
Procedures for Delivering Accessibility 

For accessibility projects, IÉ first establishes that annual funding is available 
from the Department and that particular projects are acceptable to the 
Department.  Then IÉ or CIÉ Board Approval (depending on the amount) 
must be obtained.  Approval has been refused on a number of occasions.  One 
reason for this is that the project is due to be addressed under another 
scheme.  For instance the station at Landsdowne Road will be upgraded as 
part of the DASH programme (Phase 1), as will Booterstown and Blackrock. 
 
IÉ reports that prioritisation between accessibility projects is based on: 

• Number of people using the station 
• Whether the work may be dealt with under another initiative (eg 
DART stations will be addressed under DASH (year 2004)) 

• Technical feasibility  - feasibility and clearance issues with railway 
structures  present challenges particularly along the coast where 
platform widths are limited  

• Planning requirements – either length of planning process or some 
planning constraint such as a listed station building 

 
IÉ reports some difficulty in spending accessibility funding due to the 
annualised nature of the funding and the need to deliver projects in the 
funding year.   For this year, IÉ had €2.6m from the Department of Transport 
out of a total of €5m for CIÉ Group, but the company has no prioritised list of 
projects (stations etc), which can be targeted in a structured manner over a 
period of time.  The timing of the investment is directly related to the funding 
available and the availability of the project delivery resources within the 
organisation.   There seems to be a chicken and egg situation that needs to be 
broken: because there is no guaranteed funding, there is no programme – but 
then if funding materialises, there is no project ready to spend it on. 
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In terms of ensuring accessibility standards are met with major projects, such 
as the work at Heuston, it is largely up to the individual project manager to 
see that accessibility is addressed. 
 
A Disabled Users Group was established in about 1997.  This group no 
longer meets regularly with IÉ as these meetings were not considered useful.  
IÉ’s accessibility officer reported that the previous members of this group 
contact her directly with issues as and when they arise.  It is unlikely that this 
system is able to ensure that all concerns can be raised and highlighted in an 
appropriate manner. 
 
Other Issues   
 
There are other issues relating to the provision of accessible train services 
which may adversely affect the ability to offer fully accessible services to the 
customers.  Chief among these is overcrowding on trains.  IÉ faces 
overcrowding on both Suburban and Intercity services and simple lack of 
space on trains has major implications for the accessibility of the services. 
  
Other customer service issues include not informing the customers about 
delays when delayed for longer than 10 minutes.  Or the fact that customers 
face difficulty in planning their journey, as they cannot tell from the timetable 
whether a train is accessible or not as the timetable does not list the type of 
rail vehicle on a particular service.   
 
 

2.3 Bus Átha Cliath 

Some 34% of the Dublin bus fleet is now accessible, comprising a mixture of 
low floor double-decks, midis and articulated buses. 
 
There has been a recent television advertising campaign, and a new brochure 
describing the coverage of the routes operated by low-floor buses, as shown 
on the map below. 
 

Map of Dublin Bus Routes Served by Low-floor Buses 

 
 

The routes vary considerable in terms of frequency of service, as detailed in 
the table below. Many new low floor buses are running on other routes, but 
unless all the fleet is accessible, it is not advertised.  For example, the 46A has 
many accessible buses but as the fleet requirements for this route are very 
large, it will be a while before it is fully accessible. 
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Dublin Bus: Frequent Services Operated by Low-floor Buses 

Number Route Frequency 

10/10A Phoenix Park –Belfield or 

Stillorgan 

Mon – Fri: 3 – 10/hour/direction 

Sat: 2-6 /hour/direction 

Sun: 1 – 4 /hour/direction, no early morning service 

11/11A Wadelai Park to 

Belfield/Kilmacud 

Mon – Sat: 1 – 5 /hour/direction 

Sun: 2 – 5 /hour/direction, no early morning service 

19A Jameston Road – Limekiln 

Avenue 

Mon – Fri: 3 – 5/hour/direction 

Sat: 2-5 /hour/direction 

Sun: 12– 3 /hour/direction, no early morning 

service 

38A Lwr Abbey Street – 

Damastown 

Mon – Fri: 2-8 /hour/direction 

Sat: 2 – 3 /hour/direction 

Sun: 1 – 3 /hour /direction, no early morning 

service 

39 Burgh Quay - Clonsilla Mon – Fri: 4 - 8 /hour/direction 

Sat: 3 – 8 /hour/direction 

Sun: 3 - 5 /hour /direction 

51B Aston Quay to 

Clondalkin/Dunawley 

Mon – Sat: 3 – 5 /hour/direction 

Sun: 1 – 4 /hour /direction 

123 Marino to Drimnagh Road 

 

Mon – Sat: every 7 minutes during day, less 

evening and early mornings 

Sun: every 11 minutes in afternoon, less mornings 

and evenings 

150 Hawkins Street - Rossmore  

 

 

Mon – Sat: generally 6/hour except early mornings 

and evenings 

Sun: every 15 – 20 minutes except early mornings 

and evenings 

747 Dublin Airport to Bus Aras  

 

 

Mon – Sat: every 10 minutes, except early 

mornings and evenings 

Sun: every 15 minutes except early mornings and 

evenings 
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Dublin Bus: Less Frequent Services Operated by Low-floor Buses 

Number Route Frequency 

2 Parnell Sq. -  Sandymount 

(some to Belfield instead) 

Mon – Sat: 3 – 4/hour/direction 

Sun: 2 – 4/hour/direction, no early morning 

service 

3  Larkhill - Sandymount Mon- Sat: 1- 2/hour/direction, extra early morning 

service 

Sun: 1-2 /hour/direction, no early morning service 

32, 32 B Lower Abbey Street to 

Malahide/ Portmarnock 

Mon – Sat:1 – 2 buses/hour + 1 extra in peak 

Sun: as above, no early morning service 

42 Beresford Place to 

Malahide 

Mon – Sat: 2-3/hour in both directions 

Sun: 1 – 3/hour in both directions, no early 

morning service 

49/A Eden Quay - Tallaght Mon – Sat: 2 – 3 /hour/direction 

Sun: 1-2/hour/direction, no early morning service 

59A Dun Laoghaire – Dalkey – 

Mackintosh Park 

Mon – Sat: approx 1/hour 

Sun: approx 1/hour, no morning or late vening 

service 

65 Eden Quay to Blessington 

and Ballymore 

Mon – Sat: approx. 1.hour 

Sun: approx 1/hour, no early morning service  

65B Eden Quay to Citywest Mon – Sat: approx 1-2 /hour/direction 

Sun: approx 1/hour/direction 

67/A Wellington Quay – 

Celbridge/Maynooth  

Mon – Fri:  2-4 /hour/direction  

Sat: 1 - 3 /hour/direction 

Sun: approx 1/hour/direction 

90A Heuston Rail Station to Irish 

Financial Services Centre 

Mon – Fri: 4/hour, peaks only 

103 Clontarf DART stn to Omni 

Shopping Centre 

Mon- Fri: 2 – 3 /hour/direction 

Sat: 1 – 2/hour/direction 

Sun1/hour approx, except early morning 

104 Clontarf DART stn to 

Finglas (Cappagh Hospital) 

Mon – Sat: approx 1/hour/direction 

Sun: approx 1/hour/direction, except early 

morning 

748 Dublin Airport to Bus Aras 

to Heuston Stn 

 

 

Mon – Sat: every 30 minutes, except early 

mornings and evenings 

Sun: every 25 minutes except early mornings and 

evenings 
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Dublin Bus: Infrequent or Irregular Services Operated by Low-floor Buses 

Number Route Frequency 

1 City Centre (Parnell Sq.) - 

Ringsend 

Mon – Fri: 2/day/direction (1 in each peak) 

Saturday: 1/day/direction (early morning) 

Sun: no service 

32A Lower Abbey Street to 

Malahide/Portmarnock 

Mon – Fri: 1/hour (or less), except evenings 

(11/day/directon) 

Sat & sun: 8/day/direction 

32X  Malahide to Belfield Mon – Fri: 2/day, peaks only 

65 Eden Quay to Blessington 

and Ballymore 

Mon – Sat: approx. 1.hour 

Sun: approx 1/hour, no early morning service  

70 Lwr Abbey Street – 

Dunboyne  

Mon – Sat: approx. 1.hour 

Sun: approx 1/ 2 hours, no early morning service  

104 Clontarf DART stn to 

Finglas (Cappagh Hospital) 

 

Mon – Sat: approx 1/hour/direction 

Sun: approx 1/hour/direction, except early morning 

127 Leeson Street Bridge - 

Donaghmede 

Mon – Fri: 3/day/direction 

129 Baldoyle to Leeson Street 

Bridge 

Mon-Fri: inbound 3/day, outbound: 1/day 

  
 
Dublin Bus reports that the selection of which route is operated by new low-
floor buses is generally made based on operational reasons rather than any 
particular user requirements.  
 
Dublin Bus identified two main obstacles to improving accessibility: 

• Poor condition of bus stops and the bus stop environment; and 
• Difficulties in providing up to date passenger information – at any 
level. 

 
Dublin Bus reports that the lack of appropriate facilities at bus stops to 
support the new generation of buses is frustrating.  It is also damaging to the 
buses, sufficiently so for Dublin Bus to take the initiative in improving the 
situation.  A specification for accessible bus stops is being drawn up and all 
bus stops in the city centre (Dublin City Council area?) are being surveyed.  
Cost estimates for improvements will then be produced with a view to 
seeking funding from the Department of Transport for implementation in 
2003.  Shelter location and design will be included in the survey, but 
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responsibility for shelters is a grey area involving the local authority, bus 
operator and the advertising contractor. 
 
Improvements to buses in the outer area is more of a challenge – frequently 
there is no footpath. 
 
Parking at bus stops is a continual problem.  Sometimes it is addressed by the 
driver or an inspector radioing to the garage who then notify the police. 

 

2.4 Bus Éireann 

 
Bus Éireann now uses low-floor buses on its city services in Limerick, Galway 
and Waterford.  In Cork, 65 out of 84 vehicles are accessible, and 10 new buses 
are due by the end of the year.  The old buses are only used as auxiliaries 
during the peaks. 
 
Bus Éireann also reports that the following rural services are also operated 
with low-floor buses: 

• Waterford - Tramore service 
• Cork -Mallow-Newmarket 
• Limerick - Ardnacrusha 
• Galway - Athenry 
• Galway Gort 
• Sligo - Strandhill 
• Sligo - RossesPoint 
• Sranorlar - Strabane - Letterkenny 
• Stranorlar - Strabane - Ballybofey 
• Ballybofey - Letterkenny 
• Clogherhead - Drogheda + Drogheda town 
• Navan - Drogheda (back road) + town 
• Dundalk - Ardee 
• Dundalk - Louth Village + Dundalk town 
• Dundalk - Carlingford (back road) 
• Dundalk - Newry (back road) 
• Athlone town service 
• Sligo town services 

 
The Dublin – Ashbourne timetable is being rearranged so that it can be 
operated completely by the new fleet of 6 low floor double deck buses. 
 
Recent investment in accessibility improvements at bus stations (which are 
not necessarily served by low-floor buses) reported by Bus Éireann can be 
summarised as follows: 
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• New stations have been built to accessible standards at Athlone, 
Waterford,  Dundalk and Killarney; 

• Cavan, Drogheda and Monaghan bus stations have been refurbished 
and have improved accessibility although the doors are not automatic 
at Cavan and Monaghan;  

• Induction loops at have been installed at Athlone, Waterford, Dundalk 
and Dublin (Busáras); and 

• Accessible toilets have been installed at Dublin (Busáras), Rosslare 
Harbour, Limerick, Cork, Tralee, Kilkenny, Galway and Sligo. 

 
Signage or pictograms have improved in stations – including the Busáras 
Solari board (which Bus Éireann acknowledge is not well-designed for people 
with poor sight, but benefits many other passengers). 
 
The CIÉ Architect takes responsibility for ensuring accessibility standards are 
met, along with the rest of the design. 
 
Cavan, Monaghan, Dundalk and Drogheda were all funded through cross-
border initiatives.  
 
The low-floor fleet comprises: 
 

• City Buses: 
 

o Double deck buses: 
� 6 No. Volvo V7TL cassis, East Lancs Vyking body, 75 
seated, 9 standing 

� 12m buses: 
� 20 No. Mercedes Citaro (MC) 41 seats, 29 standing 
� 45 No. Volvo Wright Eclipse (VWL) 40 seats, 27 standing 

 
o 10.8m midi buses: 

� 10 No. Volvo Wright (cadets) (VWM) 37 seats, 18 
standing 

� 32 No. Dennis Pointer Darts (Plaxton) (DPC) 36 seat, 26 
standing 

� 15 No. Daf Wright Cadets (DWR) 37 seats, 14 standing 
o 8.8m minibuses: 

� 11 No. Dennis Mini Pointer Darts, 29 seats, 17 standing 
 

• Rural Buses 
o 20 No. Daf Wright Midi buses (Difference is that there is no cab 
around the driver on rural buses) 

 
• Further purchases later this year: 10 No 12m Volvo Wrights, to go to 
Cork 
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Coaches 
 
Bus Éireann’s Expressway (Interurban) fleet is operated with coaches.  Bus 
Éireann is involved with the European research initiative (COST 349) to 
develop an accessible coach (one is on trial in the UK at present), but 
widespread availability of an acceptable vehicle for wheelchair users is still 
some way into the future.  However, people with other impairments have 
benefited from other recent improvements.  For example, all new buses and 
coaches since 1998 are fitted with electronic destination systems that are 
generally compliant with UK DPTAC recommendations (but bilingual 
requirement imposes heights on lettering).  All new coaches since December 
2001 are also fitted with side and rear destination displays. Other 
improvements include high visibility nosing on steps, hand rails, moquette 
seat covering, high quality internal lighting and heating, public address 
systems. 
 
The vehicle on trial in the UK measures 12.8m in length and Bus Éireann warn 
that the existing Busáras would not accommodate it.  At present, Busáras is 
served by no low-floor services except for buses on the airport routes. 
 
Bus Stops 
 
Bus Éireann bus stops include no special facilities for people with sensory 
disabilities, indeed there are few facilities of any description as BÉ stops 
usually have only a pole and occasionally may have a shelter and/or 
timetable. 
 

2.5 Private operators 

 
In order to ascertain the details of accessible public transport services 
operated by private operators the following actions were undertaken.  The 
Department of Transport was asked for, and supplied, the names, addresses 
and telephone numbers of all private operators holding Road Service Licenses 
(“route licenses”). 
 
These operators were then contacted by telephone and asked whether any of 
their routes were operated with vehicles accessible to wheelchair users.  In the 
case of a positive response, a simple questionnaire (see Appendix A) was 
forwarded to them by post and they were told that they would be contacted 
by telephone to complete the questionnaire.  243 people were contacted and a 
total of 48 questionnaires were sent out. 
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This latter number appeared quite high and this was confirmed by the actual 
responses received; the results of which are detailed below.  It was obvious 
that some had replied that they operated such vehicles even though they did 
not use them on their licensed routes.  In total 9 operators provided detailed 
information on the vehicles and routes operated. 
 
Between them the following number of vehicles are in use on a total of 15 
routes at 13 September 2002: 
 
 

Large bus (35+ seats) 2 

Small bus (17-34 seats) 8 

Minibus (9-16 seats) 6 

 
Only one of the large vehicles is a low floor bus and it is a double decker.  The 
remaining vehicles are either equipped with a ramp or a passenger lift. 
 
The routes operated, the number of days operated and the number of times 
per day are detailed below: 
 

Routes operated No. of 

days/ 

week 

No. of 

times/day 

Blackrock to Sandyford via Stillorgan 5 19 

Castlebar to Ballinrobe 5 2 

Rosenallis to Portlaoise via Mountmellick 6 4 

Borrisokane to Portarlington via Mountrath 6 4 

Tullamore to Portarlington via Killi, Clonaslea, Rosenallis 

and Mountmellick 

6 4 

Mountrath to Tullamore via Portarlington 6 4 

Granna to Charleville  1 2 

Mountrath to Portlaoise 5 4 

Abbeyleix to Mountrath via Ballyroan and Portlaoise 5 2 

Abbeyleix to Mountrath via Ballyroan 5 2 

Roscrea - Templemore - Borrisoleigh - Nenagh – Roscrea 5 2 

Barna to Tuam  5 2 

Newmarket to Mallow via Kanturk 7 2 

Knocknagree to Newmarket 5 2 

Cobh to Cork  5 2 
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In addition, a private operator (Mortons) is due to begin operating services on 
7 routes in the Dublin area with low floor buses. 
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2.6 Operators’ Disability Awareness Training 

 
The Consultants were supplied with the Training Programmes and materials 
by Bus Átha Cliath, Bus Éireann and Iarnród Éireann. 

 
Bus Átha Cliath – Dublin Bus 
 
The consultants reviewed a manual produced for a training course, which is 
delivered to “varying groups of people throughout the company at all levels”, 
entitled Focus on Equality and Customer Care.  The manual has five sections: 

• Dealing with customers 
• Focus of the customer 
• Disability awareness 
• Equal opportunities 
• Stress management 

 
Specific reference to disabled people is made in the Section on Dealing with 
customers under the title “Customer with Special Needs” as well as in the 
Section on Disability Awareness.  The latter has been compiled and is 
delivered by a Disability Awareness Consultant, who is a disabled person and 
wheelchair user. 
 
A good feature is that Disability Awareness is part of a unified manual, rather 
than as a stand-alone item.  It can therefore be seen as a component of an 
integrated approach to customer care.  There are a small number of 
improvements to be made.  For example, the section on Equal Opportunities 
refers to the Equal Status Act 2000, but it does not address what the 
implications of the Act are for the nature of services delivered by Dublin Bus.  
The language contained in the section on “Customer with Special Needs” 
contradicts the advice on language contained in the Section on Disability 
Awareness.  The photograph on Page 61 portraying a wheelchair user 
travelling on the bus contradicts the instruction on Page 68, which deals with 
the correct position for travel on the bus, i.e. facing towards the back of the 
bus. 
 
A total of 1,700 (50%) of staff members have been trained to date. 
 
Dublin Bus reports that all staff will attend the customer care training course. 
The manual is specific to the customer care course, but new drivers will be 
given an introduction to all the areas as part of the induction eg they will be 
shown a low floor bus video which highlights the different categories of 
mobility impaired people actually boarding and alighting the bus. 
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Bus Éireann 
 
The consultants reviewed a Manual entitled “Disability Awareness Training 
Programme” and the Outline of a Disability Awareness Programme.  The aim 
of the programme is as follows: 

• To create awareness around disabilities and the challenges disabled 
people face in accessing goods and services. 

• To inform staff about the initiatives which Bus Éireann is 
implementing to become a more disability friendly organisation. 

• To provide practical solutions for dealing with customers with 
disabilities. 

 
The Manual is divided into two sections with the following titles: 
 
Section A 

• Disability Awareness 
• The role of the Equality Authority 
• Customers with Disabilities 
• Station Accessibility 
• Low Floor Vehicles 

 
Section B 

• Customer care with emphasis on social inclusion 
• Dealing with difficult customer situations 
• Codes of behaviour towards the public and society 
• The importance of an integrated public transport system 

 
The Manual contains comprehensive information on the topics covered as 
well as a series of exercises. 
 
The Training Programme reflects the content of the Manual and details a 
series of learning outcomes for each topic.  The outline indicates that the 
delivery of the training programme ensures that there are plenty of 
opportunities for interaction between the participants and contains a number 
of joint and individual exercises.  Delivery includes the use of slides, videos as 
well as reference to the Manual and a booklet entitled “Welcoming customers 
with disabilities”. 
 
Bus Éireann report that some 2,000 staff members out of a proposed number 
of 2,700 have been trained to date. 
 
 
Iarnród Éireann 
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The consultants reviewed a pack, which comprised of a presentation on 
disability awareness prepared by the Irish Wheelchair Association, their 
brochure “Focus on Ability”, documents provided by the National Council 
for the Blind of Ireland on “Visual Impairment and Blindness”, “General 
Guidelines for People with a Visual Impairment”, “How to guide a blind 
person safely”, “Ways to make written documents accessible to all” and a 
booklet “What everyone should know about assisting a wheelchair (non 
powered) user” from the USA. 
 
Unlike the manuals and training programme implemented by Bus Átha 
Cliath and Bus Éireann, there appears to be no unified manual and training 
programme, which has been properly contextualised for staff working in 
Iarnród Éireann.  It is unclear as to how the pack of documents is used in the 
training programme, as on the one hand there is plenty of information, indeed 
far too much and not all directly relevant, and on the other hand the 
information is not focused enough or appropriately contextualised. 
 
An Employee Guide to assisting customers with Mobility Impairments has 
also been produced and has been distributed throughout the company. 
 
Training is delivered through a two day course designed to inform staff of the 
needs of people with disabilities and the need to remove “communication, 
attitudinal and physical barriers.”   
 
The current training programme includes for one course per month and each 
course can accommodate 15 people.  It is intended to train the “frontline staff” 
(staff dealing with customers) first before starting to train the remaining staff.  
Given that there are approximately 1,000 front line staff it would take 5.5 
years to complete this training and the remaining staff would still not have 
been trained. 
 
A total of 50 staff members have been trained to date, which constitutes just 
over less than 10% of all staff. 
 
Iarnród Éireann reports that some disability training is also included in 
induction and other courses.  Details of the training and numbers trained 
were unavailable. 
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2.7 Summary of Investment in Accessible Transport Projects 

All projects funded through the National Development Plan must be built to 
meet the needs of disabled people.  In addition, there has been a budget to 
improve the accessibility of public transport.  The overall figure for specific 
expenditure on accessibility by the CIE Group of companies for the years 2000 
& 2001 was €3.7m. A further €5m was allocated to accessibility projects in 
2002. 
 
There was no specific allocation in 1999 for infrastructure projects, however, 
an amount of €10m was expended on the purchase of 40 low floor buses in 
1999. 
 
Details of funding for accessibility projects for two of the CIÉ Group 
companies, Bus Éireann and Iarnród Éireann are provided in the tables below. 
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Funding to Iarnród Éireann for Accessibility Projects 

  E.U. Funding Exchequer Funding Total Funding 

  2000 2001 2002 Total 2000 2001 2002 Total 2000 2001 2002 Total 

  € € € € € € € € € € € € 

South & East              

Balbriggan          2,079             362,916          38,718            403,713       2,079          362,916 38,718 403,713 4,157 725,832        77,437          807,426 

Skerries          1,978             385,046          10,526            397,550       1,978          385,046 10,526 397,550 3,956 770,091        21,052          795,099 

Templemore               -               78,398        236,878            315,276             -            78,398 236,878 315,276               - 156,796      473,756          630,552 

Total South & East          4,057             826,359        286,122         1,116,538       4,057          826,359 286,122 1,116,538 8,113 1,652,719      572,245       2,233,076 

               

B.M.W.             

Portlaoise          1,145             306,597          43,598            351,339       1,145          306,597 43,598 351,339 2,289 613,194        87,196          702,679 

Portarlington          2,124             366,090          12,728            380,941       2,124          366,090 12,728 380,941 4,247 732,179        25,455          761,881 

Athlone             436             218,630            6,159            225,225          436          218,630 6,159 225,225 871 437,260        12,318          450,449 

Total B.M.W. Region          3,704             891,317          62,485            957,505       3,704          891,317 62,485 957,505 7,407 1,782,633      124,969       1,915,009 

              

Overall Total          7,760          1,717,676        348,607         2,074,043       7,760       1,717,676 348,607 2,074,043 15,520 3,435,352      697,214       4,148,085 
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Department of Transport Funding to Bus Éireann for Accessibility Projects 

 2000 (€) 2001 (€) 2002(€) 

Training - 375,000 300,000 

Sligo Bus Station   1,300,000 

Stranorlar Bus Station   300,000 

Total  375,000 1,900,000 
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3. REVIEW OF RELATED INITIATIVES 

3.1 The Significance of Other Initiatives 

Many developments are occurring that will improve access to public 
transport.  These include public transport improvements, which should 
address the needs of disabled passengers as a matter of course, as well as 
institutional arrangements that may assist in making society in general more 
accessible.  Some of the initiatives underway in Ireland at present are 
discussed below.  All are opportunities for better access; however, the issue 
may be to ensure that the opportunity is optimised. 
 

3.2 Trends in Vehicle Design 

The manufacturers of buses are now only building low floor buses for “stage 
carriage” services.  Such vehicles include double-deckers, single deckers of 
varying lengths and capacities, articulated buses (“Bendibuses”) and, more 
recently, minibuses in the 12-16 seat capacity range.  Examples of the latter 
have been around for some time, but only recently has a major bus 
manufacturer in Britain entered this market.  Examples of all of these 
vehicles are in operation in Ireland, the vast majority of them in urban areas. 
 
These vehicles incorporate the following features: 

• Low floor single step entry 
• “Kneeling” suspension, thereby reducing the step height into the bus 
• Ramps at the entrance door, which are deployed either manually or 
automatically 

• High visibility markings on steps 
• Priority space for wheelchair users and children in buggies 
• Wider gangways 
• Increased headroom 
• High quality lighting and heating 
• Improved grips on poles, bars and handrails 
• High visibility poles, bars and handrails 
• Palm activated bell pushes 
• High visibility electronic destination display on the front of the bus 
• Internal “Bus Stopping” signs 

 
The buses now in operation in Ireland have been built by Northern Irish and 
British companies.  The design of these buses, which tend to have only one 
entrance and exit at the front of the vehicle conform to the operating 
requirements in Ireland and Britain, where passengers are required to pass 
the driver on boarding.  This differs from the design of buses in operation in 
other parts of Europe, where boarding is possible at the front and the rear of 
the bus and alighting via doors in the middle.  This does mean that operators 
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in Ireland and Britain do not benefit as much from the easier and speedier 
flow of passengers due to the low floor design features and which reduces 
dwell times at stops. 
 
One particular design feature, which can cause problems to wheelchair users 
is the location of a pole adjacent to the space, which they occupy during 
travel.  This issue was raised during the focus group and survey briefing 
meetings held during this Study and has resulted in certain wheelchair users 
being unable to travel on the new buses as they can not access the space 
reserved for them.  Two additional issues related to the provision for 
wheelchair users were raised; the inability of partners to travel together 
when both are wheelchair users and the relative priority of wheelchair users 
and children in buggies to access the space reserved for them. 
 
[INSERT photos and diagrams of LOW FLOOR buses] 
 

3.3 LUAS 

The Rail Procurement Agency (RPA) is currently building the LUAS in 
Dublin, a modern Light Rail Transit system. Its objective is to provide a 
public transport system that serves all members of the public, and enhances 
their quality of life and the quality of the urban environment.  It is probably 
the most significant change planned to the Irish public transport system in 
the short-term. 
 
As a completely new system, the LUAS system is being designed, 
constructed and operated so that it is entirely accessible.  This includes the 
depot, apart from some technical areas.   
 
RPA report that the following design guidelines were used in designing 
LUAS: 
 

• NDA User Interface Guidelines for ticket machines and information 
systems 

• DETR (UK) guidelines for the use of tactile paving; 
• RSPG Guidelines on Tramways; 
• UK New Rail Vehicle Accessibility Guidelines for the rolling stock 
audit; and  

• Dublin City Council, South Dublin County Council, Dun Laoghaire 
County Council and Fingal County Council Design Guidelines for 
linking into and renewing the street system. 

 
The RPA and/or its contractors consulted with the National Council for the 
Blind of Ireland (NCBI), the National Association of the Deaf (NAD) and the 
National Disability Authority (NDA). 
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A requirement for Disability Awareness Training is included in the contract 
with the operator, Connex, which will have to issue a passenger charter.  
Connex will also need to prepare a Safety Case.  A representative of Connex 
will sit on PTAC.  
 
A qualified, full time Accessibility Officer is to be appointed by the RPA  
with a background in both technical standards and public relations.   
 
Concession for registered disabled passengers will be incorporated within 
the proposed ticketing system. 
 
Review of the Luas vehicle audit confirmed that the vehicles are highly 
accessible, with some issues to be resolved regarding colour contrasts 
internally and externally, the dimensions of the priority seats, the lack of 
structure to prevent wheelchairs slipping and need for emergency 
communication for passengers in wheelchairs.  The Chief Architect at RPA, 
who is a trained accessibility auditor, confirmed that these issues were being 
addressed, and discussed some interesting areas where a trade-off between 
accessibility and other requirements had to be made. For example, visually 
impaired people would prefer passenger information to be at a lower level, 
but then far fewer people would be able to see it; the size of lettering used is 
constrained by the size of the drum which in turn is constrained by the 
width of the platform.  Another point is that at two locations the platform 
gap will be as wide as 150mm, which is allowed under the guidelines, but 
only in exceptional circumstances and very much greater than the ideal gap 
of 50mm.  At stops, the automatic station announcements will be visual, but 
not audible - for noise reasons.  There will, however, be automatic audible 
announcements on board and the ticket machines will have a push-button 
facility. 
 
The RPA’s experience reveals some of the gaps that need to be addressed in 
ensuring accessibility is fully incorporated into major transport projects.  The 
fundamental gap is considered to be legislation.  Agreed, statutory technical 
standards and procedures, based on existing guidelines from Ireland and/or 
elsewhere are required – possibly more prescriptive than some of the 
existing NDA guidelines, but less prescriptive than some of the UK 
guidelines.  More trained accessibility auditors are needed to work within 
the design and implementation process. 
 
 

3.4 Integrated Ticketing and Smartcards 

The general benefits of integrated ticketing, which apply to all existing or 
potential public transport users, of using an electronic “smart card” system 
are: 
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• More people are encouraged to buy tickets in advance, reducing the 
number of tickets bought on-board buses, therefore reducing dwell 
time at stops and consequently reducing overall journey time and 
improving reliability; and 

 
• Interchange (a major disincentive to public transport use) is simpler, 
faster and cheaper for passengers because there is no need to buy 
separate tickets. 

 
Specifically, integrated ticketing, especially using a contactless smart card 
system, improves the travel experience for people with mobility impairments 
by reducing the need to buy tickets.  This reduces the inconvenience and 
discomfort associated with queuing and dealing with ticket sellers.  Boarding 
buses and passing through gates at railway stations will be simpler without 
the need to handle coins and tickets, and with less general queuing.   
 
Operationally, integrated ticketing using smart cards improves the efficiency 
of fare allocation between operators and improves fare collection/revenue 
protection while reducing cash-handling costs and improving staff security.  
It also makes it easier to administer discounts or concessions, which is an 
advantage for those mobility impaired people that qualify for concessions as 
their smart cards can be specially coded. 
 
Finally, integrated ticketing using smart cards enables data on travel patterns 
to be easily collected, and used to make services more responsive. This will 
benefit all.  In addition, particular travel patterns of people holding 
concessions can be collected, which could help target investment in specific 
enhancements. 
 
Technically, smart cards could allow access to special facilities, for example, 
lifts or wide gates.  However, this would exclude people with less severe 
disabilities or temporary impairments like heavy luggage or buggies.  A 
better use of the investment is probably to ensure that those facilities work 
for everyone that needs them. 
 
In the Greater Dublin Area, the RPA has been tasked with developing an 
integrated ticketing system using an electronic “smart card” fare media.  The 
initiative is important as the success of the Platform for Change strategy 
depends on a dramatic increase in interchange in Dublin, which will only 
occur is interchange is made less unattractive  (integrated timetabling and 
improved physical interchange are also essential). The RPA reports that the 
project now has Ministerial approval for the design stage which should 
occur in 2003.  Allowing 2 years for procurement and implementation, the 
system should be operational by the end of 2005.   
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There is clearly a timely opportunity to ensure accessibility benefits from the 
proposed system are optimised.  This is recognised in the RPA’s remit for the 
design stage, as follows: 

• Liaison with the Department of Social and Family Affairs on its 
smartcard initiative to ensure concessions are carried over into the 
transport smart card effectively; 

• Public consultation, including consultation with disability groups; 
• Establishment of a working party with representatives of disability 
organisations; and 

• the NDA Guidelines for User Interfaces would be the main point of 
reference for design guidance. 

 
The weakness of the above approach, in common with all the other major 
transport initiatives at present, is that it relies on goodwill and consultation 
which is to a certain extent voluntary to ensure accessibility standards are 
met. This weakness is difficult to overcome in the absence of legislation, 
which would lead to statutory design guidelines and a formal audit 
procedure. 
 

3.5 Passenger Information 

The Dublin Transportation Office is developing a strategy for a multi-modal 
Public Transport Passenger Information system for the Greater Dublin Area.  
Although this is a relatively long-term initiative, it will address one of the 
most common causes of dissatisfaction for all public transport passengers, 
and can be expected to encourage more people to use public transport. 
 

3.6 Dublin Transportation Office’s Conceptual Station Study 

The Dublin Transportation Office is currently developing conceptual models 
for several types of rail stations and their catchment areas.  The purpose of 
the models is to depict options for station area development that promote 
new urban forms consistent with the objectives of the DTO Strategy. At least 
three station types will be addressed: outer suburban/greenfield site; major 
city centre station and a suburban interchange.  Provisions for mobility 
impaired persons must be included as a priority. 
 
The study is still in progress and is due to report by the end of 2002.  How it 
will be used in practice is not clear as yet, but the initiative must be seen as 
an opportunity to improve the quality of station design for people with 
reduced mobility, and to guide the design and implementation process. 
      

3.7 Railway Safety Bill, 2001 
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The development of a new regulatory framework for railway safety and the            
monitoring and audit of the Railway Safety Programme 1999 to 2003 is under 
the remit of the Railway Inspectorate Division of the Department of 
Transport.  The Railway Safety Bill is expected to be enacted by the end of 
2002.  In place of the Railways Inspectorate, there would then be a Railway 
Safety Advisory Council (with a Chairman from industry) and a Railway 
Safety Commission, which would initially be part of the Department, but by 
2004 be independently funded through levies on industry.  Following the 
enactment of the bill, safety cases for the railway will need to be produced in 
about 6 months, which the Commission would then take about 3 months to 
approve.  There is a request for independent assessment of the safety case 
before submission to the Railway Safety Commission.  This offers an 
opportunity to check and approve accessibility as the Safety Case will have 
to document the standards used, audits undertaken, consultation and 
validation process undertaken.   
 
In the absence of the proposed Disability Bill, this is a valuable opportunity, 
but two points arise.  Firstly, the process needs to be monitored to ensure 
accessibility is improving as a result, and that safety arguments are not used 
to restrict access in any way – and this applies in the widest context of 
encouraging more people to use rail. Secondly, only the rail sector is 
addressed. 
 

3.8 The National Disability Authority 

The National Disability Authority (NDA) is a relatively new organization, 
established June 2000 under the National Disability Authority Act 1999 with 
the following mission: 
 
“The NDA will, on behalf of the State, promote and help to secure the rights 
of people with disabilities.  The Authority will achieve this: 

• By influencing public policy and legislation 
• By working to ensure that services to people with disabilities are of 
the highest standards and quality” 

 
Specifically, the NDA will: 
 

• Develop, co-ordinate and advise on policy 
• Promote equality, participation and inclusion 
• Advise on and monitor the implementation of standards for 
programmes and services  

• Prepare codes of practice 
• Undertake and commission research 
• Collect and disseminate information 
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Its Strategic Plan suggests that the NDA is in a strong position to meet some 
of the identified gaps in the provision of accessible public transport services: 
 

• Provision of central focus for strategy development 
• Monitoring the impact of legislation 
• Development of baseline data on disabled people’s experience of 
participation in all aspects of Irish life 

• Code of Practice on Disability Awareness/Equality Training 
• Statutory Codes of Practice for prioritized service areas which are to 
be produced by 2003 – public transport could be one such area 

• Establishment of a process for monitoring the implementation of 
standards and codes of practice in programmes and services 

• Identification of programmes and services for people with disabilities 
which require to be provided but which are not being provided or are 
inadequately provided and adoption of appropriate action, including 
recommending the review, reduction or withdrawal of public monies 
provided for that purpose. 

 
However, the NDA makes the point that the effective implementation of its 
plan is wholly dependent on having committed and experienced staff and 
the necessary financial resources.   
 
The NDA’s role does not fill key gaps with regard to regulation, 
implementation and enforcement.  Notably, the NDA’s scope is to influence 
policy and legislation and assist Government Departments other than the 
Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform. 
 
The NDA has recently commissioned the consultancy team responsible for 
this Report on Accessible Public Transport to undertake a review of all 
publicly funded transport services for disabled people.  One of the outputs 
will be a comprehensive policy and implementation strategy following a 
wide consultation process and is due to be completed by late March 2003. 
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4. VALIDATION SURVEYS 

4.1 Purpose of Surveys  

These surveys were undertaken in order to validate the information 
provided by CIÉ with regard to the improvements carried out with the 
finance provided by the Government under the National Development Plan. 
 
This part of the Study was therefore undertaken following the assessment of 
existing operations as a validation exercise rather than as a barrier 
identification process.  However, in order to place the journeys in a more 
complete context, the checklist developed for the journeys also included 
questions regarding items, which might not have been put in place following 
Government investment, such as information systems and improvements at 
bus stops. 
 

4.2  Route Selection 

The journeys made use of the full range of new buses operating on them, the 
full range of rolling stock used on the railway and a selection of bus/train 
stations, both new and improved ones. 
 
The details of the routes travelled and the facilities visited are contained in 
Appendix B. 
 
 

4.3 Survey Checklist 

The checklists used in the journeys were designed to relate to the specific 
journeys being undertaken.  The checklist is reproduced in Appendix B and 
includes all the different stages contained in the actual checklists used.  
Features were assessed on a pass or failure basis, with a simple Yes or No 
being the appropriate answer.  Additional comments were made at the end 
of each checklist as relevant. 

 
 
 
4.4 Survey Organisation 

People with different aspects of reduced mobility were contracted to 
undertake the journeys in order to validate the essential features of the 
checklist.  The sample size was created as follows: 

• 5 trips in Dublin (allowing for local, cross city and interchanges with 
DART, airport, seaport) 

• 2 trips in each of Cork, Galway, Limerick and Waterford 
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• 5 trips in rural areas, including on local and interurban bus services 
on licensed routes and on local and intercity trains 

 
This gives 18 journeys in total, each undertaken by the following categories 
of people: 

• People using a powered wheelchair 
• People with no sight 
• People with partial sight 
• People with a hearing impairment 
• People with a learning disability 
• People with young children using a buggy. 

 
The total number of individual tests planned was 90. 
 
In order to secure the appropriate people to undertake the journeys, the 
following methods were used.  In the case of the journeys by disabled people 
in Dublin and the cities of Cork, Galway, Limerick and Waterford, the 
regional co-ordinators for the Disability Federation of Ireland were asked to 
identify appropriate individuals and invite them to the meetings arranged 
by TLTC to brief them.  In the case of the journeys in North Cork and 
Westmeath/Roscommon local development agencies were approached to 
supply the names of potential surveyors, as was a rural accessible transport 
project in Meath for the journeys from Navan to Dublin, via Drogheda and 
they were then invited to the meetings arranged by TLTC to brief them.  
TLTC contacted the regional childcare co-ordinators in Dublin and the four 
cities, who provided the contacts for a number of childcare projects, which in 
turn either contacted or suggested suitable people to undertake the journeys. 
 
The details of the briefing meetings held are set out in Appendix B.  In the 
case of the Dublin meeting and those in the four cities, they were combined 
with the Focus Group meetings undertaken as part of the Study and 
reported on in Chapter 5 of this report. 

 
All but one of the meetings took place, but some were more successful than 
others.  It would appear that, despite very explicit briefing of the people we 
had been put in touch with, misunderstandings of our requirements and of 
the purpose of the situation testing was widespread.  The reality is that 
everyone contacted is also operating under great pressure and we have been 
relying on their goodwill to assist us.  This has resulted in surveyors not 
having been recruited for all journeys.  Details of the journeys covered are 
contained in Appendix B. 
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4.5  Survey Results 

Routes in Dublin Key results (negative responses) 

Sandymount  

Drumcondra  

Sallynoggin Lack of information sources other than timetables; no 

availability of information on interchange and 

fares/concessions; no ramped access, shelter or seats at bus 

stop; kneeling/ramp not used; did not wait until passenger 

was in position; no audible announcements on bus; lack of 

marked routes between modes; no audible announcements 

on DART; insufficient & inappropriate access at Dún 

Laoghaire; lack of ramped access to Ferryport terminal; no 

tactile surfaces. 

Clontarf  

Crumlin  

Routes outside 

Dublin 

Key results 

Cork City Lack of information sources; timetables available in city 

centre only; lack of information on interchange; lack of dished 

pavements and tactile surfaces; poor pavements; lack of 

pedestrian crossing facilities; lack of ramped access, shelter, 

seats & route information at bus stop; kneeling/ramp facility 

not working; bus too far from kerb to enable safe use of 

ramp; lack of audible, visual and route information on bus; 

driver did not wait until person in position; access to bellpush 

difficult when person in position. 

Galway City  

Limerick City Lack of local transport information sources; lack of shelter, 

seats and route information at bus stop; kneeling/ramp facility 

not used; lack of audible and route information on bus; lack of 

dished pavements and tactile surfaces; poor pavements; 

pedestrian time to cross at lights too short. 

Waterford City  

Athlone to 

Roscommon 
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Tramore to Kilkenny, 

via Waterford 

 

Buttevant to Cork, 

via Mallow 

Lack of local transport information sources; lack of 

information on access routes, types of bus/train, interchange 

and fares/concessions; lack of shelter and route information 

at bus stop; kneeling/ramp facility not used; lack of audible, 

visual and route information on bus; access to bellpush 

difficult; poor handrails; difficult interchange in Mallow (bus 

stops too far from Rail station and dangerous route); lack of 

visual and route information on train; dangerous gap between 

train and platform at Kent Station in Cork City; lack of 

information on connecting bus services at Kent Station; 

passenger unable to catch bus to city centre. 

Athenry to Galway  

Navan to Dublin, via 

Drogheda 

Initial response from survey team stated that Bus Éireann 

information centre in Dublin told them that no accessible bus 

operates between Navan and Drogheda. 
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4.6 Specific comments and general remarks 

In addition to the results from the completed checklists, the surveyors and 
the organisations involved in the briefing sessions made some specific 
comments about their experiences both during the validation testing 
journeys and previously as well as some more general remarks. 
 
In Mallow, the bus services do not connect to the train station.  It is very 
difficult in terms of distance and pavements for wheelchair users to make 
this journey. The suggestion is that the bus should go up to station and circle 
into car park.  In Killarney, a new building complex has divided the bus 
station and train station.  
 
The no.15 bus in Cork city runs to Kent station from Patrick Street (however, 
not into the station yard, which means a very difficult crossing for people 
with mobility/sensory disabilities).  The bus times do not match the arrival 
of the trains.  
 
Most importantly, the bus and train times are not work friendly.  Many 
people with disability and also those without disability would have greater 
opportunities for work if the Mallow to Cork services enabled arrival to the 
city centre for work times. 
 
Equally, routes are not hospital friendly i.e. to allow an early morning route 
and enough time to do the hospital treatment and return on the same day on 
an evening service 
 
In some cases, the drivers of the low floor bus use practices, which are not 
disability friendly, for example: 
• Only opening half the double door, presumably to prevent people 
rushing on without paying, but the half door is not enough for some 
people. 

• When the driver does not see a passenger in a wheelchair at the bus stop, 
they assume that the ambulant passengers will not need the floor to 
lower onto the pavement as designed.  In some cases, the bus driver 
lowers the floor onto the road, not the pavement.  This requires the 
passenger to step down from the pavement and then up onto the bus.  
This is very difficult for people with mobility difficulties such as hip 
problems or limps.  

• In one particular case, a mother travelling with a very clearly disabled 
son (blind) was requested to pay for her journey despite her son having a 
travel companion pass.  Attitude problem and ignorance of needs of 
people with disability seemed to be the complaint here.  If there was an 
overseeing body which offered compulsory disability training for 
transport operators, one would hope that this type of ignorance would 
not occur. 
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It was noted that many people with disability travel passes would like to use 
their passes for journeys around Ireland.  However, a policy of consistency is 
needed in the transport systems.  Specifically, there should be a bus link 
from train stations not located in city or town centres to the town or city 
centre (as in Dublin).  This means that a person could travel to a city by train, 
take the bus into the city centre and return.  
 
The recommendation is that all transport systems should fit into an overall 
policy of linkages, which would help not only with access but environment.  
If one does not already exist there should be an overall transport group, 
which monitors all issues of accessibility and efficient linkages for transport.  
 
It was recommended that, in the absence of accessible public transport, there 
should be a system where people with passes should be able to use their 
passes in taxis and that the taxi driver/company can be reimbursed by the 
State.  The feeling is that to give people with a disability a pass which they 
cannot use is not giving equal access to all.   
 
An individual’s experience of travelling by train illustrates the problems of 
train travel.  She has to travel in the Guard carriage due to her motorised 
chair not fitting into the one space in the catering carriage.  She recalls 
situations of deafening noise, no air circulation, no natural light, no toilet 
facilities, no appropriate securing of chair etc. on journeys by train.  She also 
notes the necessity to ring the train station 2 days in advance to have the 
ramp for the platform to the train taken out at the stations she arrives at. 
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5. USER CONSULTATIONAND NEEDS 

5.1 Consultation Format  

 
In order to secure the appropriate people to attend the focus group meetings 
in Dublin and the cities of Cork, Galway, Limerick and Waterford, the 
regional co-ordinators for the Disability Federation of Ireland were asked to 
identify appropriate individuals and invite them to the meetings arranged 
by TLTC. 
 
The details of the meetings held are contained in Appendix C.  Some were 
more successful than others.  In all cases attendance was poor.  It would 
appear that, despite very explicit briefing of the people we had been put in 
touch with, misunderstandings of our requirements and of the purpose of 
the focus groups was widespread.  The reality is that everyone contacted is 
also operating under great pressure and we have been relying on their 
goodwill to assist us. 
 
The topics covered in the meetings were divided into two categories, dealing 
with the travel characteristics of the users and their satisfaction of the service 
quality experienced.   
 
The following topics were covered under the category of user characteristics: 
1. frequency of use; 
2. degree of increase in use; 
3. date of last use; 
4. trip purpose; 
5. experience of incidents; 
6. use of other modes of transport; 
7. awareness of available services; 
8. personal circumstances of the users in terms of problems using public 
transport. 
 
The following topics were covered under the category of user satisfaction: 
1. tangibles (i.e. the appearance of vehicles and staff); 
2. reliability (ability to perform dependably); 
3. responsiveness (willingness to help); 
4. competence (possession of the required skills); 
5. courtesy (politeness, respect, consideration); 
6. credibility (trustworthiness, reputation); 
7. security (freedom from risk); 
8. access (approachability, ease of contact); 
9. communication (keeping customers informed in language which they 
can understand);  
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10. understanding the customer (making the effort to know customers 
and their needs). 
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5.2 User Travel Characteristics 

 
Frequency Of Use 
 
The frequency of use varied from being at weekends only to every day of the 
week, with 3 or 4 times per week being the most common.  This is very 
dependent on whether someone is in work or not.  The most frequent 
travellers tend to be people with little or no sight. 
 

Degree Of Increase In Use 

 
In the case of wheelchair users, the increase in use of city buses has been 
100%, as previously no journeys were made by bus. 
 

Date Of Last Use 

 
The date of last use varied from a week ago to the day of the meeting. 
 

Trip Purpose 

Leisure, work, personal business and social purposes. 
 

Experience of Incidents 

• Particular case in Galway City Centre where the pavement at the bus 
stop is considerably lower than the road. 

• Unable to travel by bus as the person’s wheelchair is too large to 
locate in the space allocated due to the positioning of a pole adjacent 
to the space. 

• Unwelcoming attitudes of other passengers, especially school 
children. 

• Overcrowding when school children are travelling. 
• Issue of priority (despite notice) between wheelchair users and 
parents with buggies for space allocated on buses. 

• Having to notify travel details in advance to Iarnród Éireann. 
 
Use of Other Modes of Transport 
 
The most commonly used alternative mode of public transport is the taxi or 
hackney.  Although some taxi/hackney drivers are positive about travel by 
wheelchair users, discrimination is clearly practised as they are unable to 
book journeys, the drivers are unfriendly, higher fares are charged and the 
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authorities do not appear to be enforcing standards or conditions of license.  
The lack of any disability awareness training undertaken by taxi/hackney 
drivers is very apparent.  People with guide dogs also have problems due to 
a ban on dogs being carried. 
 
Other modes used are provided by voluntary organisations, such as 
Vantastic, Cork Accessible Transport, centres for independent living and the 
IWA.  These can be quite limited in their service due to lack of resources or 
restrictions on trip purposes to activities related only to the organisation 
rather than to the person’s own needs. 
 
The cost of the other modes used means that they are more expensive than 
buses and trains and the free travel pass is not accepted by them. 
 
Awareness of Available Services 
 
There was a general lack of awareness, especially in the locations outside 
Dublin, that the buses are now accessible to wheelchair users.  Comment was 
made that Bus Éireann should run some form of campaign to publicise the 
fact and that all operators should do this when new accessible services are 
introduced. 
 
Personal Circumstances of the Users in terms of Problems using Public 
Transport. 
 
Where both partners are wheelchair users, the inability to travel together by 
bus or on most trains has caused difficulties.  However, on a number of 
occasions the bus driver has been able to accommodate them in some way.  
This depends on the size of wheelchairs being used as it may be possible for 
both people to locate themselves in the space allocated on the bus. 
 

5.3 User Satisfaction 

Tangibles 
 
The new buses have an excellent image, whereas the trains have a poor 
image and are generally of poor quality.  This applies particularly to the 
DART. 
 
Reliability 
 
Generally good.  However, the availability of ramps for accessing the train 
can be lacking and sometimes the ramp is too wide for the doors on some 
carriages.  The ramp and lowering mechanism on the new buses and the bell 
pushes are sometimes not working. 
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Responsiveness 
 
Generally good.  Experience has indicated that access facilities are not 
always used automatically, but are following a request. 
 
Competence 
 
Not able to comment. 
 
Courtesy 
 
Excellent. 
 
Credibility 
 
Good. 
 
Security 
 
Some people have a fear of being attacked due to their apparent 
vulnerability and are concerned about travelling at night.  They feel 
especially vulnerable to abuse from young people.  Feeling secure also 
depends on the driver; people feel unsafe when the service is running late as 
drivers tend to drive faster.  Wheelchair users would like to be able to pull 
down a bar in front of them to increase their safety and also to have some 
way of securing themselves to the rail adjacent to the space reserved for 
them on the bus.  Bus stops are not considered to be very safe environments 
and they rarely have shelters or seats. 
 
Access 
 
One particular comment made was that the Bus Éireann office was more 
approachable than the Iarnród Éireann office in Waterford.  Another 
comment made was that there is no unified local transport information 
source or centre, though information from the WWW is via a single CIÉ web 
site.  This means that if a journey involves travel by Bus Átha Cliath, Iarnród 
Éireann and Bus Éireann three separate phone calls have to be made and 
times synchronised by the passenger. 
 
 
Communication 
 
Audible announcements are either very patchy or not understandable, 
especially on trains and in stations.  There are no examples of visual 
information displays outside of bus or rail stations.  There are no facilities for 
people with hearing impairments.  Signage within stations and between 
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modes is very poor.  The use of symbols for people with learning difficulties 
would make signs more understandable.  This would also be useful for 
people who do not understand English or Irish. 
 
Understanding the Customer 
 
Consultation about new facilities and services could be improved.  Disability 
awareness training is essential and the benefits of this are now apparent on 
the buses in particular.  However, there are still problems as people feel that 
they are still regarded as “parcels” or “a nuisance”, exemplified by the 
comment “We didn’t ask you to travel on this train”.  The use of 
inappropriate language, such as reference to “cripples”, is still prevalent. 
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5.4 Results of Recent Surveys of Individual Disabled People 

In the latter part of 2001, TLTC undertook interviews in Limerick City with a 
number of disabled people and in 4 counties as part of a postal survey of 
rural residents for rural transport audits. 
 
This section brings together some of the results from these surveys as an 
illustration of the needs of disabled people in both urban and rural areas. 

    

General background information 

83 interviews were held with the residents of Limerick City aged from 15-70. 
The respondents were split 50.6%:49.4% female:male.  The age range of 
respondents is shown below: 

Age range % 

15-18 3.6 

19-24 10.8 

25-34 15.7 

35-49 20.5 

50-70 49.4 
18 interviews were held with the residents of Limerick City over the age of 
70.  The respondents were split 66.7%: 33.3% female: male. 

 

The tables below give details of respondents’ lack of a telephone and a car, as 
well as their inability to drive.  The second column covers people aged over 
70 years. 

Facility % Facility % 

No telephone 4.8 No telephone 22.2 

No car in household 30.1 No car in household 77.8 

Unable to drive 86.7 Unable to drive 94.4 

 
Interviewees were also asked about their access to a car from any source and 
the tables below indicate their responses.  The second column covers people 
aged over 70 years. 

Access to a car % Access to a car % 

No 20.5 No 44.4 

Sometimes 37.3 Sometimes 27.8 

Whenever I need 42.2 Whenever I need 27.8 
 
Interviewees were asked about their ownership and use of the Free Travel 
Pass and their responses confirm that there is an issue regarding their being 
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eligible but not able to use their passes.  61 people stated that they hold a free 
travel pass, but only just over one fifth (21.3%) of them have used the pass 
recently.  In the case of people aged over 70 years, 16 people stated that they 
hold a free travel pass, but only just one quarter (25%) of them have used the 
pass recently. 

 
Use of transport at present 

The tables below indicate the frequency of travel by public transport. The 
second table covers people aged over 70 years. 

Frequency % Frequency % 

Daily 3.6 2-3 times per week 6.0 

Weekly 2.4 2-3 times per month 6.0 

Monthly 4.8 2-3 times per year 12.0 

Once per year 13.3 Never 51.8 

Frequency % Frequency % 

Daily 11.1 2-3 times per week 0.0 

Weekly 5.6 2-3 times per month 5.6 

Monthly 5.6 2-3 times per year 0.0 

Once per year 0.0 Never 72.2 

 

The tables below indicate the frequency of travel by taxi/private minibus. 
The second table covers people aged over 70 years. 

Frequency % Frequency % 

Daily 22.9 2-3 times per week 6.0 

Weekly 20.5 2-3 times per month 6.0 

Monthly 9.6 2-3 times per year 9.6 

Once per year 3.6 Never 21.7 

Frequency % Frequency % 

Daily 0.0 2-3 times per week 11.1 

Weekly 27.8 2-3 times per month 11.1 

Monthly 0.0 2-3 times per year 5.6 

Once per year 0.0 Never 44.4 

 
 
The tables below indicate the frequency of getting out for all journeys by all 
modes.  The second table covers people aged over 70 years. 

Frequency % Frequency % 

At least once a day 33.7 Once a fortnight 2.4 
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4 to 5 times a week  25.3 Once a month 1.2 

2 to 3 times a week 22.9 Once every 2-3 months 1.2 

Once a week 8.4 Once per year 4.8 

Frequency % Frequency % 

At least once a day 22.2 Once a fortnight 11.1 

4 to 5 times a week  5.6 Once a month 5.6 

2 to 3 times a week 27.8 Once every 2-3 months 5.6 

Once a week 16.7 Once per year 5.6 

 

Problems experienced with transport services 

The tables below outline the factors, which prevent people from getting out.  
The second table covers people aged over 70 years. 

Factor % Factor % 

Cost of public transport 7.2 Accessibility of available transport 57.8 

Cost of taxi/private minibus 27.7 Illness – long term 37.3 

Lack of transport 59.0 Other (please specify) 

Lack of activities in the area 

Difficulties with parking spaces 

Accessibility of buildings. 

2.4 

Factor % Factor % 

Cost of public transport 5.6 Accessibility of available transport 33.3 

Cost of taxi/private minibus 27.8 Illness – long term 27.8 

Lack of transport 55.6 Other (please specify).  

 
The tables below refer to the difficulties people have with buses or 
minibuses.   In addition, 71.1% of people of all ages generally need someone 
to go out with them when they travel.  The second table covers people aged 
over 70 years. 

Difficulty experienced % Rank Difficulty experienced % Rank 

Frequency of service 22.9 5 Getting up steps onto bus 26.5 3 

Don’t know timetable 10.8 9 Uncomfortable bus ride 13.3 8= 

Bus stops too far away 18.1 7 Getting off the bus 24.1 4 

Waiting for the bus is tiring 30.1 2 Fear of falling on the bus 21.7 6 

Use a wheelchair 56.6 1 Afraid of using buses 9.6 10 

Getting buggies or bags on/off bus 8.4 11 Staff attitudes 13.3 8= 

Getting on/off bus with small children 2.4 13 Storing luggage and buggies 4.8 12 

Difficulty experienced % Rank Difficulty experienced % Rank 
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Frequency of service 16.7 2= Getting up steps onto bus 11.1 3= 

Don’t know timetable 11.1 3= Uncomfortable bus ride 0.0  

Bus stops too far away 16.7 2= Getting off the bus 5.6 4= 

Waiting for the bus is tiring 11.1 3= Fear of falling on the bus 16.7 2= 

Use a wheelchair 27.8 1 Afraid of using buses 5.6 4= 

Getting buggies or bags on/off bus 0.0  Staff attitudes 5.6 4= 

Getting on/off bus with small children 0.0  Storing luggage and buggies 0.0  

 
New services and features 

The tables below set out the features, which interviewees regarded as very 
important or important for new transport services.  The second table covers 
people aged over 70 years. 

Features V. important Important 

Time of the service could be flexible 44.6 14.5 

Route could be flexible 22.9 16.7 

Bus would divert to come close to your home 77.1 2.4 

Bus would divert to come close to your destination 77.1 2.4 

Must ring in advance for the service 27.7 22.9 

Accessible bus available 

(e.g. for those not using steps) 

77.1 2.4 

Connections to other routes and services 54.2 20.5 

Service provided to local activities 44.6 19.3 

Share a booked journey with someone travelling in same 

direction 

3.6 4.8 

Features V. important Important 

Time of the service could be flexible 16.7 5.6 

Route could be flexible 5.6 5.6 

Bus would divert to come close to your home 55.6 0.0 

Bus would divert to come close to your destination 55.6 0.0 

Must ring in advance for the service 11.1 16.7 

Accessible bus available 

(e.g. for those not using steps) 

38.9 16.7 

Connections to other routes and services 27.8 0.0 

Service provided to local activities 5.6 11.1 

Share a booked journey with someone travelling in same 

direction 

0.0 0.0 
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Results from rural transport audits 

TLTC was responsible for the rural transport audits in the counties of Clare, 
Cork, Limerick and North Tipperary and undertook postal surveys of 2000 
rural residents in each county.  The results of these surveys as they apply to 
the disabled rural residents who returned completed survey forms are set 
out below. 
34% live in households with no cars and 27% never or rarely have access to a 
car.  In terms of the number of trips made each week, the table below sets out 
the results by level of car availability. 

Car availability Average number of trips per week 

With access to a car 13 

Rarely or never having access to a car 9 

No car 8 

 
The table below sets out the results with regard to the journey purposes 
undertaken by disabled people. 

Journey purpose % of journeys made 

Food shopping 30 

Non food shopping 13 

Visiting friends and relations 14 

Going to church 12 

 
45% of disabled people stated that they are not able to make journeys that 
they would like to make.  The design of vehicles and the poor or non-existent 
accessibility at stations and interchanges were two key problems as they 
related to disabled rural dwellers, which were raised during focus group 
meetings, which were also part of the rural transport audits. 
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6. DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 

6.1 Background 

A fundamental part of this study involves development of an assessment 
method for investment in public transport accessibility. The benefits of 
providing accessible public transport for all, and not just people with 
disabilities, are widely understood and accepted. Nevertheless, for the 
purpose of assessment is it useful to be able to quantify the numbers of 
people with different types of disabilities who might benefit from specific 
public transport enhancements.   
 
Furthermore, it is essential to predict the numbers of people with mobility 
impairments that will occur in the medium-term future for the purpose of 
transport planning. These predictions need to take into account Ireland’s 
growing population and changing demography. 
 
We have therefore applied a model, used by TAS in various situations 
throughout the United Kingdom and elsewhere, to estimate the geographical 
spread of disability incidence in the population. The resulting figures 
provide the base data for assessment of needs, and the effectiveness of 
current and proposed provision of accessible public transport. 
 
This Chapter provides description and comment on the geographical 
distribution of the general population and of those with disabilities in 
Ireland, based on official data for year 2000. It also considers projections for 
the year 2015 derived from work for the National Spatial Strategy. 
 

6.2 Distribution of Population in Ireland 

Analysis of population (and disability) data has been undertaken at two 
discrete levels: 

• at district electoral division (DED) level for the five main urban areas 
(i.e. those which are served by dedicated local bus networks – Dublin, 
Cork, Galway, Limerick and Waterford) 

• for the rest of the state, at the NUTS III level of eight regions. 
 
Figure A illustrates the density of population across the country at NUTS III 
level. With the exception of the greater Dublin region, the density is 
reasonably similar across the country, varying only between 27 persons per 
square kilometre (West) and 64 per km2 (Mid-East). This compares with a 
typical British benchmark of 100 persons per km2 as the upper boundary 
definition of ‘rural’. The large areas involved disguise substantial variations 
and local concentrations of population within regions, of course. 
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Nevertheless, the map clearly indicates the bias of the population towards 
the south and east of the country. 
 
Figure B to Figure F show, to a constant scale, the density of population in 
the urban areas. This gives a picture of the nature of development, which is 
less influenced by the absolute size of the respective populations. 
Nevertheless, Dublin exhibits by far the highest densities, as well as the 
greatest numbers.  
 
Existing accessible public transport service routes have been plotted against 
the distribution of people with disabilities, allowing the effectiveness of 
current investment to be assessed.  These are illustrated in Figures G to K 
later in this Chapter. 
 

6.3 Disabilities within the Population 

In the absence of detailed statistical surveys, the methodology for estimation 
of disability depends on the relationship of the occurrence of disabilities to 
the general population. The most detailed work available on this topic is that 
carried out by the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) in 
Great Britain in the mid-1980s7. This was subsequently extended and 
updated by the Policy Planning & Research Unit (PPRU) in Northern 
Ireland8 and the Department of Social Security (DSS) in Britain9.  
 
The model developed by TAS is based on this work, and has been validated 
in a number of UK situations, including by reference to local authorities’ 
estimates (both by social services and statisticians) and review by local 
disability groups. It has been applied in numerous studies, including: 

• assessment of the demand for specialist Dial-a-Ride and community 
transport services across the area of Hampshire County Council 

• estimation of the impacts of extending concessionary fares entitlement 
to different categories of disabled people, for the UK Department of 
the Environment, Transport and the Regions (now Department for 
Transport) 

• preparation of a business case for new community transport schemes, 
including shopmobility in York 

• evaluation for the Department of Regional Development in Northern 
Ireland of the effectiveness of its Transport Programme for People 
with Disabilities. 

 
We are aware of the concern that models developed from British conditions 
and experience may not reflect accurately the different demography of 

                                      
7 The OPCS Surveys of Disability in Great Britain (HMSO, 1988/89) 
8 The Prevalence of Disability Among Adults in Northern Ireland (PPRU, 1992) 
9 Disability in Great Britain: Research Report No. 94 (Dept. of Social Security, 1999) 
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Ireland. In particular, we note the approach taken to statistical analysis of 
disability by the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities10. This 
reviewed a number of potential means of assessing the scale and incidence of 
disability within the population, and discussed the difficulties of definition. 
While acknowledging the OPCS and PPRU work, the Commission preferred 
to refer to a model based on a wider European analysis, which suggested an 
average incidence of disabilities affecting about 12% of the total population.  
 
Over recent years, TAS has explored this topic in considerable depth in 
respect of a number of projects, including those with a European Union 
perspective. It is our opinion that models based on separate national 
definitions of disability (as in the study quoted by the Commission) result in 
use of inconsistent and non-comparable data. For example, France includes 
people with liver disorders in its definition of people who are ‘disabled’, 
while a Spanish definition of mobility impairment has in the past included 
fathers [but not mothers!] encumbered with small children. Distinctions 
based on benefit entitlements are likely to be even more invidious.  
 
Furthermore, it is our view that the definitions favoured by the Commission 
significantly underestimate the numbers of people in Ireland affected by 
disabilities. The estimate of approximately 10% of the population (some 
360,000 people) is even lower than the overall average of 12% from the 
European study quoted. This is acknowledged in the Commission’s report, 
which notes the PPRU estimate of 174 adults per 1,000 in the Northern 
Ireland population (i.e. 17.4%) having some form of disability. The 1999 DSS 
study in Great Britain reported an even higher overall incidence of disability, 
affecting 194 persons per 1,000. 
 
There also remain significant variations in social, spatial and economic 
structures between countries in northern and southern Europe. Overall, we 
do not believe that any model reflecting conditions in countries as disparate 
as Sweden and Greece could possibly offer a more accurate proxy for the 
Irish situation than one based on the UK. Our model takes account of the age 
and gender profiles in the population, and will thus reflect a major difference 
between the British and Irish situations. Therefore, we are confident that 
application of our current model, adapted with any available indigenous 
data, will provide a robust and useful tool in estimating the scale and type of 
disability across the geographical divisions of Ireland. 
 
The overall incidence of disability in Ireland in 2000 is illustrated in Figure L 
on page 66, which clearly shows the relationship of disability with age. 
However, this tells us little about the type or effect of disabilities represented 
in the population, and more detailed analysis is necessary.  

                                      
10 Commission report ‘A Strategy for Equality’: Appendix A 
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Figure A : Population density by region (2000) 

Figure B : Population density – Cork (2000) 

Figure C : Population density – Dublin (2000) 

Figure D : Population density – Galway (2000) 

Figure E : Population density – Limerick (2000) 

Figure F : Population density – Waterford (2000) 
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Disability takes many forms – OPCS in the UK identified 12 categories in its 
1989 reports. Not all of these (e.g. facial disfigurement) are significant in 
transport or mobility terms (although they may be significant in terms of 
desire or willingness to go out at all). We have therefore selected those 
physical and sensory disability categories which are most likely to have 
transport impacts, of which by far the largest is locomotor disability. The 
selected categories are: 

i. locomotor   - limited walking ability 
ii. dexterity   - inability to grasp or manipulate 
iii. seeing   - partial sight or blindness 
iv. hearing   - partial hearing or deafness 
v. communication  - (mainly) lack of understandable speech 
vi. intellectual functioning  - lack of concentration or 

understanding, including learning disabilities 
 
Further questions arise about the degree of disability affecting individuals. 
OPCS’ approach, as used in our analysis, is to define severity by reference to 
the degree of impairment of function that results. A 12-point scale is used to 
describe the severity of impairment, with 1 being mild and 12 being most 
severe.  
 

An example of this scale, for locomotor disability, is shown in  

Table 1 below. This also shows the estimated number of people in that 
category of severity in the year 2000. Note that the cumulative figures in 
brackets show how many adults are affected at that severity level or greater. 

 

Table 1 : Locomotor disability – severity categories 

Severity 
Category 

Details – Locomotor  Estimated number of 
adults in Ireland 2000 

(cumulative)  

0.5 to 2.5 • Cannot walk 400 yards without stopping or severe discomfort 

• Can only walk up and down a flight of stairs by going 
sideways or one step at a time 

• Cannot bend down to sweep up something from the floor and 
straighten up again 

• Can only walk down a flight of 12 stairs if holds on to a 
support (doesn't need a rest) 

71,572 

(376,021) 

3.0 to 4.0 • Cannot walk 200 yards without stopping or severe discomfort 

• Can only walk up and down a flight of 12 stairs if holds on or 
takes a rest 

• Often needs to hold on to something to keep balance 

• Has fallen three or more times in the last year 

• Cannot bend down to pick something up from the floor and 
straighten up again 

108,742 

 (304,449) 
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Severity 
Category 

Details – Locomotor  Estimated number of 
adults in Ireland 2000 

(cumulative)  

4.5 to 6.5 • Cannot bend down far enough to reach knees and straighten 
up again 

• Cannot walk 50 yards without stopping or severe discomfort 

• Cannot walk up and down a flight of 12 stairs 

67,787 

(195,707) 

7.0 to 9.5 • Always needs to hold on to something to keep balance 

• Has fallen 12 or more times in the last year 

• Can only walk a few steps without stopping or severe 
discomfort 

• Cannot walk up and down one step 

73,902 

(127,920) 

10.0 to 11.5 • Cannot walk at all 54,018 

 
In general, it can be expected that people affected at or close to severity level 
12 will not be potential public transport passengers, as they will be 
housebound or require very high levels of support to travel. On the other 
hand, a high proportion of routine public transport users will experience 
impairments at a low level, which will not unduly affect their ability to use 
the system. It is principally (but not exclusively) those in the middle ranges 
of functional impairment – typically with severity scores in the range 4 to 8 – 
who will benefit most from special measures to enhance accessibility. 
 
The results of this analysis are illustrated in the following section. 
 
We believe that our approach takes us well beyond such general estimates as 
stating that “X% of the population has a disability”, and is of far greater 
utility. It enables us to say something about the practical implications of: 

• the different types of disability  
• their occurrence, related to – 

o the actual age and gender split of the population (important, as 
disability is so closely correlated with increasing age) 

o specific geographic areas. 
 
This depth of analysis is necessary if anything useful is to be established 
about the needs for, and availability of, appropriate transport. 
 

6.4 Geographical Incidence of Disability 

The following tables, based on 2000 population data, show the estimated 
incidence of relevant disabilities among adults (all those aged 16 or over) 
broken down by NUTS III region. These imply an even spatial distribution of 
disabled people across regions, which is acceptable at high levels of 
aggregation, but may be unsafe when applied to very much smaller 
geographical units. 
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These estimates are based on regional figures for south-west England 
derived from the 1999 DSS study. These are judged to be the most 
appropriate recent regional comparison data for Ireland, because of the 
broad similarities in rural / urban population distribution and the absence of 
substantially distorting factors (such as are found in areas where coal mining 
was formerly significant). These figures also do not differ significantly from 
the earlier (1991) figures for Northern Ireland11. 
 
It must be noted that, in all the following tables, it is not valid to add 
together the totals for different types of disability to arrive at an overall total, 
as there are many cases of individuals with multiple disabilities (especially at 
the higher levels of severity). The overall total of people with disabilities is of 
the order of two-thirds of the total of all separate disabilities.  
 

Table 2 : Incidence of disabilities – Border region (year 2000) 

S everity 
S core 

L ocomotion R eaching &  
S tretching 

D ex terity S eeing Hearing Communicat
ion 

I ntellectual 
functioning 

0.5 - 2.5 8,444 4,173 539 10,452 20,719 3,898 4,792 

3.0 - 4.0 12,830 1,966 544 1,838 362 2,451 2,486 

4.5 - 6.5 7,998 3,780 6,450 1,938 2,471 3,085 3,390 

7.0 - 9.5 8,719 2,630 7,619 1,186 1,042 1,253 2,530 

10 and over 6,373 719 2,706 1,147 625 1,538 2,147 

TOTAL 44,364 13,269 17,858 16,561 25,218 12,225 15,346 

 
 

Table 3 : Incidence of disabilities – Dublin region (year 2000) 

S everity 
S core 

L ocomotion R eaching &  
S tretching 

D ex terity S eeing Hearing Communicat
ion 

I ntellectual 
functioning 

0.5 - 2.5 21,520 10,635 1,374 26,638 52,801 9,934 12,213 

3.0 - 4.0 32,696 5,011 1,387 4,684 922 6,247 6,335 

4.5 - 6.5 20,382 9,632 16,438 4,938 6,297 7,862 8,641 

7.0 - 9.5 22,221 6,704 19,416 3,022 2,656 3,193 6,449 

10 and over 16,242 1,833 6,896 2,923 1,592 3,919 5,472 

TOTAL 113,062 33,816 45,511 42,206 64,268 31,156 39,110 

 
 
 

                                      
11 The relative overall incidence of disabilities in the population was 182 persons per 1,000 population for south-west 

England, and 163 per 1,000 for Northern Ireland (both figures cover people living in private households only) 
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Table 4 : Incidence of disabilities – Mid-East region (year 2000) 

S everity 
S core 

L ocomotion R eaching &  
S tretching 

D ex terity S eeing Hearing Communicat
ion 

I ntellectual 
functioning 

0.5 - 2.5 7,203 3,560 460 8,917 17,674 3,325 4,088 

3.0 - 4.0 10,944 1,677 464 1,568 309 2,091 2,121 

4.5 - 6.5 6,823 3,224 5,502 1,653 2,108 2,632 2,892 

7.0 - 9.5 7,438 2,244 6,499 1,012 889 1,069 2,159 

10 and over 5,437 614 2,308 979 533 1,312 1,832 

TOTAL 37,845 11,319 15,234 14,127 21,512 10,429 13,091 

 
 

Table 5 : Incidence of disabilities – Midlands region (year 2000) 

S everity 
S core 

L ocomotion R eaching &  
S tretching 

D ex terity S eeing Hearing Communicat
ion 

I ntellectual 
functioning 

0.5 - 2.5 4,102 2,027 262 5,077 10,064 1,893 2,328 

3.0 - 4.0 6,232 955 264 893 176 1,191 1,207 

4.5 - 6.5 3,885 1,836 3,133 941 1,200 1,498 1,647 

7.0 - 9.5 4,235 1,278 3,701 576 506 609 1,229 

10 and over 3,096 349 1,314 557 303 747 1,043 

TOTAL 21,549 6,445 8,674 8,044 12,249 5,938 7,454 

 
 

Table 6 : Incidence of disabilities – Mid-West region (year 2000) 

S everity 
S core 

L ocomotion R eaching &  
S tretching 

D ex terity S eeing Hearing Communicat
ion 

I ntellectual 
functioning 

0.5 - 2.5 6,468 3,196 413 8,006 15,869 2,986 3,670 

3.0 - 4.0 9,827 1,506 417 1,408 277 1,878 1,904 

4.5 - 6.5 6,126 2,895 4,940 1,484 1,892 2,363 2,597 

7.0 - 9.5 6,678 2,015 5,835 908 798 960 1,938 

10 and over 4,881 551 2,072 879 478 1,178 1,645 

TOTAL 33,979 10,163 13,678 12,684 19,315 9,364 11,754 
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Table 7 : Incidence of disabilities – South-East region (year 2000) 

S everity 
S core 

L ocomotion R eaching &  
S tretching 

D ex terity S eeing Hearing Communicat
ion 

I ntellectual 
functioning 

0.5 - 2.5 7,895 3,902 504 9,773 19,372 3,645 4,481 

3.0 - 4.0 11,996 1,839 509 1,718 338 2,292 2,324 

4.5 - 6.5 7,478 3,534 6,031 1,812 2,310 2,884 3,170 

7.0 - 9.5 8,152 2,460 7,123 1,109 975 1,172 2,366 

10 and over 5,959 673 2,530 1,073 584 1,438 2,008 

TOTAL 41,481 12,406 16,697 15,485 23,579 11,431 14,349 

 
 

Table 8 : Incidence of disabilities – South-West region (year 2000) 

S everity 
S core 

L ocomotion R eaching &  
S tretching 

D ex terity S eeing Hearing Communicat
ion 

I ntellectual 
functioning 

0.5 - 2.5 10,740 5,308 686 13,295 26,352 4,958 6,095 

3.0 - 4.0 16,318 2,501 692 2,338 460 3,118 3,162 

4.5 - 6.5 10,173 4,807 8,204 2,465 3,143 3,924 4,312 

7.0 - 9.5 11,090 3,346 9,690 1,508 1,326 1,594 3,218 

10 and over 8,106 915 3,442 1,459 794 1,956 2,731 

TOTAL 56,428 16,877 22,714 21,064 32,075 15,550 19,519 

 
 

Table 9 : Incidence of disabilities – West region (year 2000) 

S everity 
S core 

L ocomotion R eaching &  
S tretching 

D ex terity S eeing Hearing Communicat
ion 

I ntellectual 
functioning 

0.5 - 2.5 10,509 5,193 671 13,008 25,784 4,851 5,964 

3.0 - 4.0 15,966 2,447 677 2,287 450 3,051 3,094 

4.5 - 6.5 9,953 4,704 8,027 2,411 3,075 3,839 4,219 

7.0 - 9.5 10,851 3,274 9,481 1,476 1,297 1,559 3,149 

10 and over 7,931 895 3,367 1,428 777 1,914 2,672 

TOTAL 55,210 16,513 22,223 20,610 31,383 15,214 19,098 

 
The effects and implications of disabilities at various levels of severity are 
discussed in the next Chapter. 
 
We have applied data from the UK research detailed earlier to estimate the 
incidence of locomotor disabilities in the population of the five main urban 
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areas. These are illustrated by the maps at Figure G to Figure K below, which 
show the density of adult population (aged over 16) estimated to have a 
locomotor disability. This includes all levels of severity, however, including 
the most minor which will have little practical effect on individuals’ ability 
to use public transport. Density is mapped in preference to absolute figures, 
because this can tell us about concentration of demand. 
 
The age-related estimation of incidence derives from the British 1999 report 
of the Department of Social Security, applied to 1996 Irish Census data, 
which did not include information on incidence of disability. At the time of 
this study, the most recent Irish Census data available at this level of detail 
were for 1996.  
 
The data presented below are the best estimates which can be made on 
currently available data. They are intended as indicative, rather than as 
definitive, figures enabling, for example, robust patronage estimates for 
specialist transport services. There may be localised inaccuracies due to the 
application of the model to relatively small population samples (at DED 
level), particularly since certain disabilities may be related to occupational 
injury or disease, and therefore affected by the socio-economic distribution 
of the population. 
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Figure G : Density of adults with locomotor disability – Cork (1996) 

Figure H : Density of adults with locomotor disability – Dublin (1996) 

Figure I : Density of adults with locomotor disability – Galway (1996) 

Figure J : Density of adults with locomotor disability – Limerick (1996) 

Figure K : Density of adults with locomotor disability – Waterford (1996) 

 

6.5 Projected Changes to 2015 

Data was obtained from Jonathan Blackwell Associates on estimated 
population changes to 2015. This work was a contribution to the National 
Spatial Strategy, and modelled various scenarios at five-year intervals to 
2020. We have chosen to use a mid-range scenario – involving moderate 
restraint in growth of the Dublin and Mid-East regions – at 2015 to illustrate 
the potential changes in the requirements of disabled people. 2015 represents 
the closest point to the end of a possible 10-year implementation period for 
any recommendations once our report is received and considered. 
 
The overall changes in population between 2000 (CSO mid-year estimates) 
and 2015 are shown for each region in Table 10. 
 

Table 10 : Anticipated growth in population to 2015 

Region Total persons 
2000 

Projected total 
persons 2015 

Border 414100 448172 

Dublin 1109800 1477305 

Mid-East 387300 595877 

Midlands 210200 256031 

Mid-West 329500 392917 

South-East 392700 462209 

South-West 558700 695981 

West 375100 437233 

TOTAL 3,787,400 4,765,725 
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The graphs shown below represent the number of people with disabilities 
within various age groups, both actual figures for 2000 and estimates for 
2015.  

Figure L : Estimated incidence of disability in 2000 

 

Figure M : Projected incidence of disability in 2015 
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The figures for each of the regions in 2000 show a steady upward trend 
across the age groups, rising at a fairly constant rate from the 15-19 category, 
though with a levelling off in the 20-39 range. The figures continue to rise 
across the age ranges, until the 80+ category, where there is a significant 
drop. This applies to all the regions, but is most pronounced in the case of 
the Dublin area figures, reflecting the lower than average proportion of very 
old people in Dublin’s population. 
 
The most significant difference in the projected figures for 2015 is that the 
significant ‘drop off’ in the incidence of disability occurs at an earlier age 
than for the 2000 figures, occurring at the age of 60 and beyond. The rate of 
decline is also less acute, reflecting an age profile less heavily weighted 
towards the 60-80 age range (in which disability incidence rises markedly) 
than at present. However, the absolute number of disabled people rises 
sharply, in line with the growth in the general population. 
 
Table 11 shows the estimated numbers of people in Ireland in 2000, by type 
and severity of disability.  
 

Table 11 : Estimated incidence of disabilities in Ireland, 2000 

Severity 
Score 

Locomotion Reaching & 
Stretching 

Dexterity Seeing Hearing Communicat
ion 

Intellectual 
functioning 

0.5 – 2.5 71,572 35,371 4,570 88,592 175,606 33,039 40,617 

3.0 – 4.0 108,742 16,667 4,611 15,578 3,066 20,777 21,070 

4.5 – 6.5 67,787 32,035 54,671 16,424 20,942 26,148 28,737 
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7.0 – 9.5 73,902 22,295 64,573 10,051 8,834 10,620 21,447 

10 and over 54,018 6,097 22,934 9,723 5,293 13,035 18,200 

TOTAL 376,021 112,464 151,359 140,368 213,741 103,619 130,071 

 
The comparable figures projected for 2015 are shown in Table 12. These 
reflect the differences in the anticipated demographic profile, but generally 
show increases of approximately 30%. 
 

Table 12 : Projected incidence of disabilities in Ireland, 2015 

Severity 
Score 

Locomotion Reaching & 
Stretching 

Dexterity Seeing Hearing Communicat
ion 

Intellectual 
functioning 

0.5 – 2.5 92,868 45,895 5,930 114,953 227,858 42,870 52,703 

3.0 – 4.0 141,098 21,626 5,984 20,213 3,978 26,959 27,339 

4.5 – 6.5 87,957 41,567 70,938 21,311 27,173 33,928 37,288 

7.0 – 9.5 95,891 28,929 83,787 13,042 11,463 13,780 27,828 

10 and over 70,091 7,911 29,759 12,616 6,868 16,914 23,616 

TOTAL 487,906 145,927 196,396 182,134 277,340 134,451 168,774 
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7. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

7.1 Background 

A fundamental part of this study involves development of an assessment 
system for identifying how effective the approach taken thus far has been 
and to assist in prioritisation for the future. 
 

7.2 The Key Principles 

We believe that there are three key overarching principles which need to be 
taken into account in examining accessible transport development. These are 
(in alphabetical order): 

• effectiveness 
• efficiency 
• equity 

 
Various other principles, for example economy, equal opportunity, 
integration and so on are, in practice, subsumed within the three principles 
set out above  
 
The principles need to be seen from the standpoint of three groups of 
stakeholders: 

• users 
• operators 
• government (as a policy maker and funder) and other funders 

as set out in the following table, which highlights some of the more 
important issues to arise. 
 

Stakeholder 
Principle 

Users Operators Government 

Effectiveness Users who require 
accessibility 
improvements are 
not a homogenous 
sector. Different 
groups of users may 
have different views 
on what would be 
most effective. Some 
consultation system 
is required to 
mediate and to help 
guide government 
and operators. 

Operators need 
guidance on what is 
most cost-effective in 
terms of trip 
generation (which 
may be self-
financing) and 
additional features 
which are effective 
from a social 
inclusion standpoint 
(which may require 
specific financial 
support). At a 

With an inevitable 
limit on available 
resources, those 
controlling the funds 
will want to see 
them targeted in 
some way. Various 
approaches to 
“effectiveness” are 
possible. For 
example, it could be 
to provide for those 
in greatest need, or 
to enable the largest 
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practical level, there 
are a large number 
of issues which can 
be tackled in 
alternative ways – 
operators need to 
learn from 
experience 
elsewhere. 

number of journeys 
to be made by those 
who might 
otherwise not travel. 

Efficiency Users of accessible 
transport want to see 
efficient use made of 
the funds in order to 
maximise their 
opportunities to 
travel. 

Operators need to be 
faced with 
continuous pressure 
to improve 
operating efficiency, 
but within a clear 
framework which 
defines the 
minimum quantity 
and quality 
standards for 
accessible transport 
provision. 

Economic efficiency 
is an obvious 
requirement for the 
use of public funds. 
However, this goes 
further as it does 
require the 
government to 
reduce any inter-
agency barriers 
which prevent this 
from happening 

Equity Disabled people 
expect to participate 
on an equal basis in 
social activity, 
including public 
transport 

Clear statement of 
what operators need 
to undertake. Should 
be applied across 
modes to ensure a 
‘level playing field’ 

In line with national 
and international 
anti-discrimination 
policies 

 

Benefits For All 

The importance of accessible infrastructure (not just the vehicles!) 
 
The best model for explaining the importance of access features is the "travel 
chain" as set out in Chapter 1.5 above.  Any journey consists of a series of 
separate linked elements, such as: 

a) obtaining information about the route, timing and feasibility of the journey 

b) being able to afford the journey 

c) making one's way from one's origin to the transport service 

d) waiting for the service to arrive 

e) getting on board the service 
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f) obtaining a ticket, giving a destination 

g) making one's way to a seat / resting position 

h) travelling on the service 

i) alighting from the service 

j) making one's way from the service to the destination 

 
Items a), c), d), e), i) and j) above involve infrastructure issues. 
 
If any one of these elements cannot be completed (a broken link) by a 
particular individual, then the entire journey cannot be completed (a broken 
chain), and that person's mobility options will be restricted.  The whole 
journey involves an inter-relationship between: 

• infrastructure 
• vehicles 
• staff 
• information. 
 

In order for accessibility to be achieved, all these items will need to be 
tackled in a co-ordinated manner.  For example, the introduction of 
wheelchair accessible railway rolling stock which travels between 
inaccessible stations would be of limited use. 
 
Infrastructure barriers will thus reduce the number of journeys which some 
people can make and prevent others from travelling by public transport at 
all.  A significant proportion of such people will not have access to cars as an 
alternative and will thus suffer isolation, with consequent social and health 
implications for both the individual (reduced quality of life) and for the state 
(greater expenditure on health and social services). 
 
It might be argued that a separate transport system should be made available 
for such people - a paratransit or dial-a-ride service.  However, whilst there 
will always be a need for such a service for people who require particular 
care whilst travelling, it has become clear in the past few years, on both 
equity and efficiency grounds, that the priority approach should be to make 
mainstream public passenger transport as fully accessible as possible. We 
now have the force of “human rights” based thinking, especially within 
Europe and through the growing ‘equality’ legislation within Ireland as a 
further stimulus to the developing improved access onto mainstream public 
transport. 
 
An investment in mainstream 'conventional' public transport systems, to 
increase the proportion of the population which can make easy use of them, 
is likely to give substantially better cost/benefit results than the alternative 
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of providing for journeys with a separate system.  This cost-effectiveness 
problem explains why, in metropolitan areas in the UK, there has been a 
slow down in the development of large scale small vehicle dial-a-ride 
projects, and a shift in emphasis towards enhancing the accessibility of 
mainstream modes.  In addition, access improvements to mainstream public 
transport are likely to benefit most public transport users (e.g. no steps 
means easier and faster boarding for all), not just the specific target group. 
 
Wider Benefits 
 
Mobility handicap is a broad concept, not a homogeneous one.  At the 
extreme, there will always be people who require specific separate technical 
provision, and specific elements of personal care.  However, the broad base 
of people with mobility handicap, if this is defined in the usual manner, i.e. 
an inability to use conventional public transport with ease, have ambulatory 
or sensory difficulties which can be accommodated by relatively simple 
improvements in design.  
 
The general effectiveness argument recognises that the concept of mobility 
handicap is a broad one, encompassing parents with small children and 
buggies or prams, people with large amounts of shopping or shopping 
trolleys, elderly people with some walking difficulties and so on.   
 
The position is not static. Ireland as a whole is in the process of experiencing 
a major shift in its population, as shown in Chapter 6 (e.g. Figures L and M). 
In practice, this will include: 

• significant population growth 
• an ageing population 
• much greater aspirations for mobility amongst younger disabled 
people and younger pensioners (below 75) 

Given that a very high proportion of bus users, particularly off-peak 
travellers, are either elderly, or are accompanying children or are carrying 
family shopping, the need for access improvements in this sector become 
clear.  
 
Who Needs Infrastructure Access Improvements? 
 
It cannot be said too often that access improvements are not simply for a 
small number of disabled people, but are of benefit to everybody. For 
example, low flat floor buses do not have any steps, so they are easier for 
everyone to get on and off. Boarding and alighting therefore takes less time, 
and this means that journeys are quicker and more reliable. Safety is also 
improved because the bus no longer has entrance and exit steps where 
passengers may trip and fall over (the highest single source of bus related 
injuries). 
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Finding out about journey routes and times can be difficult, especially if this 
involves changing from one service to another. Sometimes, the amount of 
information available can be overwhelming. Research shows that when 
travel information is designed to be understood by people with learning 
difficulties, all travellers benefit from the improved simplicity and clarity. 
This reduces the anxiety which some people experience when planning and 
making journeys and therefore contributes to modal shift from private 
means of transport. 
 
People with partial sight need, in addition to tactile surface information: 

• good, glare-free ;light levels 
• colour contrast on handrails, kerbs and step edges 
• information in large print, using a clear typeface 

All these things make it much easier for almost everyone to use public 
transport. Thus although the justification for action may have arisen solely 
from a disability standpoint, in any cost-benefit consideration, the benefits to 
all travellers should be considered. 
 
It is important to understand that the beneficiaries of access improvements 
include not only people with a functional impairment (locomotion, seeing, 
hearing, intellectual functioning, etc.) but also three other groups: 

• passengers with small children, including buggies and prams 
• passengers with heavy shopping, luggage or shopping trolleys 
• passengers who change modes as a result of the enhanced overall 
quality of the service offered. 

 
Benefits to passengers may occur from: 

• existing passengers finding their journeys easier 
• existing passengers making additional journeys 
• passengers who were previously unable to travel making journeys 
• passengers who were previously unwilling to use public transport 
being attracted to switch modes 

 
It is extremely difficult to estimate the travel patterns of people who have not 
previously been using public transport.  Chapter 6 provides some estimates 
of the number of people with a disability related impairment who might 
benefit from improved access and makes some tentative estimates as to the 
potential impact of such improvements. In addition, there is evidence from 
the UK that people encumbered with children use buses some 8% less than 
would be expected, and that around one third of people encumbered with 
shopping also make fewer journeys than would be expected.  So the 
potential impact of improvements is clearly very significant. 
 
The introduction of low floor bus services into the UK, undertaken within 
the concept of a Quality Bus Partnership (i.e. with action taken on all service 
aspects, not simply the vehicles) have shown significant increases in 
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patronage. Where low floor buses were introduced without appropriate 
supporting action being undertaken no such improvement has been 
identified. The successful services have involved simultaneous 
improvements to the vehicles, the infrastructure and the marketing. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to separate out the effects of the individual 
elements.  However, research undertaken by The TAS Partnership for DETR 
in the UK did suggest the following approximate payback from different 
elements of investment within a Quality Bus Partnership Programme: 
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It is important to recognise that the study was undertaken primarily from a 
general, commercial point of view and was not specifically from an 
accessibility viewpoint. Nevertheless, it does demonstrate the particular 
importance of: 

• high quality information and signage, and 
• bus stop improvements 

which outperform the introduction of new buses in investment terms. 
 
Responsibilities of Relevant Organisations 
 
It is necessary to point out that there are a substantial number of different 
elements involved in implementing access improvements and they do not all 
come under the aegis of one organisation. 
 
For example, consultation with both Dublin Bus and users highlighted the 
problem of parking at bus stops. All the investment in new, raised kerb bus 
stops designed to interface with the other investment in low floor buses is 
wasted when the bus cannot reach the kerb because of illegal parking. 
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This can and does distort investment decisions, because a bus operator may 
discount improved bus stop access (which is not entirely under their control) 
against other features which they can reliably control (such as improved 
driver training).  
 

7.3 Multi-Level Approaches to Improvements 

Although the impression may be given that there should only be one 
standard of accessibility which one would want to see applied universally, in 
practice this is a chimera because: 

• unlimited finance is not available, so it is not possible to do everything 
all at once 

• there are significant gaps in the establishment of mandatory standards 
of access in Ireland, with much still being undertaken on a voluntary 
compliance basis 

• technology continues to improve rapidly in this field, such that what 
was considered technically unfeasible last year may become the good 
practice standard next year 

• there may be simple physical restrictions which prevent certain 
elements from being introduced (for example, there may not be 
enough space to erect the highest quality shelter at a bus stop) which 
therefore requires a compromise 

• there may be conflicts in the requirements of different groups within 
the travelling public. A classic example was the needs of blind people 
for a defined kerb edge, contrasted to the needs of wheelchair users 
for dropped kerbs. This required technological innovation (tactile 
paving, audible warnings at crossings) over at least a ten year period 
to overcome the problem. 

 
It may be helpful to recall the analytic framework, set out in Chapter 6, 
which examines the disabled population in terms of severity levels. This is 
shown graphically in the following figure, with a rather crude commentary 
on the likely propensity to use public transport. 
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In essence, the numbers of people with lower severities of impairment are 
significantly greater than those with severe impairment. Because of their age 
profile and also their likely level of activity, people with lower levels of 
severity have a greater propensity for trip-making. 
 
The above figure should make it clear where investment is needed if it 
simply seen in terms of maximising trip-making. 
 
One approach to this has been to organise potential improvement 
classifications into bands which can be related to the potential users and also 
to codes of practice or standards. For example, a three level approach may 
have: 
• basic (minimum); 
• good practice (desirable); and 
• ideal optimum (advanced) 
 
Taking bus stop infrastructure as an example, the ‘Minimum’ band is likely 
to provide improvements so that the majority of people with impairments – 
approximately up to level 4 or 5 in the Figure above – should be able to 
undertake the journey, although it may not be as comfortable as it could be 
and they may still require some assistance. Furthermore, a minimum band 
should ensure that there are no health and safety gaps. Features might 
include timtables with tactile information, removal of steps into the shelter, 
provision of seating, provision of electricity supply and a light 
 
The 'Desirable' band might include pedestrian access improvements in the 
immediate surrounding area, additional tactile paving, and replacement of 
existing shelters where these are inadequate.  It would mean that a small 
number of extra disabled people would find it possible to use the system, 
and existing users would find their journey more comfortable. However, it 
again does not provide for all disabled people – shelter for wheelchair users 
may not be available, for example - and therefore does not represent a fully 
accessible solution.  
 
The 'Advanced' band might include the replacement of shelters to new 
standards, raising the kerbs to an agreed height along the full bus stop 
length, tactile crossings on desire lines to and from the stop; on bus and rail 
stations it would include new facilities such as audible announcement 
systems, illuminated information displays, toilets and baby care facilities.  
Assuming appropriate rolling stock was introduced, then this could provide 
for 'all' disabled people, including wheelchair users, and therefore represents 
a fully accessible solution. 
 
In practice, all such assessments need to take the existing infrastructure into 
account. For example, if there is no bus shelter, then the provision of a 
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shelter would come into the ‘Minimum’ band. However, if there is an 
existing shelter but where it, for example, is too narrow to allow a 
wheelchair user to manoeuvre inside, its replacement with a new one might 
come into the ‘Desirable’ band. 
 
Given a fixed amount of finance available to invest in access improvements, 
the question arises whether this should be focused to provide a high level of 
improvement (‘Desirable’) in a small number of services, or a low level of 
improvement (‘Minimum’) across a larger number of services. Put simply, 
how thickly (or thinly) should the jam be spread? 
 
This is not just a technical appraisal issue, as it affects very seriously on the 
lives of individuals. A decision to focus on high standard improvements may 
mean that those who live on less well used services, which will be lower 
down the priority list for investment, may well die before they see any 
improvement to the service in their area. 
 
For this reason alone, we feel that it is vital to involve disabled people in a 
meaningful dialogue to discuss such prioritisation. In order to participate, it 
is of course necessary that they are equipped with appropriate information 
about technical improvements, the likely costs and a realistic budget 
framework. Our experience of consultation with disabled people on this 
issue in the UK is that they opt very strongly for a longer term programme 
which introduces a high standard of accessibility on a limited number of 
services initially, rather than a more widely implemented basic level of 
improvements. It is important, however, that the structure for prioritising 
action is set out, so that there is a genuine long-term programme which can 
be tracked. In this case, our view is that: 

• whole services should be improved, not simply key bus stops or rail 
stations 

• services for improvements should be identified on the basis of current 
usage volume by all users. There is little benefit in trying to identify a 
subset, such as older users, and identifying services by considering 
their use separately 

• barriers in the pedestrian environment in the vicinity of the transport 
access point (bus stop or bus or rail station) need to be removed at the 
same time 

 
Despite this, there will be a requirement to implement investment which has 
a significant safety impact (for example tactile edging to station platforms, or 
colour contrast step edging) as these are likely to provide a good payback 
not merely in improved access but in reduced injuries and consequent 
claims. 
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Furthermore, we still suggest that the banding approach outlined, will be 
useful as an assessment framework for detailed examination of bus services 
on a stop by stop basis. 
 
Having assessed and costed the individual stops, it would then be possible 
to collate the costs by corridor. Of course, a decision may be taken to vary the 
level of improvement along a corridor or within a town centre. For example, 
it might be preferable to instigate advanced improvements at popular stops 
but only a basic level at lesser used locations. Alternatively, it might be better 
to locate shelters where there are lower frequency services because of the 
longer average wait time experienced by users. The information gathered by 
the approach outlined allows cost estimates to be made on the basis of these 
sorts of decisions. 
 

7.4 Assessing Other Benefits 

Although access improvements are often seen as exclusively required by 
people with disabilities, and therefore treated as a separate 'add-on' budget 
heading, the fact is that as we have explained, the majority of these 
improvements are of direct benefit to all passengers. Thus one can consider 
the benefits that derive outside the immediate sphere of travel by people 
with disabilities. 
 
We have considered three aspects to cost-benefit justification.  The first 
covers cross-sector benefits which accrue within social welfare, health and 
other sectors as a result of investment in public transport.  The second is 
specific to passenger transport, and relates to whether investment in 
accessible mainstream services can save expenditure in specialist services.  
The third relates to trip generation. 
 
Cross-Sector Benefits 
 
This area is currently the subject of academic investigation in both the UK 
and Europe. A Report from the European Conference of Ministers of 
Transport (ECMT) (Transport for Disabled People – International Co-
ordination and Standardisation of Measures and Policies to Promote 
Mobility) suggested that there are likely to be considerable savings in health 
and social services expenditure as a result of expenditure in the transport 
sector, but that across Europe it is unusual for such savings to be quantified.  
The likely areas of benefit within the field of ageing and disability include: 

• saving transport costs in one sector by providing transport more 
economically in another, e.g. replacing ambulance service provision 
for out-patients with taxis or dial-a-rides  

• saving costs of professional carers through the provision of transport 
services which enable people to undertake certain activities outside 
their home 
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• benefits from a better use of statutory resources, for example by 
enabling patients to visit their doctor's surgery rather than having a 
home visit 

• saving the cost of institutional care, as a result of people being able to 
remain in their homes longer, through the provision of suitable 
transport services 

• improving the health of disabled people as a result of their being able 
to "get out and about" 

• keeping disabled people in employment, thereby saving on 
unemployment benefit and day care services 

 
A 1994 report into cross-sector benefits in the UK (Cross-Sector Benefits of 
Accessible Public Transport – Fowkes, A., Heiser, B. & Oxley, P.) estimated 
savings across various health, social services, social care and employment 
sectors arising in the UK from accessible passenger transport, under three 
scenarios with low, medium and 'high' rates of people altering their means of 
access to the facility so as to involve a public transport leg. (This might 
crudely reflect the ‘Minimum’, ‘Desirable’ and ‘Advanced’ approach to 
investment described earlier. The results (at 1990/91 values in UK£) were as 
follows: 

• Low     £248m 
• Medium    £568m 
• High   £1,136m 

 
On a pro-rata basis to population, this would suggest that annual savings to 
other sectors within Ireland of between €25m and €116m (1990/91 values) 
would arise from the provision of an accessible passenger transport system, 
including both accessible mainstream and appropriate door to door services. 
 
Inter-Modal Benefits 
 
The above calculations do not include the cost savings, which could accrue in 
other transport sectors if passengers transferred to mainstream accessible 
transport.  These would include: 

• non-emergency transport to hospital 
• social work transport 
• special education transport 
• voluntary sector accessible transport 

 
Clearly, only a certain proportion of users of the above services would be 
able to or wish to transfer.  However, this proportion is clearly significant, in 
the absence of accessible public transport.  
 
There are now examples in the UK of flexibly routed accessible bus services 
which include coverage of both hospitals and day centres on their routes, 
and which have resulted in reduced capacity requirements within health and 
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social services transport arrangements. These have actually been based on 
the successful Swedish ‘Service Routes’ model.  
 
The unit costs of dedicated services are significant - they are likely to vary 
from €8 to €30 per trip. Using these figures one can quickly conceive of the 
significant financial advantage which could result from the removal of the 
existing barriers to mainstream public transport. One person making two 
return trips a week on a paratransit service could cost up to €1500 p.a. which 
would cover the cost of treating the kerb at their local bus stop. 
 
It has been suggested that one might expect people with locomotor 
disabilities of severity categories up to 4.0 to be able to use an accessible low 
floor bus service running from accessible bus stops.  The estimate is that 
there are 180,000 people in Ireland in this category. Assuming that half of 
this group are already using buses with help or difficulty, and that only one 
quarter of the remainder might be prepared to use a bus, once a fortnight, 
suggests that accessible buses providing for trips which would otherwise 
have to be made at €8 each way, would deliver some £2.2m of value a year.  
[180,000/2 = 90,000/4 = 22,500 * 26 *€8 * 2 = €9,360,000]  We need to use the 
term 'value' because it is likely that existing paratransit services are simply 
not capable of providing this many trips at their current level of investment; 
demand is suppressed by lack of capacity. 
 
Using a 15 year investment horizon, based on the life expectancy of 
pavement modifications and bus shelters, this might justify around one third 
of the total investment in bus stop infrastructure which seems likely to be 
required. Experience with other services (including those in Dublin and 
Cork) suggests that even more additional use is made by people with 
buggies and by people with shopping. Naturally, this use cannot be valued 
in the same way, but it might bring the straight financial justification up to 
about 50% of the capital required.  And this is additional to the savings 
suggested above for social services and health services resulting from the 
reduction in call on their domiciliary and other facilities.  
 
Of course, disabled people would point out that access improvements are 
required on social equity grounds, to prevent discrimination, and do not 
have to be justified on cost-benefit grounds.  
 
The above analysis is set out for illustrative purposes only.  The data on 
accessible bus service utilisation is simply not yet available which could 
provide it with a stronger scientific basis.  But it is to be hoped that it does 
show the potential effect which investment in accessible bus services could 
have in Ireland. 
 
It is worth reaffirming that this analysis of the benefits of accessible bus 
services does not mean that paratransit services will no longer be required.  
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On the contrary, investment in maintsream accessibility will release capacity 
in the paratransit services so that they can focus more clearly on the needs of 
those with, for example, locomotor disability with severity 4.0 and upwards. 
 
It is also worth remembering that significant increases in bus service use 
within the key target group of elderly people with mobility difficulties will 
not be achieved straight away.  Once a person has made up their mind that 
they cannot use a bus, they alter their lifestyle and adapt to the new 
requirements. However, the effect of introducing low floor accessible buses 
is to significantly postpone the day on which such people have to cease using 
the buses. Consequently, one must examine the age profile of existing users 
and assume that the key reduction in bus use would normally occur between 
say the ages of 68 and 78. The benefits for elderly people, who constitute the 
majority of those with mobility difficulties, will therefore grow slowly over 
at least a ten year period. 
 
Generated Travel 
 
Evidence from the OPCS and PPRU studies shows clearly that for disabled 
people, both their absolute use of, and the frequency of use of buses is 
inversely correlated with the severity of their disability. The same applies to 
the use of trains, but frequent use of trains is noticeably less prevalent 
amongst disabled people. It is clear that many passengers whose use is 
currently restricted would be able to travel on their own without difficulty or 
without help in a low floor bus with appropriate infrastructure and staff 
training. This would increase their frequency of trip making. In addition, 
there is another group of disabled people who do go out (i.e. they are not 
housebound), but who do not currently use buses because of the barriers. 
The cross-sector benefit study cited earlier estimated that there is a potential 
to add between 1½% and 3% to present annual local bus passenger journeys 
within this segment. This is likely to be an over-estimate in the short term, 
however, for the reason, explained earlier, of the resistance of people to 
change their lifestyle.  
 
The introduction of low floor bus services in the UK has seen real increases 
in passenger numbers of between 7% and 18%, but only where the bus stop 
infrastructure has been improved and the service properly marketed.  The 
majority of the immediate additional users are women with young children. 
This ties in with the fact that people with children have lower bus travel 
frequency than those without (for matched age cohorts). 
 

7.5 Prioritisation Issues 

Balance Between Bus and Rail 
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Analysis of service use suggests that the target groups of people over 60 only 
make a small proportion of their public transport journeys by rail. On this 
basis, the vast majority of the investment should be targeted towards 
improving bus service accessibility.  
 
This reflects the fact that bus journeys are shorter journeys on average than 
rail journeys, and that shorter walk journeys are required to get access to bus 
services than rail. It is short journeys which most often have to be provided 
by means of a dedicated paratransit service, because of access barriers.  
 
A further argument in favour of placing the emphasis on buses is given by 
the fact that bus journeys tend to be more spontaneous than rail journeys 
and therefore involve less planning. This requires there to be more 
widespread standards of accessibility, and gives fewer opportunities for one 
off special arrangements involving staff. Rail journeys, by contrast, can 
involve advance planning, and there are more opportunities for scheduled 
staff intervention to provide specific assistance. 
 
Balance Between Bus Stations and Bus Stops 
 
A high proportion of people who would be assisted by accessible 
mainstream transport, have limited walking ability. 
 
This strongly suggests that bus services should penetrate town centres, 
rather than provide a drop-off point at the edge of a core pedestrianised 
zone. This study did not provide observation data to assess the balance of 
use of town centre stops as against bus stations, but such data could easily be 
obtained, and would perhaps help shift the balance of expenditure away 
from off-street bus station development and towards the provision of 
shelters and improvement to on-street town centre bus stops. 
 
The above analysis applies, however, only to local journeys. Use of a bus 
stations is much more relevant to those making use of longer-distance inter-
urban services. Here, however, barrier-free interchange with urban buses 
and with taxis, hackneys and private cars will be the important issue. 
 
Balance Between Corridors 
 
Use of a more sophisticated approach to identifying a choice of corridors for 
improvement, involving counts of the estimates of people in appropriate 
locomotor disabilitiy categories, is feasible. However, our experience is that 
the results only differ from those based on general population density at a 
very local level. 
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Such estimates can be compared with the costs of improving stops (or 
stations) in the corridors to give a cost-benefit ratio which enables priorities 
between corridors to be suggested. 
 
Balance Within Corridors 
 
For reasons explained earlier, it is our recommendation that improvements 
should be made on a corridor by corridor basis to match the introduction of 
improved vehicles or rolling stock, rather than on an area-wide 'hot spot' 
basis to match perceived locations of key origins or destinations, even if this 
slowed down the rate of introduction overall.  
 
As far as buses are concerned, this reinforces the justification for a Quality 
Bus approach which links investment in new vehicles, to improved 
marketing and information provision and staff training by the operator, 
alongside infrastructure and bus priority measures. 
 
Balance Between the Standard of Improvements Required 
 
Bus operators are clear that to obtain modal transfer from car to bus, very 
visible improvements have to be made, which suggests major investment on 
a corridor basis, rather than attempting to spread 'Minimum' improvements 
across whole areas. 
 
However, it can be argued that only small elements of expenditure are 
required to remove the barriers which prevent some people from travelling 
and that it would be more cost effective to make this expenditure first.  
 
This is not a straightforward issue. For example, it might be argued that 
shelters are particularly important for the target group of elderly users with 
impaired locomotor function, as this group suffers more from inclement 
weather and cannot stand and wait for buses.  However, one could suggest 
that ensuring a more frequent and reliable bus service would achieve the 
same effect. There is a break point at, say, a ten minute frequency, At ten 
minutes or less, people don't check on times and simply go out to the bus 
stop and wait, experiencing an average 5 minute wait for a bus. Where the 
frequency is less than one every 10 minutes, one could anticipate that 
provided the service maintains reliable times, and that individual bus stop 
timing information is readily available, then people could be expected to 
time their walk to the bus stop to meet the service and thus reduce their 
average wait to, say two minutes. This logic would suggest that it is better to 
locate the investment in bus shelters on the more frequently bussed sections 
of the route. 
 
It is possible to examine the numbers of potential beneficiaries which might 
be expected to arise from particular items of expenditure, but this analysis is 
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not straightforward because of the frequency of multiple disabilities. It might 
also be felt that attempting to trade off, for example, the needs of people with 
visual handicap against those of people with locomotor disabilities, or 
suggesting that a set per capita investment might be made, is an 
unacceptable approach, as their needs are simply not equivalent.  
 
However, detailed work undertaken by TAS in an urban bus corridor in 
Bradford suggests a split as shown in the Table below. 

Relative Costs of Different Items 

Item Proportion of costs 

 Minimum Desirable  Advanced Total 

Tactile paving 4% 0% 5% 9% 

Seating 1% 0% 1% 3% 

Shelter 0% 0% 36% 36% 

Footprint 0% 0% 13% 13% 

Raised kerb 0% 0% 10% 10% 

Bus Boarder 0% 0% 1% 1% 

Crossings (including tactile 
paving) 

0% 4% 0% 4% 

Lighting 3% 0% 0% 3% 

Other 4% 1% 16% 21% 

Total 12% 5% 82% 100% 

 

This can be compared with the information about the numbers of people 
with disabilities in Ireland set out in Chapter 6. 

Estimated Numbers of People in Ireland with Different Disabilities 

Disabilities No. 

Locomotion 376,000       

Reaching and Stretching 121,000       

Dexterity 163,000       

Seeing 151,000       

Hearing 230,000       

Communication 111,000       

Intellectual Functioning 140,000       

 

It can be seen that almost half the expenditure is on additional shelter 
facilities, together with the associated footprint.  Of course, everyone benefits 
from shelters but the primary beneficiaries will be people who are frail, who 
would be expected to have walking difficulties.  The next major cost element 
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is raised kerbs, which are required to ensure level boarding.  Again, primary 
beneficiaries are those with walking difficulties. Perhaps two thirds of those 
with locomotion disabilities would be expected to benefit from these two 
modifications. 
 
Tactile paving generates some 10% of the costs, if one includes the cost of 
tactile treatment to dropped crossings.  This would be required by perhaps 
one third of people with visual impairment - some 50,000 people.  This is 
because two thirds of people with impaired vision come within severity 
category 0.5 to 2.5, characterised by having difficulty seeing to read ordinary 
newspaper print and an inability to see well enough to recognise a friend 
across the road. People with this level of impaired vision would benefit 
primarily from improved lighting, excellent colour contrast and large print 
timetables and information, rather than tactile paving. 
 
There is no particular provision at bus stops for people with hearing 
difficulties, because of the absence of audible information in any case at these 
locations. There would need to be some expenditure allocated at bus and 
railway stations to ensure that induction loop systems are in place and that 
there is technology available to duplicate any audible information with 
visual information. 
 
Timescale 
 
In Chapter 2, the age and accessibility profile of the existing fleets were set 
out. Whilst on average there are significant problems, the last few years has 
seen an upsurge in orders for new vehicles. If the optimistic view on vehicle 
investment is continued, then one might see half the bus fleet replaced in the 
next five years 
 
If the target is to ensure that the investment is co-ordinated, so that 
improvements to infrastructure and information improvements match this 
vehicle replacement profile, then this suggests that half the bus stop and bus 
station investment would be required in an equivalent timescale. Given the 
size of the investment task, particularly in respect of bus stops and their local 
pedestrian environment, this seems decidedly unlikely to take place. 
 
The economic lifetime of rail rolling stock is significantly longer than that for 
buses, and the lead time required for both significant infrastructure 
modification and the introduction of new stock and systems, is far greater. 
Consequently, investment appraisal for rail will have a distinctly different 
emphasis. 
 
A final point to make is that although all projects funded through the 
National development Plan must in principle be accessible, there are 
additional finanical pots, identified in section 2.7, under an ‘Accessibility’ 
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budget heading. However, given that good access is now, for example, part 
of an enforceable standard for buildings, it is, perhaps, unfair to suggest that 
access improvements should come out of a separate budget head. It is 
arguable that in new bus stations and major redevelopments, there should 
not be a budget head for accessibility, as all the relevant items should by 
now be part of the conventional design standards. 
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7.6 The Need for Paratransit Services 

The scope of this work is concerned with mainstream public transport – bus, 
coach and rail. However, given the discussion earlier in this Chapter about: 

• the number of disabled people with significant impairment or care 
needs who will not be able to make effective use of conventional 
public transport, even when it is improved to ‘Advanced’ level 

• the cost trade-off between mainstream and paratransit use 
• the fact that relieving demand on paratransit should release it to focus 
more on people with the greatest support needs 

it is worth considering this area, even if only in outline. 
 
The demographic analysis in Chapter 6 demonstrates the complexity of this 
issue and the difficulty of making firm estimates. From the point of view of 
the medium term, however, the shortfall between potential need for 
paratransit and actual finance available is so great as to render the attempt to 
identify the ‘end point’ (i.e. reasonable satisfaction of the transport needs 
associated with disability) irrelevant.  
 
If one simply examines specialist door-to-door transport, for example, there 
are no ‘mature’ systems anywhere in Ireland. Furthermore, there are no such 
systems in the UK, which can be used as comparators to the position in 
Ireland. By ‘mature’ is meant that: 

• the availability of specialist accessible transport has been guaranteed 
to people unable to make effective use of conventional transport 

• the system capacity has been expanded to meet expressed demand 
with no arbitrary limits 

• the system has been in place for long enough to cater not merely for 
people who were already disabled, but also to people who were using 
conventional services, but who are no longer able to 

• the system runs alongside reasonably accessible, low floor, 
conventional buses and a generally high standard of accessibility (i.e. 
to buildings, information, etc.) 

 
For an example of such a service one needs to turn to Sweden, which 
developed its paratransit system (called the Special Transportation Service) 
from the early 1970s, using a mixture of dedicated accessible minibuses and 
contracted saloon car taxis. After twenty years, eligibility for this service 
peaked at 5% of the population.  
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Forecast future demand for door-to-door transport in Ireland using Sweden as a proxy 

Swedish 1988 Data 

includes: 

Membership Annual Trips Cost Population Unit Cost     

 406,100 16,700,000 €165,000,000 8,414,000 €9.88     

  NB This includes 65% by taxi and 35% by accessible minibus   

          

AREA 2000 

Population 

Potential 

Membership 

(if follows 

Sweden) 

Potential 

Annual 

Single Trips 

(Taxi and 

Minibus) 

Potential 

Annual 

Single Trips 

(Minibus 

Alone = Dial-

a-Ride) 

Potential 

Cost (if 

follows 

Swedish Unit 

Cost) (Taxi 

and Minibus) 

Potential 

Cost (if 

follows 

Swedish Unit 

Cost) 

(Minibus 

Alone) 

Potential 

Shortfall 

(Dial-a-Ride) 

allowing for 

€2 Passenger 

Contribution 

Potential 

Shortfall 

(Taxicard) 

allowing for 

€4 Passenger 

Contribution 

Total 

Potential 

Shortfall 

Border 414,100 20,705 869,610 304,364 €8,591,955 €3,007,184 €2,398,457 €4,454,278 €6,852,735 

Dublin 1,109,800 55,490 2,330,580 815,703 €23,026,689 €8,059,341 €6,427,935 €11,937,594 €18,365,529 

Mid-East 387,300 19,365 813,330 284,666 €8,035,895 €2,812,563 €2,243,232 €4,166,003 €6,409,235 

Midlands 210,200 10,510 441,420 154,497 €4,361,335 €1,526,467 €1,217,473 €2,261,022 €3,478,495 

Mid-West 329,500 16,475 691,950 242,183 €6,836,632 €2,392,821 €1,908,456 €3,544,276 €5,452,732 

South-East 392,700 19,635 824,670 288,635 €8,147,937 €2,851,778 €2,274,509 €4,224,088 €6,498,597 

South-West 558,700 27,935 1,173,270 410,645 €11,592,189 €4,057,266 €3,235,977 €6,009,672 €9,245,649 

West 375,100 18,755 787,710 275,699 €7,782,763 €2,723,967 €2,172,570 €4,034,773 €6,207,343 

All Ireland 3,777,400 188,870 7,932,540 2,776,389 €78,375,395 €27,431,388 €21,878,610 €40,631,705 €62,510,315 
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Applying the Swedish figures suggests a potential long term requirement 
across Ireland as a whole for nearly €63 million p.a. support for local door-to-
door transport, as shown by the detailed calculations in the table above. It 
could, of course, be argued that if conventional bus and rail travel is made 
free for disabled people under the concessionary fares policy, then the same 
should apply at least to the minibus component of the door to door service. 
This would add a further €5.5 million to the cost.  
 
It may be noted that other travel and social benefits for disabled people in 
Sweden are at least as generous as those available in Ireland.  
 
The potential scale of such expenditure is enormous and clearly suggests that 
alternative, more integrated, approaches might be more cost-effective. Hence 
the link between the current study and the consideration of the cost of 
alternatives. 
 
In essence, there is a direct correlation between the level of individual care a 
service provides and the unit cost. This is because the single most important 
cost component of a passenger transport service is labour. Consequently, 
those services which are slower (due to extended pick-up and drop-off dwell 
times) and which carry fewer passengers (delivered by small vehicles and 
relatively little multi-occupancy are likely to have the highest unit costs. 
 
The following figure shows this diagrammatically by comparing the % of time 
the driver spends on passenger support with the % of time spent driving. 
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The important lesson for accessible transport planners is that the pursuit of 
the principle of maximising social integration and equality of opportunity 
also maximises cost-effectiveness. The key point is that nobody should be 
travelling on a service with a greater support component than they actually 
need to enable the journey to take place. Otherwise significant amounts of 
money can be wasted. 
 
Thus, if the alternative to investing in making mainstream public transport 
accessible is a requirement to develop a significant paratransit capacity, then 
this will relatively simply justify the necessary mainstream investment. 
 
However, there is another point about the above figure, which is very 
relevant to the current study, which is that just as the market of disabled 
people is not a homogenous one, so the services needed should not be 
homogenous. In essence a mix of appropriate services will be required, 
covering those where a lot of personal support is required to those where 
virtually none is needed. There is clearly a trade-off between having several 
different types of service appropriate to the different levels of need, and 
establishing a minimum cost-effective market for a different service type. 
Given the large rural areas that need to be provided for in Ireland, this does 
suggest that such market segmentation will be primarily limited to the main 
urban areas. 
 
Nevertheless, the key point is that it is likely that there will be a market for at 
least one service design that falls in between the conventional mainstream bus 
and the specialist paratransit services such as Vantastic, or a subsidised 
individual taxi service. 
 
The pressure for this is coming from both ends: 

• the modal shift agenda for bus operators requires transfer from cars. In 
turn this requires simplified, rapid and direct routes. Such routes have 
a greater walk component and are less attractive to people with 
locomotor difficulties or who require to take time boarding and 
alighting 

• in areas or at times of low conventional bus demand, it should be 
possible to offer a slower, but more direct transport service i.e. one 
which penetrates estates or which diverts on demand in a recognised 
zone. This also reflects the types of people who are using the services at 
off-peak times and the destinations they desire 

• people with locomotor disabilities could make more use of bus services 
if the walk distances are minimised 

 
The above offers a somewhat polarised characterisation, but observation of 
the situation in Sweden (Service Routes), Denmark, Germany and, most 
recently, the UK, does reveal growth in the flexible bus model, albeit in 
various different forms. 
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Such services will require a certain investment to enable their development 
and this should be taken into consideration. The key infrastructure cost is 
likely to be the establishment of a Travel Demand Centre to handle telephone 
requests for diversions. A basic telematics presence is required, with booking 
software capable of handling multiple requests and rescheduling ‘on the fly’. 
Beyond this, many projects go in for automated communication of booking 
confirmations to the passenger, geo-positioning vehicle location systems, 
complex message transfer systems between the TDC and the driver, and so 
on. It is to be doubted, given the cost structure in Ireland, that investment in 
these more advanced IT systems would be justified. 
 
 
 

7.7 Development of “micro-networks” of accessible bus services. 

 
Accessible public transport is being rolled out through the introduction of low 
floor buses on routes operated by Dublin Bus and Bus Éireann, through the 
licensing of accessible taxis in various parts of the country and by door to 
door schemes, such as Vantastic in urban areas and in many of the projects 
under the Rural Transport Initiative (RTI).  One of the RTI projects is to 
introduce a purpose-built low floor minibus, purchased from a manufacturer 
in England, on flexibly routed services in East Clare before the end of 2002. 
 
This will bring accessible public transport to more people than ever before.  
However, experience elsewhere has shown that a vast number of people are 
still not able to access the mainline public bus services and the door to door 
services do not have the capacity nor the scope to fulfill travel demand and 
are invariably very expensive to operate and to use.  Sweden, which has had 
the longest experience of the most comprehensive approach to travel by 
disabled people developed an intermediate level of service, entitled “Service 
Routes”.  This development was primarily taken in order to head off the ever 
increasing costs of the door to door services, which were rising in line with 
the increased use of the services, which were tailored more to individual 
travel demand.  The “Service Routes” operate closer to people’s homes and 
the sort of destinations frequented particularly by the users of the door to 
door services on a more flexible basis.  The result of their introduction was a 
reduction in the demand for the door to door services and an increase in the 
use of public transport, as the “Service Routes” were clearly defined as part of 
the public transport network. 
 
In Britain, where the voluntary sector has played a key role in the 
development of accessible transport services, community transport operators 
have been providing door to door services, usually funded by local 
authorities and central government.  They too have been initiating flexibly 
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routed services and integrating them with contract work for local authorities 
and health trusts.  These integrated services, often marketed as PlusBus, have 
seen improved passenger loadings, reduction in empty mileage and more 
efficient use of vehicles through the ability to combine trips.  The community 
transport operators in Britain have taken on the responsibility for providing 
transport previously operated by voluntary organisations catering for specific 
groups, such as for older people or people with Multiple Sclerosis.  They are 
now able to offer a more integrated and cost effective approach with PlusBus.  
These services have been implemented in both urban and rural areas. 
 
Traditional bus operators in Britain have tended to leave the implementation 
of these services to the community transport sector there, which is only in its 
infancy in the Republic of Ireland.  This has partly been due to the nature of 
the vehicles operating such services, which have typically been minibuses 
built on van chassis and not as robust as traditional bus operators would like 
and partly due to the specialist nature of the services, which have tended to 
focus on people with reduced mobility rather than the general public. 
 
However, the situation has been changing in the recent past.  In Northern 
Ireland Citybus and Ulsterbus have been operating Easibus services in a parts 
of Belfast, Derry and other smaller towns for a number of years with financial 
assistance from the Department of Regional Development (DRD).   
Traditional large bus manufacturers in Britain have been launching purpose 
built smaller buses in the 25-30 seat range, such as the Solo and the Pointer 
Dart, and minibuses in the 9-16 seat range, such as the Alero. 
 
In order to illustrate the concept of the micronetwork, details of the Easibus 
services in Northern Ireland are included below, followed by an application 
of the Assessment Methodology derived by the TAS Partnership, contained in 
a proposal for new services in Dún Laoghaire/Rathdown by Taylor Lightfoot 
Transport Consultants (TLTC). 
 

Easibus operations 

 

Easibus is designed as an ‘intermediate’ form of public transport service, 
operated by a midibus to a fixed route and timetable and at normal fares, but 
offering: 
wheelchair / buggy accessibility (by lift or ramp) 
hail and ride operation on certain sections of route 
specific routing to maximise convenience for older people and disabled 
people (e.g. to serve sheltered housing ‘folds’ and health centres) 
a higher level of care and assistance available from the driver 
dedicated teams of specially trained drivers 
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optional Travel Club membership, which enables passengers’  needs to be 
pre-advised and discreetly catered for, and can also act as a marketing tool. 
 
Although available to the general public, the target groups for these services 
are defined as: 
people over 60 years of age; 
people with disabilities; and 
parents or guardians with pre-school children. 
 
All the services are operated by Translink, although in Bangor and Derry the 
Travel Clubs are controlled by the Omnibus Partnership and Bridge 
Accessible Transport respectively, rather than Ulsterbus itself.  
 
The DRD provides support for Easibus services at a rate of 55% of operating 
costs, although this is enhanced to 75% for the initial 6-month period of any 
new route.  Thus DRD’s exposure is capped, while Translink relies on 
generating sufficient revenue on each service to cover the remaining 45%. The 
arrangements are governed by a Service Level Agreement (SLA) for each 
operating area. 
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Details of services 

Based on R oute 

no. 

Areas served Days of 

operation 

Trips per 

day 

R emarks 

Bangor Easibuses 

BE1 K ilmaine, Town Centre, 
Lisnabreen 

Mo We Fr 4  

BE2 K ilcooley, Town Centre Tu Th 4  

BE3 Rathmore, Town Centre Mo We Fr 4  

Bloomfield 
Shopping Centre 

BE4 G roomsport, Town Centre, 
Lisnabreen 

Tu Th 4  

Belfast Easibuses 

EB1 Ravenhill, Mersey Street Mo We Fr 5  

EB2 K nock, Tullycarnet, Belmont Tu Th 5  

EB3 Castlereagh, G ilnahirk. 
K nock 

Mo We Fr 5  

Connswater 
Shopping Centre 

EB4 Sydenham, K nocknagoney Tu Th 5  

EB5 Beechill Road, Belvoir P ark Mo Th 4  

EB6 Sunnyside, Donegall P ass, 
City Centre 

Mo We Th 
Fr 

4 /  5 Different 
service pattern 
on Fr 

Forestside 
Shopping Centre, 
U pper G alwally 

EB7 Mt Merrion, Sunnyside We Fr 4  

EB13 Rathcoole Tu Fr 4  

EB15 Downview, Whitewell  Tu Fr 4  

Abbey Centre 

EB16 Whiteabbey Tu Fr 4  

Derry City Easibuses 

City Centre 
(Cityside) 

ED1 Haz elbank, Shantallow, 
Culmore P ark, Sainsbury’ s 

Mo Th  8 Circular in both 
directions 

Chapel Road, Irish Street Tu We Fr 5  

N elson Drive, Altnagelvin 
Hosp 

Tu We Fr 5  

Lisnagelvin Centre 
(Waterside) 

ED2 

City Centre, Sainsbury’ s Tu We Fr 5  
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Application of the Assessment Methodology 

 

In order to illustrate how the assessment methodology might be applied to 
the planning of micronetworks, an example has been taken from work 
undertaken by TLTC in Dún Laoghaire/Rathdown in 2000. 
 
TLTC made use of an earlier version of the categorisation system developed 
by the TAS Partnership in Britain in order to estimate the number and 
distribution of people with reduced mobility in Dún Laoghaire/Rathdown.   
 
The results of the categorisation exercise were illustrated in Maps entitled 
“Density distribution of people with reduced mobility by DED” and 
“Number of people with reduced mobility by DED” and in a Table, entitled 
“Transport Service Feature Implications for Different Disabilities and 
Estimated Numbers in the study area”.  These indicate that the estimated 
number of people with reduced mobility due to a disability in the study area 
is just over 42,000 or 21.5% of the total population.  In terms of planning a 
flexibly routed service the density information is more relevant than the 
actual numbers.  This indicated that the Dún Laoghaire and Dundrum areas 
were the most promising for such a service. 
 
In addition to the categorisation of people with reduced mobility, census data 
was used to provide information on car ownership levels, the distribution of 
unemployed people by gender and children under 5.  These categories are 
also part of the market for micronetworks. 
 
Focus Groups in the various communities and with disabled people identified 
specific destinations and activities, which people wanted to access.  In terms 
of the desired destinations, the key shopping centres and shopping malls in 
the study area as well as Tallaght and the City Centre were highlighted.  
Other important locations were hospitals, such as St.Vincent’s, St.James’, St. 
Michael’s, Loughlinstown and Tallaght, health centres, schools and 
employment locations, such as Sandyford Industrial Estate. 
 
Features of services, which were considered to be important, included the 
need for some form of demand responsive service using accessible vehicles, 
which also linked to services operated by Dublin Bus and the DART.  Door to 
door services and evening services were seen to be important for safety as 
well as accessibility reasons. 
 
In light of the above, TLTC therefore proposed two flexibly routed networks; 
one in the Dún Laoghaire area and another in the Dundrum area with a 
limited linkage between the two areas.  The services would be operated by 16 
seat minibuses with easy access and would also have a pre-booking facility 
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for users.  The choice of vehicle was largely determined by the fact that the 
proposal was developed as part of an application under the Social Economy 
Programme and any potential drivers were unlikely to have a full D Licence. 
 
The proposed Dún Laoghaire network would need to be designed to connect 
with the appropriate DART stations and key points on the Dublin Bus 
network to enable longer distance trips to be made. 
 
The proposed Dundrum network would need to be designed to connect with 
the Terminus of Dublin Bus Route 11 (Windy Arbour/Milltown to the City 
Centre) and with Dublin Bus Route 65 (Tallaght – City Centre) at an 
appropriate point in the Terenure area, which, at the time, were due to be 
converted to low floor bus operation in the near future. 
 
Longer term sustainability and viability would be assisted by securing 
contract work from the Health Authority for non-emergency patient transport 
and with local voluntary organisations for the transporting of their users, 
thereby relieving them of the responsibility of being transport operators. 

 

Concluding remarks 

The examples and processes described in this Chapter can contribute to the 
consideration of new ways to provide accessible public transport in both 
urban and rural areas.  They also show how different agencies from 
traditional transport operators to voluntary organisations, supported by 
government, can extend the definition of public transport to provide a more 
inclusive service for a larger proportion of the general public. 
 
Micronetworks as described above can combine traditional public transport 
operating on set routes with a flexibility to respond to the particular needs of 
certain sections of the population, which have till now not had access to 
public transport, either in urban or in rural areas. 
 
Design of the services in a micronetwork, including the choice of vehicles, can 
be enhanced through the partnership approach detailed elsewhere in this 
Report.  They should not be seen as a “segregated service” only for certain 
people, but as an integrated one with all the features expected of a good 
quality public transport service.  Micronetworks can be designed to enhance 
the public transport experience for all members of the public and to tackle 
other issues, such as affecting modal split.  For example, by providing services 
closer to people’s homes and to their destinations and by enabling 
connections to other bus and rail services, more people will have access to 
public transport for the whole of their journey, thereby reducing their 
dependency upon the car for all or a part of it. 
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Micronetworks, operated typically by midibuses and minibuses, which many 
traditional bus operators have decided not to incorporate in their fleets, can 
fulfill a role in peak time operation.  This type of service and the vehicles 
operating them should not be seen as only suitable to the off peak operation, 
when many of the people most associated with the need for a more flexibly 
routed accessible transport service are likely to travel. 
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8. INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT 

 
8.1 Overview of European Developments 

 
The European Union and the European Conference of Ministers of Transport 
have produced many useful documents over the past 20 years on the issue of 
transport services for people with reduced mobility.  The following 
paragraphs provide a brief outline of recent research programmes of 
relevance to transport for people with reduced mobility. The rest of the 
chapter contains: 

• The Charter on Access to Transport Services and Infrastructure 
adopted by the ECMT Council of Ministers on 19 and 20 May 1999; 

• The interim results of a current study on the Accessibility of Urban 
Transport to People with Reduced Mobility; 

• Recent developments in selected European countries; 
• Description of accessibility standards in the UK; and 
• A summary of the results of a major survey on disabled people’s 
attitudes to public transport undertaken recently in the UK 

 
The European Transport Policy for 2010 stresses that intermodality is 
particularly important for people with reduced mobility in order that they are 
able to complete their full journey by public transport.  All links in the chain 
need to be accessible and this includes all the interchange points. 
 
The European Union’s policy on transport for people with reduced mobility is 
set out in an Action Programme adopted in 1993, followed up by a working 
paper in 1994. These cover priorities for accessible transport, proposals for 
legislation on minimum standards, co-operation on information for 
passengers and the co-ordination of research.  
 
The Commission has proposed directives for the construction of buses and 
coaches and on cable cars, and a recommendation for mutual recognition of 
parking cards. It has published a handbook on making Europe accessible for 
tourists with disabilities, and has funded pilot projects on information 
services for passengers with disabilities. Through the COST 322 action on low 
floor bus systems, the Commission played a major role in encouraging the 
manufacture and use of low floor buses in Europe. It also stimulated 
authorities to develop ‘street-level bus access’, redesigning bus stops and 
routes to match improvements in the buses themselves. 
 
In the rail sector, the Commission supported the COST 335 action, with a view 
to developing European standards for the design and operation of trains, 
stations and information services. In air transport, the Commission is working 
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with the European Civil Aviation Conference to identify methods of 
improving the accessibility of airports and aircraft, also with a view to 
developing European standards.  
 
The Commission also supported a study of the design and operation of 
vehicles which can be used as ordinary taxis and which are accessible to 
wheelchair users. 
 
COST 349 is investigating the Accessibility of Coaches and Long Distance 
Buses for People with Reduced Mobility. 
 
The Commission is currently funding a research project on the Accessibility of 
Urban Transport to People with Reduced Mobility.  Details from the Interim 
Report produced in July 2002 are set out in Section 8.3 below. 
 

8.2 Charter on Access to Transport Services and Infrastructure 

 

This Charter was adopted by the ECMT Council of Ministers on 19 and 20 May 1999 in 

Warsaw.  It underlines the political commitment in Europe to ensuring that all new transport 

infrastructure should be constructed to take into account the needs of people with disabilities. 

 

1. The number of disabled people is growing. 

Disabled people make up a significant and growing part of Europe’s population. With the 

ageing population, this number will increase substantially over the next 50 years. By 2020, 

there will be twice as many people over 65 in Europe as there were in 1960. 

 

2. Everyone must have an opportunity for independent living. 

It is an unequivocal and agreed political objective to create a Europe in which all citizens, 

regardless of disability or age, have the opportunity for independent living. To achieve this, 

public buildings, the transport systems and infrastructure must be barrier-free. 

 

3. New infrastructure must take account of the needs of people with disabilities. 

There are many new transport and infrastructure projects being planned or constructed in 

Europe. The lifetime of transport equipment and infrastructure can be extremely long and 

projects being considered now will remain in service well into the next millennium. It is 

therefore essential that these are built to meet the needs of disabled people. In any case 

improvements in accessibility add to the system’s quality and usually benefit all travellers. 

 

4. Governments must ensure access 
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All governments have a clear responsibility to ensure that these projects are designed and 

constructed to the highest standards of accessibility. 
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5. Accessibility principles must be followed 

Fundamental principles applying to any project must include: 

 

(a) All projects considered for public funding (at national or international level) must, as a 

condition of this funding, agree to incorporate full accessibility, to approved standards or 

recognised best practice, into the design and construction. 

 

(b) The design concept, from its earliest stage and throughout the design process, must be 

vetted and approved by experts in accessibility, including people with disabilities. National 

governments will propose and approve suitable sources of advice. Where national 

governments do not have sources of advice, the EU or the ECMT will provide them. 

 

(c) The accessibility requirements must incorporate, as a minimum: 

• full access for wheelchair users (up to and including those using wheelchairs of ISO 

standard dimensions) including, where appropriate, accessible toilet facilities and lifts; 

• features to aid people with difficulties in walking, gripping, reaching or balancing 

(including non-slip surfaces, hand rails and handholds); 

• facilities to assist blind and partially sighted people (including consistent use of colour 

contrast, clear signing and lighting, non reflective surfaces, audible as well as visual 

announcements and tactile and audible guidance and warning surfaces and systems 

(where appropriate); 

• facilities for people who are deaf or hard of hearing (including visual as well as audible 

announcements, induction loops and clear signs). 

 

6 Public funding will be conditional 

Projects will be monitored for compliance with accessibility principles. 

Continued public funding will be made conditional on achieving satisfactory progress  

With the inclusion of access features. 

 
 

8.3 Study on the Accessibility of Urban Transport to People with 
Reduced Mobility 

 
The aim of this study is to provide an overview of the situation in the 
European Union with regard to the accessibility of people with reduced 
mobility (PRM). Extensive information and data have been collected and 
surveys conducted or are still ongoing, concerning the present situation in the 
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European Union and the progress made with regard to technology, legislation 
at national and EU level, and socio-economic aspects.  
 
The many differences across the European Union regarding laws, provisions, 
statistics and even definitions of disability make it difficult in some instances 
to obtain a clear overall picture, as a common basis for making a direct 
comparison does not always exist. Factors influencing the services provided 
for PRM vary not only from country to country but also in some cases from 
city to city. Whether a dedicated service or an integrated service is provided 
for PRM, and the level of accessibility of public transport in a particular city 
or region can depend on the available budget, the size of the city, the number 
of people with disabilities, topography, infrastructure and available 
technology. Even the most accessible public transport systems are redundant 
if other obstacles hinder PRM from reaching stops and stations, for example, 
uneven pavements and high kerbs which are difficult to negotiate for 
wheelchair users and other people with disabilities.  
 
While much progress has been made in improving accessibility of public 
transport, the study has found that this progress is very uneven across the 15 
Member States. Some countries have made significant progress in certain 
areas but less so in others. To allow for a sufficient impact to be made, it is 
necessary to approach accessibility from different angles simultaneously. For 
example, the operation of state-of-the-art vehicles will have little effect on 
improving accessibility if elderly passengers and passengers with disabilities 
have difficulties accessing stops and stations because accompanying measures 
such as lifts or ramps have not been implemented.  
 
Therefore, it is important that ministries, transport operators, municipal 
authorities, vehicle manufacturers as well as the elderly, people with 
disabilities and any other players involved, work together on achieving a 
common goal of improved accessibility. 
 

Data on disability and reduced mobility 

The number of inhabitants in the European Union in the year 2000 amounted 
to almost 377 million. Of this number an estimated 26 million people (6.8 %) 
were classified as disabled in the sense of having a severe disability. Since 
there are no official statistics about the number of people with reduced mo-
bility in most states of the European Union, this is only a rough estimate. 
 
The specified values differ substantially between some of the states or are 
non-existent. In addition to the absence of official statistics, one reason is the 
difference in classification with regard to the degree of disability (minor or 
severe disability). This applies in particular to Austria, the United Kingdom 
and Sweden, whose specifications are not limited to severely disabled people. 
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Beside people with disabilities, there are also subdivisions of the population 
who are reduced in their mobility due to their age, for example infants with a 
companion and elderly people. In the year 2000 these groups made up about 
20 % of the total population. 
 
For the total amount of people with any form of reduced mobility the study 
found estimated figures of between 18 % in Germany and 35 % in France. 
 
The subdivision of the population with reduced mobility is increasing in 
general. In particular, the number of people aged 75 and over is clearly rising. 
Unfortunately, there are no forecasts for the number of people with 
disabilities in any of the European Union Member States. 
 
Details about the portion of the different types of disabilities show that the 
data of the countries for which corresponding values are available sometimes 
deviate substantially from each other. With regard to the averages, 36 % have 
walking impairments, followed by 15 % with hearing impairments and 11 % 
with visual impairments. 38 % have other impairments. 
 
So far only Sweden and Germany have submitted data concerning the 
percentage of public transportation use by people with reduced mobility.  In 
both countries about 42 – 43 % people with reduced mobility can travel 
without particular difficulty. 
 
In Sweden the number of people excluded from public transportation (31 %) 
is much higher than in Germany. However, the portion of journeys made by 
people with disabilities compared to all journeys made by public transport is 
definitely higher in Sweden with approximately 11 % compared with 6% in 
Germany. 
 
 

Legislation 

Most countries provide legislation concerning the accessibility of urban 
transport for PRM. Nevertheless, the regulations relating to the above-
mentioned aspects differ from country to country, thus making a comparison 
more difficult.  
 
Ireland, Luxembourg and the Netherlands do not have legislation at national 
level on the accessibility of urban transport for people with reduced mobility. 
 
It was particularly noticeable that most countries have legislation on access to 
public buildings, including transport terminals, by people with reduced 
mobility, through the removal of urban and architectural barriers. However, 
regulations on access to urban transport are more limited. 
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In the United Kingdom, technical specifications of the vehicles include 
detailed requirements. The regulations comprise means of access and 
requirements for vehicles equipped for the carriage of wheelchair passengers 
and cover areas such as door controls, steps, floors of areas used by 
passengers, handrails and handholds, gangways as well as boarding and 
communication devices. 
 
In Germany, the requirements concerning the vehicles allude to planning 
permission if the changes of equipment are of significant importance. 
 
In Italy, the requirements for public transport vehicles include the minimal 
number of places reserved for people with disabilities. It also makes 
specifications on access of wheelchair users to the interior of the vehicle as 
well as the provision for sufficient space to park a wheelchair and anchorage. 
 
Both France and Spain have national regulations, which only refer to a 
gradual adaptation of public transport in order to facilitate the mobility of 
people with reduced mobility. In Portugal, such regulations only apply to 
taxis. 
 
National legislation regarding infrastructure appears to be very limited. As 
already mentioned, most countries just make references to the elimination of 
architectural barriers. France, Italy and the United Kingdom, introduced 
specifications relating to lifts and ramps as well as their measurements. 
 
With respect to transport services offered, only Finland, France and Italy have 
regulations concerning special transport services. In Italy, the elaboration of 
plans relating to mobility of people with disabilities take into consideration 
alternative services for the areas not covered by public transport services. 
 
The legal data on information systems for disabled people is very limited. 
Data from France and the United Kingdom mention light signals close to the 
doors and signs close to priority seats indicating that people with disabilities 
have priority for the use of those seats. 
 
As for announcements, the United Kingdom appears to be the only country 
which provides specifications which cover, for example, audible warning 
devices and the indication of route name and number, the destination of a 
vehicle and the next stop. References are also made to audible signals for any 
power-operated boarding lift or ramp of a bus during operation. 
 
Most countries provide some form of financing for the transport of people 
with reduced mobility, in particular concerning transportation costs. Belgium, 
the United Kingdom and Portugal do not have regulations concerning capital 
outlays and costs. 
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In Germany there are regulations including financial assistance for transport 
projects, construction or development of transport terminals, acceleration 
measures for public transport and for modernisation and equipment of 
existing vehicles. People with severe disabilities are entitled to transport from 
public transport operators on presentation of an identification document. 
 
In Italy the adaptation or substitution of the means of transport are subsidised 
by the Minister of Transport. 
 
In France accompanying investments regarding the security, accessibility and 
dedicated services for PRM are subsidised by the State. 
 
In Austria legislation concerning the accessibility of urban transport for 
people with reduced mobility applies only to financing from federal funds for 
the improvement of accessibility measures through consideration of the needs 
of persons whose mobility is affected by their physical impairments. 
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Public Transport Services 

Data on the percentage of elderly and disabled passengers has been received. 
Some of the transport operators talk about 2% (Helsinki, Bologna), others 
estimate the figure at 25 – 30% (Vienna). In Berlin, according to an older but 
exact survey (household survey) the figure is 17%.  
 
The strategy of the cities today is a clear move away from an exclusively 
dedicated transport service for people with disabilities. None of the 
questionnaires returned so far referred to one. The majority of cities pursue a 
combined approach of an accessible public transport system and also the 
operation of a separate, dedicated service, but many cities are only aiming for 
a fully accessible public transport system. 
 
As for fare prices for elderly people and for people with disabilities, there is 
also no uniformity. In some cities elderly people travel free of charge 
(Brussels, Dublin), while in other cities people with disabilities travel free. In 
between the two extremes there are many different categories, for example 
regulations depending on income (Bologna). 
 
In the development of bus fleets, considerable progress has been made in 
recent years. Whereas in 1990 – apart from 3% in Gothenburg – no low-floor 
buses accessible to people with disabilities were in operation, in 1995 this 
figure increased to as high as 27 % (Innsbruck) or even 60 % (Dresden). By 
2000 the low-floor bus was in operation in all cities, in some cases to 99% 
(Freiburg). Extremely low values have been recorded in Thessaloniki (18%) 
and Lisbon (20%). 
 
The deployment concept for the currently mixed bus fleets (high and low-
floor buses) is also not uniform. Approximately half of the cities run buses 
which are accessible to people with disabilities completely on selected bus 
routes, the other half favours a concept of mixed vehicle deployment in order 
that some journeys on each bus route are accessible to people with disabilities. 
 
As for trams, which have a service life of approximately 35-40 years and so 
considerably longer than that of buses with 10-15 years, the replacement of 
vehicles with low-floor vehicles is accordingly slower. Whereas, apart from in 
Freiburg and Turin, no low-floor vehicles were in operation in 1990, in the 
selected cities the proportion of vehicles accessible to people with disabilities 
has in the meantime risen to approximately one quarter (Karlsruhe 29%, 
Lisbon 26%). It will still take some time before the switch to vehicles which 
are accessible to people with disabilities is complete.  
 
 
 

Review of Technology Implemented 
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Rail-bound vehicle manufacturers nowadays offer a wide range of vehicles, 
which are accessible to people with disabilities. 70% - 100% of many types of 
trams are constructed as low-floor vehicles, i.e. a maximum of 30% of the 
passenger area is accessible via an interior step. The boarding height from 
street level is 300 – 400 mm and in cases where there are small platforms the 
height difference is reduced to zero. In addition, mechanical or electrical 
ramps can be fitted into the vehicles to overcome the difference in height.  
 
There are also high-floor vehicles, which are used by transport operators who 
have high platform systems. No further adaptations need to be made to the 
vehicles as the difference in height is overcome as soon as the vehicle reaches 
the platform. However, to cover the gap between the vehicle and the platform 
it is possible to fit an electric retractable ramp. Manually operated folding 
ramps are also available.  
 
The picture is similar for S-Bahn (suburban railway) and underground 
vehicles. It was previously considered that in order to ensure safe boarding 
for able-bodied passengers, the floor of the vehicle must be raised slightly 
higher than the level of the platform. For such cases portable ramps are 
available which can be operated by the staff. With the newest generation of 
vehicles the difference between the platform and the inside of the vehicle has 
been minimised in order that people with walking impairments and 
wheelchair users are also able to board and alight without any problems.  
 
For people with visual impairments and blind people external tactile edges 
can be installed on the doors to make it easier to identify entrances. Inside the 
vehicle, visually impaired people are helped to get their bearings by means of 
vertical lines running along the length of the floor, similarly to those in 
aeroplanes, and which are colour contrasted and topographically emphasised. 
By means of a different levelled arrangement of handrails and handholds, it is 
possible from inside to enable visually impaired passengers to make out the 
exits. In addition, there are acoustic signals on doors, which give warnings 
that doors are about to open or close. For the audibly impaired there are 
visual announcements and displays.  
 
As for bus manufacturers, a decisive step in barrier free travel has been 
achieved through the introduction of low-floor technology. The boarding step 
height is now only 320 mm. The kneeling system allows this step height to be 
further reduced to between 230 and 250 mm; at 220 mm high kerbs this means 
almost step-free boarding. The proportion of buses with the kneeling system 
sold by some manufacturers is already 100%. Already two-thirds of all buses 
are delivered with mechanical ramps, while electrical ramps, which are more 
expensive and more prone to breaking down are fitted in less than 10% of 
buses.  
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Other features are safety belts for wheelchair users, lower seats (for people of 
small stature), lower stop signals, high contrasted handrails, high contrasted 
footstep edges, optical and acoustic stop announcements. According to the 
manufacturers, the price for such additional features amounts to 1 - 2% of the 
price of the vehicle and so should certainly be affordable. 
 
 

Needs expressed by people with reduced mobility 

Numerous demands have already been registered. The emphasis appears to 
lie on: 

• Ensuring barrier-free access to suburban railway and underground 
railway stations and platforms; 

• Design of ticket halls, mezzanine floors and platforms at suburban and 
underground railway stations and platforms which take into account 
the needs of people with disabilities;  

• Barrier-free design of stops and track lines of trams and buses; 
• Design of accessible vehicle entrance and interior; and 
• Installation and/or integration of appropriate information and 
orientation systems.  

 
The demands range from statements on the design and size of lifts, ramps and 
stairs, the optimal shape and arrangement and position of doors, operating 
elements and hand rails, to demands concerning the design of platforms, 
technical vehicle boarding aids, passenger area as well as information and 
orientation systems.  
 
 
 
 

 

8.4 Recent developments in Germany, as reported to the European 
Conference of Ministers of Transport 

The German Disability Discrimination Act (Creation of equal opportunities 

for people with disabilities) 

 
The German Disability Discrimination Act entered into force on 1 May 2002. 
Following the Act on Combating Unemployment among People with Severe 
Disabilities and Book IX of the Social Code, it represents the third significant 
act in the field of disability policy adopted in the years 2000-2002. The act 
serves to implement for people with disabilities the ban on discrimination laid 
down in Article 3 para. 3 of the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany 
("No people shall be disadvantaged because of disability"). The objective is to 
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establish equal opportunities and barrier-free access in fields covered by 
public law. 
 
At the core of the act is the creation of areas of life that are accessible without 
barriers. People with disabilities are to be given broad access to all areas of life 
and they are to be able to use them without any restrictions. In the future, 
target agreements aimed at the establishment of barrier-free access will play 
an important role. Enterprises and recognised associations are to be given the 
opportunity to conclude, on their own authority, agreements stipulating how 
and by when barrier-free access will be implemented. Target agreements will 
be suitable instruments whenever there are no general legal provisions 
governing barrier-free access and whenever it is not possible to adequately 
regulate barrier-free access by means of such general provisions. The law 
obliges the Federal Government and its authorities to ensure a large degree of 
barrier-free mobility. 
 
In the future, the Federal Government will erect barrier-free buildings. This 
applies both to the construction of new civilian buildings and to large-scale 
conversions and extensions of federal buildings. 
 
In addition, when exercising their rights in administrative procedures, people 
with hearing or speech impairments have the right to communicate with all 
federal authorities in German sign language or using other suitable aids to 
communication. 
 
Step by step, federal authorities will design their websites in such a way that, 
in principle, people with disabilities will be able to use them without 
restrictions. 
 
In the future, restaurants, cafes, bars and the like that are located in newly 
constructed, considerably modified or extended buildings are to be barrier-
free. Elements to ensure this include, for instance: ground-level entrances for 
wheelchair users, lifts or ramps as well as accessible toilets.  Blind and 
visually impaired people will be given the opportunity to use templates for 
ballot papers in order to participate in parliamentary elections in Germany 
and the EU. As far as possible, barrier-free access to polling stations is to be 
ensured. 
 
 
Transport sector 
 
The transport sector is a main focus of the Disability Discrimination Act. 
Therefore, important laws have been amended in rail transport, public 
transport and aviation. 
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Mobility opportunities have a decisive influence on the ability of individuals 
to participate in social life and thus on their personal, social and professional 
development. This applies in particular to the degree to which transport 
infrastructure is accessible to disabled and mobility-impaired people and can 
be used by them. 
 
Approximately 6.6 million people with severe disabilities currently live in 
Germany. 4.5% of them (around 300,000) were born with their disabilities. 
Most of them have developed their disabilities in the course of their lives, for 
instance due to an illness, accident or because they have aged. These facts 
show that disability can affect all. The ageing population represents a major 
challenge to society. The population structure is clearly changing, life 
expectancy continues to increase. The share of people over the age of 65 will 
increase by 40% over the next 30 years, i.e. it will double. 
 

Against this background, there is a goal to reach a new social consensus as to 
what German society expects from older people and what role they can 
assume in society. This entails creating the conditions for senior citizens to be 
able to continue participating in social life for as long as possible and to 
maintain their independence. 
 
However, apart from officially recognised severely disabled people, 
consideration is also be given to disabled people with a level of disability 
below 50%. The same applies to other mobility-impaired people such as the 
elderly, small children, expectant mothers, mothers or fathers with prams and 
pushchairs or people carrying heavy luggage. It is recognised that this applies 
to significantly more than 20% of Germany’s population, and that 
consequently disability policy must not and cannot be of marginal importance 
to policymakers. 
 
 
Finance 
 
The elimination of barriers encountered by people with disabilities, e.g. by 
providing clear information, barrier-free access to buildings or level access to 
vehicles (as far as possible) leads to an increase in the comfort and safety of all 
citizens. Many people who have not studied the - admittedly quite 
complicated - structure of the act believe that the establishment of barrier 
freedom will require investments in the order of one billion Euro or more. 
 
But it is important to point out that: 

• Measures to create barrier-free access will in general only be realised in 
the case of the purchase of new assets or major new construction or 
conversion work. 

• The structure chosen for the act ensures that the relevant decision-
makers can make provisions on their own authority regarding the 
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specific conditions for the establishment of barrier-free access in each 
individual case. 

• The Local Authority Transport Infrastructure Financing Act and the 
Local Public Transport Regionalization Act ensure funding of local 
public transport from the federal budget. In 2001, these funds 
amounted to around 8 billion Euros. Moreover, severely disabled 
people are entitled to use local public transport free of charge. Here, 
too, the Federal Government spends around 140 million Euro per year. 

 
Another argument against exaggerated statements about costs is the way in 
which European law has developed. It shows that something that has become 
standard practice in Germany, namely the purchase of low-floor buses 
(currently approx. 90% throughout Germany) has developed into a 
mandatory standard in Europe. In November 2001, the European Parliament 
adopted the so-called "Bus and Coach Directive" which stipulates that urban 
buses (class I) must be equipped with kneeling systems and ramps or lifts. 
The Disability Discrimination Act contains provisions for the establishment of 
barrier-free access in the different modes of transport. 
 
Consultation and Participation 
 
The interests of people with disabilities are taken into account by giving them 
the right to participate directly. It has become apparent that, very often, 
ignorance and heedlessness lead to planning deficiencies. Here, the early 
involvement of these "experts by their own experience" will not only ensure 
transparency but also avoid high costs that would otherwise have to be paid 
for remedying deficiencies in planning and construction. 
 
With regard to establishing barrier-free access, airport operators and airlines 
have to take special account of the interests of people with disabilities. This 
objective is to be achieved primarily by means of the conclusion of target 
agreements. (Civil Aviation Act, sections 19d and 20b) 
 
In the field of the construction and maintenance of federal trunk roads, the 
interests of people with disabilities should be taken into account with the aim 
of ensuring the largest possible degree of barrier freedom as long as this does 
not conflict with over-riding public interests, in particular those of road 
safety. (Federal Trunk Roads Act, sections 3 and 8) 
 
Local Transport and the Legal Structure 
 
Financial assistance from the Federal Government for investments to improve 
the transport situation in municipalities is only provided for barrier-free 
projects. Here too, representatives of disabled peoples' interest groups are to 
be consulted. (Local Authority Transport Infrastructure Financing Act, 
sections 3 and 8) 
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For many people with disabilities who do not have their own cars, the use of 
means of public transport such as railways, buses and trams is an important 
prerequisite for them to be able to participate in the life of the community.  
The Carriage of Passengers Act (Carriage of Passengers Act, sections 8, 12 and 
13) contains special provisions on barrier-free access to local public transport. 
In general, it is the federal states that are responsible for organising and 
delivering local public transport. Therefore, it has been particularly important 
here to find a solution that is both reasonable and takes into account the 
specific conditions of each individual case. 
 
The provisions on local transport plans contained in section 8 para. 3 of the 
Carriage of Passengers Act are used as a basis. According to these provisions, 
the federal states are entitled to regulate the drawing up of local transport 
plans and to identify the authority responsible for local public transport who - 
within the framework of the government's obligation to provide the services 
necessary for public welfare - will also have the financial responsibility for 
ensuring that sufficient transport services are provided for the general public. 
So far, fifteen federal states have made use of this right and have adopted 
state acts on local public transport (Hamburg being the exception). In the 
majority of cases, the authorities responsible for local public transport - 
normally districts or municipalities – are obliged to draw up local transport 
plans. In the remaining cases, they are at least required to carry out a due 
assessment of the circumstances before deciding whether to draw up of local 
transport plans. 
 
The local transport plan, which is adopted by the representative body of the 
authority responsible for local public transport as a comprehensive master 
plan for the development of local public transport, is thus the right 
framework for any statement on the establishment of the largest possible 
extent of barrier freedom with regard to the use of local public transport. 
 
The new provisions introduced as a result of the Disability Discrimination Act 
contain requirements, under federal law, on the contents of local transport 
plans. The effect is to give a specific emphasis to the interests of people with 
disabilities or other mobility problems within the overall process of weighing 
up different aspects in the drawing up of local transport plans. The provisions 
stipulate that, with a view to the objective of ensuring extensive barrier-free 
access to local public transport for this group of people, their interests must be 
taken into consideration.  Local transport plans contain statements on the 
measures envisaged and the time required for their implementation. 
 

This legal structure ensures that it will be the local decision-makers who 
decide, on their own authority, the conditions for the establishment of barrier-
free access in each individual case. They also determine the scale and nature 
of the financial implications. 
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In order to ensure that the interests of people with disabilities, and existing 
knowledge of low-cost solutions for the elimination of access barriers, are 
taken into account in drawing up local transport plans, a right to be consulted 
is introduced for the commissioners for the interests of the disabled and the 
disabled people advisory committees of the authorities responsible for local 
public transport. According to procedural principles, this means that they are 
given the possibility to influence both the course and the results of the 
procedure. In drawing up local transport plans, the authorities responsible for 
local public transport must give serious consideration to the opinions 
presented by these commissioners or advisory councils and must concern 
themselves with their contents. They must guarantee that the most important 
results of these consultations find their way into the process of formulating 
objectives and taking decisions so that adequate account can be taken of them. 
 
The above-mentioned provisions on local public transport have been 
incorporated in the procedure to issue authorisations for the carriage of 
passengers under the Carriage of Passengers Act. The request filed by the 
operator for authorisation to operate services for the carriage of passengers is 
to include details of how the operator intends to meet the requirements of the 
local transport plan for the achievement of extensive barrier-free access 
regarding the service for which authorisation has been requested. 
 
When issuing authorisations of this kind, the competent authority has to 
comply with the details stipulated in the local transport plan. According to 
the Carriage of Passengers Act, the competent authority may refuse to grant 
authorisation in local public transport on the grounds that the service for 
which authorisation has been requested is not consistent with the statements 
in the local transport plan. Thus, in the future, it will also be possible to refuse 
to grant authorisation on the grounds that the service for which authorisation 
has been requested is not consistent with the statements made in the local 
transport plan with regard to the achievement of extensive barrier-free access. 
This has also been made clear by inserting a relevant paragraph in the 
Disability Discrimination Act. 
 
In terms of rail transport, the legal provisions on railways apply. An 
amendment to the Construction and Operation of Railways Regulations 
(Construction and Operation of Railways Regulations, section 2) obliges the 
railways to draw up programmes concerning the design of infrastructure, 
rolling stock and operational measures with the aim of achieving extensive 
barrier-free access in this field. 
 
The programmes are drawn up after consultation with the associations which, 
in connection with the Disability Discrimination Act, have been recognised by 
the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs.  The act does not require 
the programs to be authorised by the competent supervisory authority. On 
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the one hand this is to ensure that the scope of action of railway operators is 
not restricted; on the other hand there is already a possibility for the rail 
supervisory authority to intervene if the legal requirements are not fulfilled. 
For this purpose, the second act on the amendment of the legal regulations 
governing rail transport introduces the possibility of levying an 
administrative fine of up to 0.5 million Euro. (In particularly serious cases, the 
operating license of the railway undertaking may be withdrawn.)  This means 
that the system used in railway law is the same, i.e. that it will be up to the 
decision-makers in any given case to make provisions on their own authority 
with the aim of creating the preconditions for extensive barrier-free access. As 
in the case of the Carriage of Passengers Act, it must be ensured that the main 
results of any consultation find their way into the process of formulating 
objectives and taking decisions so that adequate account can be taken  of 
them. 
 

 
8.5 Recent developments in Sweden, as reported to the European 

Conference of Ministers of Transport 

A co-operative project for enhanced accessibility – Door to door – is ongoing. 
The project will be finalised in December 2002. A closing seminar is scheduled 
for March 2003 when the results will be presented. 

 
A potential national programme for education in receptive behaviour is being 
developed. It is aimed towards all service staff in public transportation and 
was adopted on a trial basis on three different occasions during October – 
December 2002. All 13 terminals that are part of the project have been subject 
to a mapping inventory with regard to physical accessibility, but also access 
to information, ticketing- and reservation systems, guidance, personal service 
as well as the functioning of local co-ordination between various actors.  A 
trial with station hosts has commenced on two of the 13 terminals. Such 
station hosts will receive education and then be part of the service concept at 
the terminals. The project will proceed throughout 2004 and then be 
evaluated. 
 
The National Road and Rail Administrations have carried out an inventory of 
platforms, bus stops, embarking possibilities, trains, bus and coaches. On the 
basis of this inventory they have calculated the costs for measures necessary 
to adapt and develop the road- and rail transportation systems. As a result, 
the authorities are aware of the weaknesses and deficiencies of the terminals, 
and of how information, ticketing, reservation, co-ordination, personal service 
and guidance must function to be considered satisfactory. Work will now take 
place on proposals for common standards regarding intra-modal functions. 
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The Swedish Disability Ombudsman has initiated a project with the aim of co-
ordinating symbols used in public transport. The National Road- and Rail 
Administrations will participate in this work. 
 
The Swedish Institute for Transport and Communications Analysis (SIKA) 
has developed proposals for mid term goals as a means to reach the final aim 
– an accessible transportation system – by 2010. A vital basis for SIKA´s work 
in this respect has been the results from the Door-to-door project. 
 

8.6 Recent developments in The Netherlands, as reported to the 
European Conference of Ministers of Transport 

Earlier this year the government proposed an anti-discrimination act 
(disability and chronic illness) to Parliament. This proposal includes public 
transport services, albeit with the stipulation that the act will only enter into 
force for these services on a date still to be determined. This because there is a 
feeling that it is not realistic to forbid the delivery of inaccessible services 
when measures to make such services accessible have not yet been fully 
developed and implemented. 
 

Studies have been undertaken into the financial cost/benefit of accessible 
public transport services and the cost of making bus stops accessible. The 
results of these studies will be available in November 2002. 
 

A decision has been taken on a uniform platform height in heavy rail 
transport. All platforms will be brought to a height of 840 mm, to be realised 
in a period of time as yet undetermined. The rail operators are expected to 
order new trains of such a design that level access is possible. Standards on 
accessibility in construction and design of trains and infrastructure are under 
development on basis of COST-335. 
 

In the year ahead initiatives will be developed to firmly imbed the 
accessibility requirements in concessions and contracts. Directive 2001/85 on 
the construction of buses will be implemented for urban buses and possibly 
also for other buses. 
 

A project will be started in November 2002 on developing awareness and 
standards on information suitable for people with a learning disability. 
 

 
8.7 Recent developments in the UK, as reported to the European 

Conference of Ministers of Transport 

 

Regulations on bus driver behaviour 
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New regulations came into force on 1st October to strengthen the existing 
requirements for new buses to be accessible to disabled people. These new 
regulations impose a range of duties on bus drivers to provide the assistance 
that a disabled person may need. 
 

Future legislation 

The UK will be extending its current disability discrimination legislation to 
outlaw discrimination against disabled people by transport operators in their 
policies, practices and procedures. This will cover areas such as the 
availability of timetable information in alternative formats (e.g. large print); 
policies on booking arrangements for disabled passengers etc. Consultation 
on the proposals will begin in the next few weeks. 

 
Guidance on Access to Pedestrian Facilities and Transport Infrastructure 

New guidance has been published to help local authorities and transport 
providers comply with the requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act 
to remove “physical barriers” to access in the pedestrian environment and in 
transport infrastructure (rail and bus stations etc) by 2004. The guidance 
“Inclusive Mobility: A Guide to Best Practice on Access to Pedestrian and 
Transport Infrastructure” draws on established best practice world-wide. It 
is available free from the Mobility & Inclusion Unit and is also on the 
Department for Transport’s website. 

 
 

8.8 Accessibility Standards in the UK 

The Disability Discrimination Act (DDA), 1995, contains very useful 
regulations for consideration in any new legislation or amendments to 
existing legislation currently under consideration in Ireland.  Section 40 
empowers central Government to specify Public Service Vehicle accessibility 
regulations.  The DDA does not apply directly to the actual operation of 
transport services, except through ‘Accessibility Regulations’ made under the 
Act. These are now in force in Great Britain for new trains and light rail 
vehicles12, and for large buses and coaches13, but the effect in terms of 
ensuring access for passengers travelling in wheelchairs will take some years 
to work through the system, as indicated in Table 13 below.  

                                      
12 The Rail Vehicles Accessibility Regulations 1998 (HMSO) 
13 The Public Service Vehicles Accessibility Regulations 2000 (HMSO) 
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Table 13 : British PSV Accessibility Regulations – implementation timetable 

Latest Implementation Date 

N ew  V ehicles ALL V EHICLES 

V ehicle Type 
Aids for disabled 

people 

(Schedule 2 or 3) 

W heelchair 
access  

(Schedule 1) 

All req uirements 

(Schedule 1&2 
or 1&3) 

Single-deck buses (capacity over 22, incl. 

standing) up to 7.5 tonnes gross vehicle 

weight (G V W) 

31 December 

2000 
1 J anuary 2005 1 J anuary 2015 

Single-deck buses (capacity over 22, incl. 

standing) of more than 7.5 tonnes G V W 

31 December 

2000 

31 December 

2000 
1 J anuary 2016 

Double-deck buses 31 December 

2000 

31 December 

2000 
1 J anuary 2017 

Small buses /  coaches (under 23 passengers) N ot yet specified N ot yet specified N ot yet specified 

Large coaches (over 22 passenger capacity) 31 December 

2000 
1 J anuary 2005 1 J anuary 2020 

Regulations have yet to be finalised to cover ‘small’ public service vehicles 
(PSVs) – with between 9 and 22 passenger seats – and hackney taxis, although 
the latter have been drafted. The Disabled Persons Transport Advisory 
Committee (DPTAC) for England and Wales has recently published a 
specification for accessible small PSVs, which has become a de facto standard 
in the interim.  
Equivalent Regulations for buses, trains and taxis have yet to be made in 
Northern Ireland, but are expected to take exactly the same form.  
Draft British Regulations have also been published for ferries, based on the 
pre-existing International Maritime Organisation standards, and similar 
requirements will affect the Strangford Lough operation in due course.  
Compliance with Accessibility Regulations is the operator’s responsibility. 
 
Well over 10% of the people living in Britain have some degree of disability 
which makes it difficult for them to travel by bus, while roughly a fifth of bus 
users are over retirement age. Indeed, in off-peak periods the majority of bus 
users have some form of impaired mobility - not just because of illness or age, 
but because of shopping, luggage, small children and/or pushchairs (DPTAC, 
1995). Total accessibility, involving low flat floor vehicles, will improve access 
for all users, and has led in particular to a growth in patronage from those 
pushing or pulling shopping trolleys or buggies. 
 
Of course, putting low floor buses onto a service without upgrading the 
infrastructure to match - in particular, kerb space and heights at bus stops - 
would, as one operator put it, be like operating a ship without a pier. One of 
the standard approaches to Quality Bus Partnerships, therefore, has been for 
the local authority to fund the infrastructure development, and for the 
operator to upgrade the vehicles, in anticipation of increased patronage.  
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Careful consideration will need to be given to the type of vehicles to be 
operated on such a route and, in particular, the location and number of 
entrances and exits, both for passengers boarding and alighting 
conventionally and those requiring deployment of a ramp, or lift. If access 
and egress for wheelchair users is not to be via the front entrance, care will be 
required to ensure that when the bus is at the stop, adequate space is available 
opposite the rear entrance for the ramp (or lift) to be deployed and the 
wheelchair user to manoeuvre into position. 
 
Where consideration needs to be given to the minimum standards applicable 
to older vehicles, then it is suggested that reference is made to the DPTAC 
standards which have separate application both to high and low floor buses, 
and are well understood throughout the industry. 
 
In addition to step height requirements, DPTAC specifications for the safety 
and comfort of all passengers require: 

• adequate handholds in bright colours equidistantly spaced throughout 
the vehicle; 

• specified seats for passengers with impaired mobility near to the door; 
• space near the access door for luggage and a wheelchair; 
• palm operated bell pushes situated at eye level on all hand holds; 
• non-slip floors; 
• tactile plates to indicate the bus layout for blind and partially sighted 
passengers; and 

• drivers trained in customer care. 
 
 
 
 

Other Requirements of the DDA 

The first rights created under the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 came into 
force on 2 December 1996. This made it unlawful to treat a disabled person 
less favourably for a reason related to that person’s disability (unless it can be 
justified). Part III of the Act relates to the provision of goods, services and 
facilities, and covers passenger transport. ‘Access to Means of Transport’, i.e. 
public transport vehicles, is excluded from this section of the Act and dealt 
with by means of the Accessibility Regulations outlined above. Nevertheless, 
all other aspects of passenger transport service are covered by Part III. This 
includes, for example, bus and rail stations, bus shelters, passenger transport 
information services (e.g. timetable legibility), enquiry offices and 
consultation procedures. 
 
From October 1999, service providers were required to take all reasonable 
steps to change any policy, procedure or practice which may be considered to 
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be discriminatory in cases where a disabled person finds it impossible or 
unreasonably difficult to use a service. Service providers have to take 
reasonable steps to provide auxiliary aids or services (for example, the 
provision of information on audio tape or via a sign board for the driver to 
use) which will enable a disabled person to use the service effectively. Where 
physical features make it impossible or unreasonably difficult for disabled 
people to use a service, service providers have to take reasonable steps to 
provide the service by a reasonable alternative method (this could, for 
example, require a suitably sited call bell to enable a wheelchair user to 
summon a service to the outside of a building, where there are barriers 
preventing them getting inside). 
 
By a forecast date of 2004, service providers will have to have taken 
reasonable steps to remove, alter or provide reasonable means of avoiding, 
physical features that make it impossible or unreasonably difficult for 
disabled people to use a service. Service providers will have to provide 
auxiliary aids, which have a permanent effect on the fabric of the premises 
(e.g. installing a permanent induction loop at enquiry windows). 
 
It will be seen that there is a lot of reference to ‘reasonable’ in the legislation. 
What is ‘reasonable’ changes over time, and in the context of access to 
passenger transport, changes very rapidly. A few years ago, wheelchair access 
to buses was not considered reasonable – it is now the norm for new vehicles. 
New technology is being developed all the time, and the general purpose of 
the DDA is to rapidly improve the standards that are considered ‘reasonable’. 
Consequently, this is an area where authorities and operators will need to 
consider compliance with the latest standards – anything less than this will 
rapidly go out of date and risks being considered ‘not reasonable’ within its 
economic lifetime. 
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8.9 User Surveys in UK 

Attitudes of Disabled People to Public Transport: Research Study 

Conducted for DPTAC (UK) 

The Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee (DPTAC) is an 
independent statutory body advising the UK Government on the transport 
and mobility needs of disabled people.  It is also responsible for advising the 
UK Government on the built environment needs of disabled people.  The 
survey, which was undertaken between November 2001 and January 2002 
was the first such survey by DPTAC and possibly the largest survey 
dedicated to the transport needs of disabled people in England and Wales.  It 
covered all modes of transport. 
 
The specific objectives were to: 
 

• Establish the importance of public transport to disabled people 
• Establish the modes of transport currently used by disabled people 
• Determine the transport priorities of disabled people 
• Assess how disabled people currently rate public transport provision 
• Determine what disabled people consider are the priorities for 
improving public transport 

• Assess what deters disabled people from using public transport. 
 
The survey found that transport issues are the single most prominent concern 
to disabled people at the local level.   It was especially significant to the 35-44 
age group, workers, rural dwellers, London dwellers, rail users, wheelchair 
users and visually impaired people. 
 
Disabled people travel a third less often than the general of the public.  The 
single most frequently used mode of transport for all disabled people is the 
car as passenger, but disabled people drive cars far lees and are less likely to 
have one in the household (60% have none in the household).  Despite this, 
many consider private cars to be the only form of transport that is convenient 
and accessible.  
 
Disabled people use local buses, taxi and minicabs (hackneys) more often 
than the general public, but they use local and long-distance trains much less 
frequently.  Almost half of disabled people use some form of initiative for 
disabled people to make travel easier. 
 
The condition of footpaths and roads generate the most dissatisfaction, well 
ahead of dissatisfaction with public transport.  This is particularly true for 
visually impaired people.  Access for disabled people to transport vehicles 
(getting to stops and stations and, once there, getting on vehicles) and the 
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frequency of public transport were the main concerns regarding public 
transport.    
 
From a range of different transport modes, disabled people are most satisfied 
with the service provided by taxis and minicabs but other transport services 
are not rated highly by comparison with other service sectors (eg. Banks, 
supermarkets).  Buses receive a mixed reaction and the attitude to rail is 
worse. 
 
Disabled people are impatient for the delivery of accessible vehicles in all 
areas, and believe that it will take many years.  However, accessible facilities 
are often already available and all new vehicles are compliant, indicating a 
need to promote use. A similar issue in Ireland was discovered during the 
focus groups.   There are encouraging signs that as public transport improves 
it will be widely used.  Again, this supports feedback from the focus groups 
undertaken in Ireland for this study. 
 
Most disabled people, especially wheelchair users, plan their journeys in 
advance, and the majority feel frustrated that they cannot go out on the spur 
of the moment. Telephone inquiry services are the most widely used means of 
obtaining journey information, in line with the general public in the UK.  
They are also considered a popular choice for the future, along with printed 
timetables delivered through the door.  Overall, new forms of media, 
including the internet and digital TV are not regularly used to access 
information. Some 13% do not find it easy to get information on any kind of 
travel service.  During journeys, 39% feel well informed and 48%.  In line with 
the general public, some 39% of disabled people agree that they would use 
public transport more of it were easier to get information. 
 
Making travel arrangement is seen to be best by taxis and minicabs and worst 
by train.  Taxis and minicabs also rated highly for personal security.  In 
general, disabled people are more positive about personal security by bus and 
rail than the general public as a whole, although there is a higher fear of 
personal safety among disabled people while travelling than the general 
public. 
 
Overall, disabled people’s concerns with public transport are similar to the 
general public and concern frequency and reliability, and to a lesser extend 
cost and comfort.  But for disabled people, the impact of these concerns have a 
greater impact on their independent mobility and travel choices.  In addition, 
disabled people would give high priority to improving access to services, 
particularly rail which is the most difficult mode to use, and to the way in 
which services are delivered.  Improving the attitude of transport staff is 
perceived as a key issue.  Confirmed availability if wheelchair spaces is a key 
issue for wheelchair users 
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Many things can be done to encourage disabled people to use public transport 
more.  For buses, frequency and access are the key issues.  For rail, lowering 
fares is the top priority overall.  Cheaper fares would also encourage more use 
of taxis and minicabs. All disabled people desire improved walking 
conditions and around half say they would go out more of improvements 
were made.  Around half also say that improvements in public transport 
would have a positive impact on their life.  Overall, where public transport 
services are poor, disabled people suffer more social exclusion than the rest of 
the public. 
 
 
Comparison with the Irish Experience 
 
By and large, the DPTAC research has similar results to the findings of this 
study: 
 

• Levels of dissatisfaction with the pedestrian environment are very 
high, more so than with public transport generally; 

• There is a need for better communication of travel information; 
• New, accessible public transport services do make a difference, but 
need to be advertised and promoted; 

• Disabled people, in common with the general public, have concerns 
about public transport frequency and reliability, and personal safety 
while traveling; and 

• The way in which the service is delivered, specifically the attitude of 
transport staff, could be improved. 

 
In common with the Irish experience, levels of satisfaction with buses are 
higher than with rail, although neither are particularly high.  In contrast with 
the Irish experience, levels of satisfaction with the service provided by taxis 
and minicabs (hackneys) is very high in the UK. 
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9. ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS 

9.1 A number of key issues have been identified, which are related to 
the following: 

• Increasing number of people with reduced mobility 
• Service provision 
• Supporting facilities 
• Training 
• Implementation & procurement 
• Related initiatives and opportunities 
 

9.2 Increasing number of people with reduced mobility 

The incidence of disabilities in Ireland was estimated for the year 2000 and 
projected for the year 2015.  This shows an increase in line with that of the 
population, which also correlates directly with the increasing number of older 
people. 
 
As the appropriate services are developed during the next 13 years taking into 
account the design features required by the different categories of disabled 
people, more and more people will be catered for by the new public transport 
services as they become mainstream services.  The more specialist services 
will then be targeted at the people most in need of them and their numbers 
will decrease.  The mapping of the location of disabled people based on the 
forecasts can help to solve the issues related to the implementation of the 
appropriate services.  
 
 

9.3 Service Provision 

There are a number of issues, which have been raised relating to the provision 
of services. 
 
At local level, a gap has been identified between “traditional” public transport 
and door-to-door services, such as taxis and dial-a-bus services, which are 
mainly provided by voluntary organisations.  There is a need for some form 
of public transport to fill the gap between the existing bus network and the 
door-to-door transport system.  Local journeys are critical for shopping and 
personal business.  
 
People would like to be able to make local trips spontaneously and without 
assistance.  Many people cannot walk far.  The implementation of 
“micronetworks” as described in Chapter 7 will help to fill the gap identified 
and redefine what is regarded as public transport.  The essential features of 
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the “micronetworks” are bus stops closer to origins and destinations and 
seamless interchange with longer-distance public transport services (bus, rail, 
Luas).  Their implementation needs to be considered for urban, suburban and 
rural areas.  They are becoming a feature of the services being implemented 
by organisations supported by the Government’s Rural Transport Initiative. 
 
It is necessary therefore to relate the continued roll out of low floor vehicles, 
primarily in Dublin and also on the bus operated interurban services and the 
“micronetworks”, firstly to the areas with the higher concentration of people 
with reduced mobility.  The Demographic analysis set out in Chapter 6 will 
assist in the prioritisation of routes and networks. 
 
Long distance public transport is a challenge.  Most interurban services are 
operated by coaches, which will continue to have poor accessibility.  Rail is 
therefore the only option for many disabled people, so future investment 
must enable these journeys.  Retro-fitting existing railway stations to make 
them accessible requires a major effort.  Replacing old, inaccessible rolling 
stock takes time – and considerable investment.  However, levels of 
satisfaction with rail are low compared to bus. 
 
It is worth noting again that all new rolling stock procured by Iarnród Éireann 
since 1995 meets the UK Rail Vehicle Accessibility Regulations and that by the 
year 2007, the position will have improved greatly.  Ensuring stations are 
accessible is more difficult.  On-going retro-fitting of minor improvements at 
existing stations is underway - but the programme is undefined.  Major 
station refurbishment has the potential to deliver significant accessibility 
improvements and does to a great extent – but the process for ensuring 
delivery is undefined and unsupported by legislation and agreed guidelines.  
Other upcoming major projects, such as the scheme to allow 8-car DART 
trains, need to incorporate accessibility as an implicit part of the work being 
undertaken and not as some sort of bolt on extra.  
 
 

9.4 Supporting Facilities 

Improvements to supporting facilities are critical, as without the appropriate 
infrastructure and facilities the introduction of the necessary vehicles and 
services will be less successful. 
 
The poor bus stop environment affects operators as well as users due to the 
following: 
• Lack of kerbs to complement low-floor buses 
• Parking problems 
• Lack of seating, lighting, shelters and information 
• Poor footpaths – surfacing and clutter 
• Lack of footpaths 
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• Lack of crossing, even simple drop-kerbs 
 
Interchange is difficult due to poor physical facilities as well as the lack of 
easily accessible, integrated passenger information and the integration 
between modes. 
 
 
The establishment of quality bus partnerships and the roll out of the 
appropriate infrastructure and associated facilities are essential to ensure the 
most appropriate implementation of new vehicles and services.  This 
approach and the associated design features are set out in more detail in 
Chapter 7 and Appendix D. 
 
 

9.5 Training 

 
Although the quality of the training programmes is generally good, the 
training process is too slow, especially in Iarnród Éireann, whose programme 
materials and their delivery need to be more integrated. 
 
Comments from disabled people indicated that certain trainers who are 
contracted to deliver the training programmes need to understand the topic 
better and be more attuned to the needs and experiences of disabled people.  
This was in direct reference to the training provided by Bus Éireann. 
 
Following the introduction of the low floor buses, comments were made by 
disabled people that some drivers do not know how to operate the lowering 
suspension and ramps.  The operators therefore need to ensure practical 
training on how to operate ramps on buses is undertaken for drivers 
transferring to the new buses and for new recruits and that this needs to be 
refreshed at specified intervals. 
 
The approach taken by Bus Átha Cliath, which employs a full time trainer 
who is a disabled person and has its training integrated into its programme 
on Equality and Customer Care, is a good example to be followed. 
 
 

9.6 Implementation and Procurement 

 
There are obstacles to ensuring public transport investment delivers 
accessibility, due to the following: 
• Lack of legislation 
• Lack of agreed, statutory guidelines 
• Reliance on goodwill, ad-hoc and voluntary consultation 
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• Lack of trained professional auditors 
• Lack of focal point for making progress 
 
However, the following provide opportunities to make progress: 
• Railway Safety Bill 
 [Eric, I know nothing about this so please insert something; Derval had made 
reference to the Safety Case as an appropriate device for ensuring 
accessibility.] 
• National Disability Authority (NDA) 
 
The NDA, whose activities are set out in Chapter 3, has commissioned the 
consortium undertaking the Accessible Public Transport Study to review all 
publicly funded transport services for disabled people and are also consulting 
on the revised Disability Bill.  The former includes a major consultative 
exercise on the nature of a comprehensive policy and implementation strategy 
on accessible transport, which will help to determine who is responsible for 
implementing the policy and strategy, how they are to be implemented and to 
what timetable.  The latter may set the legislative framework within which the 
policy and strategy is implemented. 
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10. RECOMMENDATIONS 

10.1 Continue the roll out of routes in the Greater Dublin area operated 
by low floor buses on a route by route basis. 

The programme of replacing older buses operated in the Greater Dublin area 
by Bus Átha Cliath with low floor buses should continue until all routes have 
been converted.  Given that there are likely to be changes to the way in which 
services in the Greater Dublin area are to be provided in future, it is essential 
that all routes operated as public services by whatever operators are served 
by low floor buses. 
 
To date, Bus Átha Cliath has undertaken their conversion with State funding 
and the very small number of private operators, which have introduced low 
floor buses on certain routes, have done so with their funding resources.  For 
the roll out to be successfully extended to all routes in the Greater Dublin 
area, an appropriate funding mechanism should be put in place to ensure that 
all routes will eventually be operated by low floor vehicles.  The proposed 
franchising of a number of routes should be supported by criteria governing 
the standard of vehicles to be operated on such routes, i.e. that they be low 
floor vehicles only. 
 
 

10.2 Complete the replacement programme in Cork so that the whole 
fleet is equipped with low floor buses. 

The majority of buses in the Cork City fleet of Bus Éireann are now low floor 
buses.  The replacement programme should be completed so that all city 
buses are low floor and therefore the whole route network can become 
accessible. 
 
 

10.3 Introduce a number of “micronetworks” in the Greater Dublin 
area and in the main cities and towns outside Dublin. 

In addition to the conversion of the main bus routes in Dublin, Cork, Galway, 
Limerick and Waterford to low floor bus operation, consideration should be 
given to the planning and implementation of local “micronetworks” as 
described in Chapters 7 and 9.  These “micronetworks” should be introduced 
as appropriate in selected parts of the Greater Dublin area and the main cities 
outside Dublin as well as to smaller key towns throughout the country where 
there are local urban bus routes. 
 
They could also form the basis of local services in towns where there are 
currently no local public transport services.  These “micronetworks” should 
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be operated by low floor vehicles; whether they are small buses or minibuses 
would depend upon local circumstances.  Partnership between bus operators, 
voluntary organisations and health boards would ensure that these 
“micronetworks” are designed to ensure best access for people with reduced 
mobility of all ages to services and facilities relevant to their needs. 
 
The assessment methodology set out in Chapter 7 details the approach to be 
adopted for the implementation of “micronetworks”. 
 
 

10.4 Continue the investment in rail as the key to interurban 
accessibility. 

As most interurban road passenger services are operated by coaches, which 
have very poor accessibility and will continue to do so for some time, the 
timetable for station improvements and rolling stock replacement should be 
adhered to as rail offers the only option at present for interurban travel by 
people with reduced mobility. 
 
 

10.5 Investment in infrastructure improvements associated with low 
floor bus routes and their environments. 

Improvements to the bus stop environment and the areas adjacent to bus 
routes are a key element in ensuring that the investment in low floor buses 
will be sustainable.  A programme of improvements associated with the roll 
out of low floor buses is therefore essential.  These improvements also need to 
be included in the development and upgrading of bus stations and 
interchanges. 
 
The example of Quality Bus Partnerships and their associated infrastructure 
developments as set out in Appendix D illustrates an appropriate way to 
proceed.  This approach involves the key stakeholders in the implementation 
of local accessible transport services, namely the bus operators, the local 
authorities and the users. 
 
 

10.6 Co-operation with the National Disability Authority. 

The National Disability Authority (NDA) has recently commissioned the 
consultancy team responsible for this Report on Accessible Public Transport 
to undertake a review of all publicly funded transport services for disabled 
people.  One of the outputs will be a comprehensive policy and 
implementation strategy following a wide consultation process and is due to 
be completed by late March 2003. 
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In order to ensure that the views of the Minister of Transport are a key 
component in the development of a comprehensive policy and 
implementation strategy on transport services for disabled people, the 
Department of Transport should continue to work closely with the NDA 
during the review and consultation process. 
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11. APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Survey form for private operators 
 
Appendix B: Validation testing 
 
Appendix C: Focus Group meetings 
 
Appendix D: Quality Bus Partnerships and Infrastructure 
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11.1 Appendix A: Survey form for private operators 

ACCESSIBLE PUBLIC TRANSPORT AUDIT 

SURVEY OF PRIVATE TRANSPORT OPERATORS 

1.  Name of Operator: 

2.  Contact person: 

3.  Address: 

4.  Phone Number(s): 

5.  No. of accessible vehicles operating licensed route services: 

Large bus (35+ seats)  

Small bus (17-34 seats)  

Minibus (9-16 seats)  

 

For each vehicle capable of carrying a passenger in a wheelchair, please answer the following: 

What configurations of wheelchairs and seats are possible? 

 

   

   

    

 

Is it equipped with (please tick all that apply)?:  

passenger lift   

ramp       

low floor/lowering suspension     

  

6.  Details of the route(s) operated with accessible vehicles under a route license 

From:_________________________ To:_____________________ 

Via:_____________________________________________________ 

Frequency: 

Number of days per week in each direction:______  Number of times per day in each direction:______ 
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11.2 Appendix B: Validation testing 

Details of routes selected 

Routes in Dublin Service 

Numbers 

Facilities visited 

Sandymount to Sydney Parade 

Sydney Parade to Tara Street 

Tara Street to Heuston 

Heuston to Connolly 

Connolly to Grand Canal Dock 

Grand Canal Dock to Sandymount 

3 

DART 

748 

748 

DART 

2 

Sydney Parade DART Station 

Tara Street DART Station 

Heuston and Connolly Stations 

Grand Canal Dock Station 

Drumcondra to O’Connell Street 

O’Connell Street to Phoenix Park 

and return via same route 

11/11A 

10 

City Centre 

Sallynoggin to Dalkey 

Dalkey to Dún Laoghaire 

and return via same route 

59A 

DART 

Dalkey and Dún Laoghaire DART 

stations 

Dún Laoghaire Ferry Port 

Clontarf to Clontarf Road Station 

Clontarf Road Station to Connolly 

Connolly to Dublin Airport 

Dublin Airport to Howth Junction 

Howth Junction to Clontarf Road 

Clontarf Road to Clontarf 

103 

DART 

747/748 

Aerdart 

DART 

103 

Clontarf Road and Howth 

Junction DART Stations 

Connolly Station 

Dublin Airport 

Crumlin to City Centre 

City Centre to Crumlin 

150 

123 

City Centre 
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Routes outside 

Dublin 

Service Numbers Facilities visited 

2 Cork City Services To be allocated subject to 

surveyors’ residence 

Cork City Centre & Bus Stands 

(Hospital and University ?) 

2 Galway City 

Services 

To be allocated subject to 

surveyors’ residence 

Galway City Centre & Bus Stands 

(Hospital and University?) 

2 Limerick City 

Services 

To be allocated subject to 

surveyors’ residence 

Limerick City Centre & Bus 

Stands (Hospital and University?) 

2 Waterford City 

Services 

To be allocated subject to 

surveyors’ residence 

Waterford City Centre & Bus 

Stands (Hospital and WIT?) 

Athlone Town 

Service to Station 

and return 

Athlone to 

Roscommon and 

return 

To be allocated subject to 

surveyors’ residence 

Train 

Athlone Bus and Rail Station 

Roscommon Rail Station 

Tramore to Waterford 

and return 

Waterford to Kilkenny 

and return 

Rural Bus 

Train 

Waterford Bus and Rail Station 

Kilkenny Rail Station 

Buttevant to Mallow 

and return 

Mallow to Cork and 

return 

Cork City Service 

Rural Bus 

Inter City Train 

City Bus 

Mallow and Cork City train 

stations 

Athenry to Galway 

and return 

Train or Rural Bus Galway Bus & Rail Station 

Athenry Rail Station 

Navan to Drogheda 

and return 

Drogheda to Connolly 

and return 

Rural Bus 

Enterprise and Arrow 

Drogheda and Connolly Rail 

stations 
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Checklist 

1. Accessing information regarding proposed trip 

 

Is there a publicly advertised local transport information number in your area? 

Yes � No � 

Is there a publicly advertised local transport information centre in your area? 

Yes � No �  Location:_______________________________________ 

Is there a publicly advertised local transport information web site? 

Yes � No �  Web site address:_________________________________ 

Are there other publicly advertised information sources with transport information? 

Yes � No �  Specify:_________________________________________ 

 

2. Obtaining information regarding proposed trip 

Were you able to obtain information about the trip successfully?  Yes � No � 

 

Was the information available in the following format: 

By phone? Yes � No �    As printed material? Yes �    No �  

As on screen material? Yes � No � 

 

Was the quality of the information sufficient in terms of: 

Accuracy?  Yes � No �   Detail?  Yes � No � 

 

Availability of information relevant to disabled people in terms of: 

Access routes? Yes � No �   Interchange?   Yes �   No � 

Nature of bus/train?  Yes � No � 

Availability of information on fares and concessions?    Yes � No � 

 

3 Journey from home to bus stop/train station 

Were there sufficient dished pavements?   Yes � No � 

Were there appropriate tactile surfaces?    Yes � No � 

Was the route barrier free?     Yes � No � 

Was the state of the pavements good?    Yes � No � 

Was there ramped access at the stop/station?   Yes � No � 

Were the gradients appropriate (not too steep)?   Yes � No � 

 

Were road crossing facilities appropriate in terms of: 
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Traffic lights for pedestrians?     Yes � No � 

Zebra crossings for pedestrians?    Yes � No � 

Audible signals?      Yes � No � 

 

4 Bus stop/train station environment 

Bus stops:  

Was there a bus shelter?  Yes � No �    Were there seats?   Yes � No � 

Was there any service/route information?    Yes � No � 

Was there adequate lighting?       Yes � No � 

Were the kerb/platform heights appropriate?    Yes � No � 

 

Bus/Railway stations: 

Were there any seats?       Yes � No �  

Was there adequate lighting?     Yes � No � 

Were the ticket purchasing methods appropriate?  Yes � No � 

Were the toilets accessible?     Yes � No � 

Were the catering facilities accessible?    Yes � No � 

Was the concourse layout barrier free?    Yes � No � 

Were the directions/signage sufficient and appropriate?  Yes � No � 

Was the service information sufficient and appropriate?  Yes � No � 

Was the platform access barrier free?    Yes � No � 

Were the platform heights sufficient and appropriate?  Yes � No � 

 

5 Getting on the bus/train and getting “seated” 

Was it possible to see/hear the approaching bus/train?   Yes � No � 

Is it possible to for someone with sight/hearing impairment to communicate with the bus? 

         Yes � No � 

Was the arrival notification sufficient and appropriate?   Yes � No � 

 

Was the destination information and number sufficient in terms of: 

Visibility? Yes � No �  Accuracy?   Yes � No � 

Was the location of the correct access point clearly notified?  Yes � No � 

Was access to the kerb/platform edge barrier free?  Yes � No � 

Was the system of opening and closing the doors appropriate? Yes � No � 

Was the access facility (e.g. ramp, kneeling, lift) used?  Yes � No � 
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If assistance from the driver/other staff was necessary, was it provided: 

Automatically? Yes � No �  Only when requested?  Yes � No � 

Was the driver/other staff courteous?    Yes � No � 

Was the access to the travel position clear and obvious?  Yes � No � 

 

6 Journey on the bus/train  

Was there easy access to bell-pushes (bus only)?  Yes � No � 

Was there a marked priority seating position?   Yes � No � 

Did the driver wait until you were in position before moving off? Yes � No � 

Were there any audible announcements regarding the next stop?Yes � No � 

Were there any visual announcements regarding the next stop? Yes � No � 

Was route/stops information on display?    Yes � No � 

Was the ride smooth?      Yes � No � 

Were any toilets accessible?     Yes � No � 

Were handrails and hand holds sufficient and appropriate? Yes � No � 

 

7 Alighting from the bus/train 

Were there any audible announcements of arrival at stops/stations? Yes � No � 

Were you able to inform the driver that you wished to get off?  Yes � No � 

Was the approach to the stop/station smooth?    Yes � No � 

Was the access to kerb/platform sufficient and appropriate?  Yes � No � 

Was the access facility (e.g. ramp, kneeling, lift) used?   Yes � No � 

 

If assistance from the driver/other staff was necessary, was it provided: 

Automatically? Yes � No �  Only on request?   Yes � No � 

 

8 Interchange process 

Was the information on connecting services sufficient and appropriate?  Yes � No � 

Were the directions and signage clear?     Yes � No � 

Were there clearly marked access routes between services?  Yes � No � 

Was there any use of tactile surfaces to mark routes?   Yes � No � 

Were the operators aware of connecting passengers?   Yes � No � 

Was personal assistance available?     Yes � No � 

Was it provided: 

Automatically? Yes � No �  Only on request?  Yes � No � 
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Was there a shelter?  Yes � No � Were there seats?   Yes � No � 

Was there any service/route information?   Yes � No � 

Was there sufficient lighting?      Yes � No � 

Were the kerb/platform heights appropriate?   Yes � No � 

Were the toilets accessible?     Yes � No � 

Were the catering facilities accessible?    Yes � No � 

Was the platform access barrier free?    Yes � No � 

Were the platform heights sufficient and appropriate?  Yes � No � 

 

9 Journey from bus stop/station to final destination 

Bus stops:  

Were the kerb/platform heights appropriate?   Yes � No � 

Was there adequate lighting?      Yes � No � 

 

Bus/Railway stations: 

Were the platform heights sufficient and appropriate?  Yes � No � 

Were there any seats?       Yes � No �  

Was there adequate lighting?     Yes � No � 

Were the toilets accessible?     Yes � No � 

Were the catering facilities accessible?    Yes � No � 

Was the platform exit barrier free?    Yes � No � 

Was the concourse layout barrier free?    Yes � No � 

Were the directions/signage sufficient and appropriate?  Yes � No � 

  

Route to destination: 

Was there ramped access at the stop/station?   Yes � No � 

Were the gradients appropriate (not too steep)?   Yes � No � 

Were there sufficient dished pavements?   Yes � No � 

Were there appropriate tactile surfaces?    Yes � No � 

Was the route barrier free?     Yes � No � 

Was the state of the pavements good?    Yes � No � 

 

Were road crossing facilities appropriate in terms of: 

Traffic lights for pedestrians?     Yes � No � 

Zebra crossings for pedestrians?    Yes � No � 

Audible signals?      Yes � No � 
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Location of briefing meetings for the Validation testing trips 

Location Venue Date/time 

Dublin National League of the Blind 10/10 at 1030 

Cork Cork City Partnership 9/10 at 1530 

Galway Galway CIL 14/10 at 1400 

Limerick Enable Ireland 11/10 at 1400 

Waterford Tower Hotel 15/10 at 1030 

Athlone Shamrock Lodge Hotel 12/10 at 1030 

Mallow Avondhu Development Group 9/10 at 1100 

Navan Cancelled 12/10 at 1430 

 

Details of surveys completed 

Routes in Dublin Surveyors recruited Surveys completed 

Sandymount to Sydney Parade 

Sydney Parade to Tara Street 

Tara Street to Heuston 

Heuston to Connolly 

Connolly to Grand Canal Dock 

Grand Canal Dock to Sandymount 

None  

Drumcondra to O’Connell Street 

O’Connell Street to Phoenix Park 

and return via same route 

Wheelchair user and 

parent 

 

Sallynoggin to Dalkey 

Dalkey to Dún Laoghaire 

and return via same route 

Wheelchair user and 

parent 

Parent 

Clontarf to Clontarf Road Station 

Clontarf Road Station to Connolly 

Connolly to Dublin Airport 

Dublin Airport to Howth Junction 

Howth Junction to Clontarf Road 

Clontarf Road to Clontarf 

Wheelchair user and 

parent 

 

Crumlin to City Centre 

City Centre to Crumlin 

Wheelchair user and 

parent 

 

Routes outside Dublin Surveyors recruited Surveys completed 

2 Cork City Services All categories Parent 

Wheelchair user 

2 Galway City Services All categories  
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2 Limerick City Services Wheelchair user, 

parent, person with no 

sight, person with 

learning disability 

Person with learning 

disability 

Wheelchair user 

Parent 

2 Waterford City Services Wheelchair user, 

person with learning 

disability, parent 

 

Athlone Town Service to Station 

and return 

Athlone to Roscommon and return 

All categories  

Tramore to Waterford and return 

Waterford to Kilkenny and return 

Wheelchair user, 

person with learning 

disability, parent 

 

Buttevant to Mallow and return 

Mallow to Cork and return 

Cork City Service 

Wheelchair user, 

person with learning 

disability 

Person with learning 

disability 

Athenry to Galway and return All categories  

Navan to Drogheda and return 

Drogheda to Connolly and return 

Still being recruited  
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11.3 Appendix C: Focus Group Meetings 

Location Venue Date/time 

Dublin National League of the Blind 10/10 at 1030 

Cork Cork City Partnership 9/10 at 1530 

Galway Galway CIL 14/10 at 1400 

Limerick Enable Ireland 11/10 at 1400 

Waterford Tower Hotel 15/10 at 1030 
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11.4 Appendix D: Quality Bus Partnerships and Infrastructure 

Importance of infrastructure in support of accessible bus services 

In order to support effectively the ongoing introduction of low floor buses, 
the infrastructure associated with bus operation also needs to be accessible 
and user-friendly.  This has been supported by evidence from the needs of 
users as expressed in focus group meetings during this study, as well as in 
previous studies on the needs of disabled people in both urban and rural 
areas.  Indeed, bus shelters were seen as the most important feature for 
improvements in rural transport by all people in a European research study 
into multi-functional rural transport. (VIRGIL, 2000). 
 
The provision of the necessary infrastructure involves a number of agencies in 
addition to the bus operators themselves and has benefits for all bus users.  
The other agencies are primarily local authorities and the Garda Siochána, but 
might also include the developers of new housing, commercial and industrial 
facilities. 
 
Examples of such agencies working in partnership have been established in 
Britain through Quality Bus Partnerships, where the operators have agreed to 
invest in high quality vehicles and improved service delivery, in return for 
local councils improving the infrastructure available to bus services. This is 
because in many cases where such agreements have been implemented, the 
evidence suggests that ridership has actually increased. 
 
A less formal example in Ireland, more specifically in Dublin, has been the 
planning and implementation of Quality Bus Corridors, even though the 
buses in the first ones were not low-floor ones.  Co-ordinated approaches to 
transport improvements are also being established outside of Dublin, led by 
County Development Boards following the rural transport audits undertaken 
during the latter part of 2001. 
 
In order to illustrate the nature of Quality Bus Partnerships and the associated 
infrastructure improvements, this section contains extracts from a Manual 
and Guide on Quality Bus Infrastructure designed and produced by the TAS 
Partnership. 
 
A Quality Bus Partnership (QBP) is defined by as “an agreement (either 
formal or informal) between one or more authorities and one or more bus 
operators for measures to be taken up by more than one party to enhance bus 
services in a defined area” (TAS Partnership, 1995). 
 
QBPs exist in all areas of England, Scotland and Wales, except London. They 
are governed only by the broad principles already enshrined in law that:- 
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• expenditure should be cost-efficient and effective to secure best value for 
money; 

• competition between providers and potential providers should not be 
inhibited; and  

• strategic policies and objectives are clearly stated. 
 
The Government plans to encourage the creation of more QBPs. Statutory 
powers are to be introduced to enable local authorities, through the Traffic 
Commissioners, to prevent operators that do not meet minimum quality 
thresholds being able to benefit from the higher quality infrastructure (DETR, 
1999b). Before implementing partnerships, local authorities would be obliged 
to consult with operators that use or might use QBP facilities, as well as the 
local community, and set out the standards that would be imposed on bus 
operators in return for using these facilities. They would also need to 
guarantee fair and open access to the facilities for all operators that met the 
required quality standards. 
 
Meanwhile, for areas where QBPs can be shown not to work, the Government 
has also proposed that councils may still be able to enhance the image of the 
bus in their area by using a ‘Quality Contract’. For Quality Contracts, councils 
will be able to call on operators to bid for an exclusive right to run services to 
a set specification. However, to set up such an arrangement, councils would 
need to demonstrate to ministers that the benefits, in terms of environmental 
improvements or modal shift, could not be met any other way, and would be 
sufficient to offset any additional costs. 
 

Types Of Quality Bus Partnership 

Recent survey work shows that three distinct types of QBP are now emerging, 
namely:- 
• the strategic/umbrella partnership, normally covering all operators and 
relevant authorities within the whole of a local authority area (or wider); 

• the commercial/corridor partnership within which local authorities 
typically provide traffic priority and improved infrastructure and 
operators provide new vehicles, improved quality and, increasingly, 
service improvements; and 

• the social partnership under which the various local authority mechanisms 
for service support are ‘packaged’ in a way that allows a comprehensive 
approach to quality upgrading of largely non-commercial operations. 

 
There are also an increasing number of other organisations – such as Airports, 
Health Trusts and major employers – participating in QBPs.  

  

The Role Of Quality Bus Partnerships 
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In some areas local authorities have taken an effective lead in instigating 
Partnerships with operators for the delivery of higher quality and cost-
effective public services, by involving the private sector more directly in the 
creation of structured and stable relationships. In other areas operators have 
taken the lead. The role of the QBP is to form a strategic relationship between 
the bus operating industry and the public authorities responsible for 
transportation planning for the purpose of:- 
• increasing public transport usage; 
• reducing dependence on the car; 
• reducing congestion; and 
• environmental enhancement - air pollution and safety. 
 
QBP development is based on the following criteria:- 
• the measures or initiatives taken are subject to an agreement between the 
parties with a general intention of commitment; 

• the partnership provides for co-ordinated action by more than one party - 
usually at least one bus operator and one local authority - to invest in the 
bus product; and  

• the agreed measures have a geographical focus in relation to a defined 
location, corridor or area.  

 
Given the important role of bus operation in future transport planning QBPs 
should succeed in promoting joint objectives that satisfy both the 
transportation strategies of local authorities and the commercial policies of 
the bus operators. 

 

Partners To The Process 

The successful provision, operation and enforcement of traffic management 
measures to assist buses requires the close co-operation of:- 
• local authorities and/or Passenger Transport Executives (PTEs); 
• bus operators; 
• police;  
• the Traffic Commissioners. 
 
In general, responsibility for provision of measures provided under a 
partnership are apportioned as below:- 

 

Local authorities and Passenger Transport Executives 

• high quality infrastructure development - bus stations, shelters, stops and 
kerbs;  

• network information and publicity systems; and  
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• traffic management - including guidance systems and bus priority 
measures. 

 

Service operator 

• improved accessibility to existing vehicles; 
• the purchase of new buses; 
• operation of environmentally-friendly vehicles using ‘clean’ fuels;  
• staff training in customer care, including disability awareness; 
• improved quality standards; and 
• enhanced or guaranteed frequencies. 

 

Shared responsibility  

• promotional campaigns, advertising and experiments; 
• fares and ticketing schemes, including concessionary fares and 
commitments not to raise fares; 

• socially necessary services to enhance the operational network;  
• service quality enhancement through additional vehicle or operational 
features; and 

• in some cases joint funding of infrastructure. 
The police are responsible for enforcing Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs) - 
made by the highway authority (road authority in Scotland) under the Road 
Traffic Regulation Act 1984 - to control moving and stationary vehicles, while 
traffic wardens may enforce loading and parking restrictions. In areas where 
there are insufficient resources to ensure that bus priority measures are 
properly enforced, local authorities have sometimes made a financial 
contribution to the police authority to remedy this.  
 
The creation of Special Parking Areas and the decriminalisation of parking 
enforcement under the Road Traffic Act 1991 in London and some council 
areas elsewhere, has allowed local authority parking attendants to enforce 
certain parking restrictions. This has resulted in better compliance with on-
street restrictions, and consequent advantage to buses. 
 
Other potential partners that could be involved include rail operators, 
airports, hospitals, developers, large employers, local development agencies 
and national or European government agencies such as the Countryside 
Agency or European Union (EU). 
 
It has been suggested that the Traffic Commissioner will in future play a 
significant role in the ‘policing’ of QBPs. It is envisaged that powers to 
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facilitate this will be included within legislation promised by Government in 
1999. 
Key issues for ensuring successful project implementation are examined 
below, by drawing on the substantial experience of local authorities, operators 
and The TAS Partnership's involvement in QBPs since 1991. 

 

What Makes Quality Bus Partnerships Successful? 

To be successful, it should be recognised that every QBP is unique - 
dependent on relations between the key players, local circumstances, local 
needs, and on available finance. The QBP should therefore be tailored to 
specific needs and budgets, and reflect the differing requirements of public 
transport users in urban and rural areas, and areas with different socio-
economic profiles and levels of car ownership.  
 
It is essential to understand, however, that a QBP is not a substitute for other 
elements of the planning of bus services that are crucial to success. Strong 
commitment to simple, easily understandable networks with an emphasis on 
clearly identified ‘core’ routes is highly desirable. Strong company based 
marketing and publicity is similarly essential. QBPs can help make a good bus 
product better. They are unlikely to make a confused and badly planned 
network of overlapping, irregular and indirect services into anything better. 
Rationalisation of current services to provide simple and effective networks 
may be a prerequisite to effective partnerships in many areas.  
 
Because of the variation in the scale and composition it is necessary to 
determine the minimum required standards common to all successful QBPs:- 
• a publicity or promotional campaign; 
• safety and accessibility considerations; 
• disability awareness by all partners;  
• ‘human resource’ initiatives by the operator;  
• the purchase of new buses - or refurbishment of existing vehicles; 
• a review of service patterns and frequencies; 
• a commitment to upgrade or replace bus stop infrastructure; 
• the identification and implementation of some form of bus priority; and 
• some form of traffic management. 
 
Two conditions must be in place if a QBP is to be successful. Firstly, the ‘key 
players’ (i.e. bus operators, local authorities, Central Government, businesses, 
user groups and the general public) need to be supportive towards achieving 
a common goal of expanding the passenger base and providing a good 
quality service. Secondly, buses tend to perform best if the local economy is 
strong, car restraint policies are in place, the population density is high and 
located along radial corridors that serve all the main activity centres, and so 
on - i.e. the ‘external factors’ - need to be as favourable as possible to the bus.  
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From these elements, the importance of communication between the key 
players should not be underestimated, with the ultimate aim being for each 
partner to set complementary goals geared towards delivering a positive 
operating environment for the bus. 
 
The Manual and Guide also includes detailed information on the planning, 
implementation and monitoring of QBPs.  The next section contains extracts 
on the elements contained within an infrastructure package associated with 
QBPs, with particular reference to bus stop infrastructure and passenger 
information. 

 

Non Vehicle Components 

The non-vehicle components are as follows:- 

Bus stop infrastructure 

• bus stop physical layout - locating stops, markings and signage, kerb 
layouts, bus boarders, bus bays, kerb types; 

• bus shelters; 
• other bus stop infrastructure - seating, litter bins.  

 

Bus priority and traffic management 

• with-flow and contra-flow bus lanes; 
• busways and bus only roads; 
• guided busways; 
• bus gates; 
• signal priority at junctions - UTC and selective vehicle detection; 
• priority junctions; 
• traffic calming and buses; 
• parking policy and buses; and 
• pedestrianisation and buses. 

 

Information systems 

• information leaflets; 
• conventional information at stops; 
• real-time passenger information;  
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Bus Stop Infrastructure 

INTRODUCTION 

As the gateway to the bus, bus stops need to be clearly visible, well-designed 
and maintained, with the provision of clear service information if more 
passengers are to be persuaded to use even the most attractive bus. This 
section examines how bus stops and shelters should be located, laid out, and 
signed, and looks at what factors need to be considered in the design and 
implementation process. 
 
Evaluation work by TAS has shown that high quality, clearly visible signage 
has achieved some of the highest ‘payback’ ratios in Quality Bus Partnership 
spending to date. High-quality infrastructure has been seen to give users 
added confidence in buses, in much the same way as tram rails are known to 
give more confidence in service reliability than bus stops. Such signage can 
usefully:- 
• provide for illumination of a free-standing unit that draws attention to the 
bus product; 

• confirm the location of the stop being used (through naming) and key 
local destinations (e.g. High Street at Medical Centre); 

• indicate operator trading names, service brands or numbers; 
• indicate contact telephone numbers and addresses for further information; 
• indicate fare or charging zones with simplified fare structures; 
• by judicious allocation of service numbers (such as low numbers for high 
frequency routes etc.) gave a basic indication of service frequency. 

 
Further information can be found in Bus Stops: A Design Guide for Improved 
Quality (Translink and DOENI, 1997), Transport in the Urban Environment (IHT, 
1997), Guidelines for Planning for Public Transport in Developments (IHT, 1999), 
and Guidelines for the Design of Bus Bays and Bus Stops to accommodate the 
European Standard 12 metre length bus (LBPNSG, 1997). 
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LOCATING STOPS AND SHELTERS 

Bus stops must be located to allow passengers to board and alight safely and 
conveniently, with minimum disruption to other road users (IHT, 1997). Due 
to road safety implications it is advantageous for sites to be agreed between 
the operators, highway authorities and the police, while frontagers and bus 
user groups should be consulted where appropriate. The ideal location of bus 
stops is:- 
• where the bus driver and prospective passengers are clearly visible to each 
other; 

• where adequate footpath width can be provided; 
• away from sites likely to be obstructed by parked vehicles; 
• close to (on the leaving side) of pedestrian crossings - without stationary 
buses obstructing crossing vision; 

• clear of junctions, bends, traffic signs, traffic signals and other traffic 
hazards; 

• ‘tail-to-tail’, where possible on opposite sides of the road for safety reasons 
and allowing sufficient space between the rear-ends of bus stop markings 
for other vehicles to pass; 

• as near as possible to main junctions without affecting road safety or 
junction capacity; 

• near pedestrian routes to principal focal points; 
• sited to minimise walking distance between interchange stops and 
crossroads; 

• located away from residential and other sensitive frontages to avoid noise 
intrusion; 

• clear of large objects such as hoardings or bushes which carry personal 
security risks; 

• always well lit and possibly equipped with Closed Circuit Television 
(CCTV) for road safety and personal security reasons (see panel); and 

• never between an operative Selective Vehicle Detection (SVD) signal 
detector and stop-line. 

 
Generally, stops should be located 400 metres apart, although consideration 
should be given to a closer spacing in town centres and residential areas. The 
boarding and alighting points should be situated near points of particular 
need, such as local shops, libraries, clubs, health facilities and senior citizens' 
housing (LBPNSG, 1997). Although fixed bus stops may not be necessary in 
rural areas, it is essential that potential passengers know the exact route of 
each bus journey, with ‘hail-and-ride’ sections clearly defined in route maps 
and timetables. 
 
On streets used by more than 25 buses/hour and/or where lengthy stop-
occupancies are encountered, IHT (1997) recommends that stops should be 
split so that buses on different routes, stop at different points to reduce bus-
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on-bus delays and traffic congestion. One exception is that bus routes with 
common destinations should share the same stop. In some instances, separate 
alighting and boarding points may be appropriate. 
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BUS STOP PHYSICAL LAYOUT 

Bus stops need to:- 
• be of a standard design; 
• display a regulation flag; 
• be clearly signed with the standard Traffic Signs Regulations bus stop 
emblem;  

• be provided with an information display case; and 
• show all the information required as part of an information strategy.  
 
Consideration should be given to bus stop design at certain locations to 
enable special needs door-to-door transport to interchange safely with low 
floor accessible bus services. 

 

Bus stop signage 

Bus stop posts should be of a distinctive design and colour to help passengers 
- especially those with impaired vision - to distinguish them from other street 
furniture. Flags should be fixed as low as possible, while remaining visible 
above road traffic, pedestrians and pavement distractions. The bottom of the 
flag should not be less than 2500mm above the ground and the flag should be 
at least 450mm wide and 400mm high (greater if useful information is to be 
included). If the flags are attached to lamp posts or similar structures, 
coloured banding and a 20mm high raised capital letter ‘B’ situated about 1 
metre from the ground will assist ease of identification. Route numbers 
should be at least 50mm high and displayed in route number order. Muddled 
and cluttered displays and service slogans serve only to confuse passengers 
(Translink and DOENI, 1997; Barham, Oxley and Shaw, 1994). 
 
In urban areas the stop signage should identify the ‘trading name’ of the 
operator (that shown on the outside of the bus) and service numbers. Where 
overly complex service numbering is used (normally due to the route network 
itself being overly complicated) this may not be achievable and rationalisation 
of service numbers should be discussed with operators. 
 
It may also be a worthwhile exercise to ‘name’ stops for both the public, 
through a common usage name, and for monitoring, through a numeric stop 
identity (see Chapter 3). Stop naming can be particularly useful in urban 
areas, but great care must be exercised in stop naming to ensure that:- 
• a consistent approach to naming is adopted; 
• names used ‘make sense’ to local residents and are ideally identifiable 
from local landmarks; 
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• names are consistent with operator identification of fare stage names 
(commonly printed on tickets), terminals, timing point names and 
destinations (used on bus blinds); 

• stops are not named after commercial ventures (e.g. Bloggs Clothing) that 
are likely to change frequently. 

 
A strategy for stop naming should be agreed between local authorities and 
operators before work starts and all anomalous and confusing references in 
timetables, fare tables and other publications should be eliminated. Confused 
or anomalous stop naming is probably worse for users than no naming at all.  
 
A related issue, is whether to adopt a standard design along a corridor or 
across an area - for stop pole and shelter. While a common stop design is 
advantageous in that it emphasises the improvement in quality along the QBP 
route, there are cases where special circumstances - e.g. conservation areas, 
the wishes of external funding bodies, etc. – make the introduction of 
alternative stop designs more appropriate. In these cases, it is suggested that 
an exception is made, as long as the change constitutes an improvement for 
the specific situation, the stop remains identifiable and the concomitant extra 
costs (e.g. special maintenance) are borne by the requesting body.  
Where bus stop flags are regularly damaged or missing, the flag should be 
raised, and non drying anti-vandal paint applied to the top of the flag pole. 
 
In urban areas, footpath width in the vicinity of a bus stop is recommended to 
be not less than 3 metres - to avoid waiting passengers obstructing the 
footpath for passing pedestrians - with consideration given to the access and 
manoeuvrability requirements of wheelchair users when a bus boarding ramp 
is fitted. A minimum 3 metres length of clear kerb space should be allowed 
for variations in the stopping place of the bus doorway. 
 
In rural areas and some housing estates, fixed bus stops may not be necessary, 
but in these cases potential passengers must know the exact route of each bus 
journey and be confident that the bus they want will stop when hailed. These 
hail-and-ride sections should be clearly identified in timetables, on route 
maps, and also by some indication on the streets concerned such as markings 
at eye level on street furniture (Barham, Oxley and Shaw, 1994). 
 
Although existing street furniture should be used for attaching signage, it is 
essential to check local regulations. For example, are street lighting columns 
suitable from an electrical safety point of view? 
 

Kerb side bus stop layouts 

Serious difficulties can be created for passengers if they are forced to board 
and alight from buses at roadway level. The benefits of vehicles with low-
floor design - allowing wheelchair and buggy access - are lost if they are 
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unable to be manoeuvred close to and parallel with the edge of the footpath in 
line with the DPTAC specifications for access to vehicles.  
 
One of the simplest ways of giving buses priority is to protect the road space 
by the bus stop, allowing sufficient unobstructed road space to ensure that 
buses are able to pull in to within 200mm of the kerb edge without incident. 
This gives optimum accessibility to low-floor buses as it enables all 
passengers - especially older people, disabled people and children - to board 
and alight without walking into the road. 
 
The commonest way of keeping the road unobstructed at bus stops is by 
employing yellow line markings (see Diagrams 1019, or 1020.1 in HMG, 1994) 
to prevent parking, supplemented by ‘No Loading’ markings (see Diagrams 
1019, or 1020.1 in HMG, 1994). The standard bus stop carriageway markings 
may also be used. These comprise a rectangular cage parallel to the kerbside - 
ideally constructed in material different from that used in the main 
carriageway - containing the words ‘BUS STOP’ (see Diagrams 1025, 1025.1, 
1025.2, 1025.3 - the latter with sign illustrated in Diagram 974 - in HMG, 1994). 
All such measures require a supporting TRO. 
 
Buses are only permitted to stop for the time required to set down and pick 
up passengers where waiting restrictions are in force. So where longer stops 
are needed, buses should be specifically exempted in the TRO, which the bus 
operator should request the highway authority to amend. The ‘BUS STAND’ 
variant to the carriageway markings in Diagram 1025 (HMG, 1994), may be 
used instead. 
 
If the bus stop is unobstructed, the length of the cage needs to be sufficient to 
accommodate the number of buses likely to be using the stop at any one time 
- about 13 metres for each vehicle. Where parking is allowed either side of the 
stop, a minimum of 15 metres entry clearance and 9 metres exit clearance is 
also required.  
 
The following diagrams from IHT (1997) illustrate four cases of how this may 
be realised. 
 
• It should be noted that during May 1999 the British Government issued a 
proposal to simplify the procedures for introducing and operating bus 
stop clearways. If accepted, the Traffic Signs Regulations and General 
Directions (1994) (HMG, 1994), will be amended so that  

• no vehicles other than buses could park at any time at a bus stop or stand 
designated as a clearway, and  

• traffic authorities would be able to designate and implement bus stop 
clearways by placing the appropriate traffic signs and markings without 
first having to make a TRO designating the bus stop/stand as a clearway. 
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Bus boarders 

In urban areas where bus drivers can encounter great difficulty in 
approaching the kerbside at stops, a ‘bus boarder’ can alleviate the situation 
by providing a kerb height boarding/alighting area with minimum reduction 
in kerbside parking as follows:- 
• A short build-out of 3-5 metres between parked cars and 1-2 metres into 
the carriageway will be sufficient to allow the bus doorway to stop 
adjacent to the kerb, where a car parking bay has been constructed outside 
the dimensions of the main carriageway. Where footpath width is very 
limited a minimum build-out of 10 metres will allow the erection of a 
passenger shelter without obstructing the footpath (Translink and DOENI, 
1997). 

• In situations where access to the kerb is denied through pressure of 
demand for kerbside parking, a physical build-out of 1-2 metres depth 
may be required to allow the bus to pull over from the centre line further 
than would otherwise be possible to access the kerb line (Translink and 
DOENI, 1997). 

 
The inclusion of clear colour-contrasted 1 metre high reflective marker 
bollards may be included as a safety feature where the bus boarder projects 
more than 1 metre from the normal edge of the carriageway line. ‘Edge of 
carriageway’ and ‘hatching’ may also be provided as an additional safety 
feature. 

Bus bays 

Bus bays or lay-bys may be necessary or desirable on general traffic 
management grounds but they are generally a negative feature for bus 
operations, particular where heavy traffic flows result in delays in rejoining 
the traffic flow. 
 
The creation of bus bays - lay-bys that can offer protection of road space at 
bus stops - assists the traffic flow by removing stationary buses from the 
carriageway. However, these are not recommended as common practice in 
typical urban streets with a maximum speed of 30mph, owing to the problems 
caused for buses:- 
• bus drivers can experience delay in re-entering the traffic flow; and 
• motorists regard them as safe parking spaces, thereby obstructing bus 
access. 

 
Many existing bus bays have dimensions that do not accommodate all 
modern bus types and are too restricted to enable them to stop close to the 
kerbside. These bays should either be removed or remodelled to upgraded 
dimensions. 
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The recommended standard overall length of bus bays recommended by IHT 
(1997) is 53 metres, comprising:- 
• entry taper length of 20 metres; 
• exit taper length of 15 metres; and 
• parallel kerb of 18 metres. 
 

 

Establishing kerb efficiency 

In order to establish optimum kerb efficiency, it is necessary to raise the 
footpath as near as practicable to the level of the entrance platform of the low-
floor bus, while avoiding the risk of damage to the vehicle. Translink and 
DOENI (1997) assumes the low floor bus has a step height of 320mm above 
ground level, with a kneeling mechanism lowering this by a further 80-
100mm. Thus, to enable access targets of a maximum step height (the gap 
between kerb and bus platform) of 100mm, and a lateral gap (from kerb face 
to bus platform) of 200mm to be met, a kerb height of 160mm has been found 
acceptable. A guaranteed kerb length of 5 metres for a bus with a single 
entrance/exit door is advised, although where this is not possible at least 3 
metres should be provided. Vehicles with separate entrance and exit doors 
require at least 10 metres minimum length.  
 
A special type of kerb - such as the ‘Kassel’ design - allows the vehicle tyre to 
make a low-speed close parallel contact with the kerb without causing 
damage. Specification of Kassel kerbs with a height of 160mm is ideal for low-
floor buses to approach as near as possible to the kerb, but kerbs higher than 
125mm may cause damage to the underside of the bus if it approaches at an 
angle.  
 
Bus stop features suitable for Kassel kerbs are:- 
• straight kerb edge bus stop locations; 
• bus boarders; 
• conventional lay-bys with minimum straight section dimensions of 15 
metres; 

• shallow saw-tooth lay-bys; and 
• road narrowing features installed as part of traffic calming measures. 
 
Kassel kerbs are designed for parallel running and are not suitable in the 
following circumstances:- 
• where there is a likelihood of vehicle front or rear overhang; 
• where there could be a sharp angle tyre impact; 
• without a lead-in taper or specially designed leading corner or transition 
stone; 

• where the adjacent footpath is obstructed with street furniture; and 
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• where the kerb and paving surface is poorly maintained. 
 
Although in some early raised bus stop installations, a flat topped lozenge 
tactile paving has been used, the latest guidance (DETR, 1998) specifically 
recommends that neither this form of tactile paving (which is designed for on-
street light rapid transit platforms) nor the corduroy hazard warning surface 
is used for raised bus stops. 
 
SHELTERS 

The long-term objective should be the provision of shelters at every bus stop 
that is used by a significant number of boarding passengers on a regular basis 
(more than 10 per day), but the short and medium term factors affecting 
priority of installation should be:- 
• physical aspect - Is the site exposed to bad weather? Would a shelter pose 
any visibility problems for traffic or the view from adjacent buildings? Is 
there enough footpath clearance on the pavement for a shelter? 

• passenger usage - Would the shelter be well used? 
• passenger waiting time/buses per hour - How long do passengers have to 
wait for a bus? 

• type of area served - Are there any housing or special needs requirements? 
and 

• financial assistance - Is private funding/sponsorship available, or is the 
site located on a Quality Corridor or included in a district LTP 
submission? 

 
Design and siting specifications should:-  
• provide maximum protection from the elements and passing vehicles, 
while ensuring that approaching buses are clearly visible to waiting 
passengers who can be themselves be seen by the bus driver; 

• cause the minimum obstruction to the pavement; 
• create minimal sight-line obstructions for other road users; 
• have no projections and sharp edges - to ensure that passing pedestrians 
are not required to step off the footpath; 

• have an entrance and exit at least 100mm wide to accommodate wheechair 
users and double buggies; 

• cause minimal obstruction to passengers boarding and alighting from 
buses by providing 450mm clearance between any part of the shelter and 
the kerb edge where there is no exit on the kerbside of the shelter; where 
there is a kerb side exit or entrance, at least 1200mm clearance will be 
needed to enable wheelchair users to make a 90° turn into and out of the 
shelfter; and 

• be located in open, well-lit areas - particularly when no shelter lighting is 
provided. 
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Provided that it does not take priority over the provision of bus service 
information, the presence of commercial advertisements in bus shelters may:-  
• reduce costs;  
• minimise obstruction to the footpath if separate advertising units can be 
eliminated; and 

• facilitate lighting the shelter at night. 
Such advertisements should not be located on the shelter side nearest to 
oncoming traffic. 
 

 

Bus shelter structure and style options 

Shelters should be constructed from vandal-resistant materials which are easy 
to clean, maintain, and repair if damaged. Designs should contain enough 
bright colouring to be easily identified by the visually impaired without being 
over intrusive. When glass is used to provide a light interior it should have a 
bold, brightly coloured band 140-160mm wide at a height of 1500mm from the 
ground to improve visibility (Translink and DOENI, 1997). 
 
For panels in quality shelters, toughened glass is generally preferred to the 
various plastic alternatives e.g. UPVC, polycarbonate, Lexan, perspex, GRP 
etc., as it is looks better, is easier to maintain, does not ‘fog’ in sunlight, and 
does not scratch or succumb to felt tip pen or cigarette burn marks as readily. 
However, toughened plastics could be used where there is a history of 
vandalism. 
 
Care should also be taken to ensure that any electrical supply to the shelter is 
well insulated and protected, and that the frame supporting the panels is 
robust and weatherproof - i.e. does not have cracks or crevices where rain 
water cannot drain away.  
 
There is a wide range of bus shelter styles available:- 
• ‘Q’ type shelters comprising a roof only, supported on tubular legs. This 
type gives no protection from wind and driving rain unless sited taking 
into account the prevailing wind direction wherever possible. 

• ‘Cantilever’ shelters comprising a roof and one wall which provide 
minimal intrusion on the footpath but provide little protection from wind 
and driving rain. They can be improved with one or two end panels, 
which are often used for advertising. 

• ‘Tunnel’ shelters offer a roof and two parallel walls, which are useful for 
sites with limited space, but are inclined to be draughty. 

• ‘Tunnel’ shelters with end panels cut the draughts, and entrance/exit can 
be on the same or opposite sides as site conditions permit. 
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• Fully enclosed shelters of various types. The entrance is normally located 
central front if shelter is set back from the bus stop at the rear of the 
footpath or into a wide verge. They are liable to attract antisocial 
behaviour if panels are not transparent. 

• Shelters that are combined with other facilities, such as telephones, 
seating, etc. 

 

OTHER BUS STOP INFRASTRUCTURE 

Seating 

Unless services are very frequent, or stops are very rarely used, passenger 
shelters with seats should be provided at all stops, and as a minimum should 
incorporate a bench, tip-up seats or a horizontal rail for passengers to rest 
against (Translink and DOENI, 1997). Where possible, fixed separate seats 
should be provided with a seat height of about 450mm and an arm of at least 
200mm above seat level on one or both sides to assist passengers to rise from 
the seat. They should be in bright and ‘warm’ materials - with a non-slip 
surface which is strong, easy to clean and quick to dry. Slatted wood and 
plastic coated metal are ideal, provided that they are regularly cleaned and 
maintained. Seats should be a minimum of 500mm wide and colour 
contrasted. Flip up seats should be between 500mm and 600mm high. Perch 
type rails should be 700mm high. 
 
Merseytravel has undertaken much design work on seats - particularly in 
connection with disabled access - and has selected a flat design with armrest 
dividers as their preferred option. Where seats cannot be provided in the bus 
shelter, because they would obstruct the pavement, liaison with the local 
authority or adjacent premises may enable public seats to be located near the 
shelter. Priority should be given to providing seats at locations used by a high 
proportion of elderly or disabled passengers.  

 
Litter bins and telephones 

Ideally all bus stops should be provided with litter bins - either attached as 
part of the bus stop infrastructure or as a separate article of street furniture - 
to avoid discarded litter becoming a safety hazard. In considering this 
provision, however, it is important to ensure that regular inspection and 
emptying can be undertaken as part of established cleansing arrangements. 
The tops of litter bins should be 1300mm above ground level, and the bins 
should be brightly coloured and colour contrasting. If hung of poles, these 
should be located facing away from or into pedestrian traffic flow and not 
transversely into it. 
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Public telephones at stops have generally been well received by passengers in 
areas where they have been introduced. The telephones should be easily 
accessible in both terms of height and design. 
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Information Systems 

INTRODUCTION 

If people are to use public transport, they need to be able to obtain and 
understand information on what journeys or routes are available, and where 
and when services are operated. For most urban bus operations this 
information can be considered to be at two levels:- 
• overall perception – understanding that there is a service, broadly where 
the route is, how you use it, how you pay and the general scale of fares 
and how often it operates (E.g. CityBus Service 7, direct via Main Road to 
the City Centre every 10 minutes); and 

• detailed information – specific information on departure and journey 
times, exact fares and conditions. 

 
Research by TAS has confirmed the view that, in urban areas, the former level 
of information is the important one. 86% of urban bus passengers surveyed 
had never consulted a detailed timetable and fewer than 5% had used a 
comprehensive timetable book. This is especially the case for ‘frequent 
service’ routes that typically account for 75% of passengers in urban areas 
and, we have calculated, also account for 90% of the growth potential. Simple, 
clearly identified and ‘rational’ services may therefore be promoted 
effectively at the former level of detail and precise departure times and 
similar information may be of little relevance to passengers. 
 
It is often overlooked, moreover, that a large section of the community now 
has little or no experience of using buses. These potential users need basic 
information on how to make use of the service. Again, making the service 
simpler to use can often be much more effective than attempting to explain 
the details. Conventional timetables, fare stages and verbal route descriptions 
are not understood by large numbers of non-bus users and may be a 
significant barrier to use. 
 
This section examines the types of information that need to be provided, and 
how it should be displayed. For further information, see Better Information for 
Bus Passengers (DOT, 1996b). 
 
INFORMATION LEAFLETS 
There are considerable advantages in the door-to-door distribution of area 
guides and each new timetable issue, supplemented by leaflets (and local 
media publicity) when service changes are impending. The usefulness and 
retention rate can be enhanced by including details of bargain tickets and 
concessionary fares and information on public services and places of interest 
The cost of this exercise need not be prohibitive as sponsorship could be 
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arranged through the local chamber of commerce or similar body. 
Alternatively, a private sponsor could be found or advertising included. 
 
Research undertaken in 1993/94 by TRL identified the most important 
passenger requirement to be the availability of printed timetables in the 
following format (DOT, 1996b):- 
• individual leaflets or booklets including an index of services;  
• actual departure times rather than frequencies, except where a ‘frequent 
service’ was provided; and 

• route operation and accessibility details of all relevant operating 
companies. 
 

DPTAC has produced a Code of Good Practice concerning the legibility of 
timetable books and leaflets which contains a number of principles on which 
the following recommendations are based (DPTAC, 1996):- 
 
Print style and size 
• Print should be in an upright sans serif typeface of medium weight, with 
simple but clear character definition. Light print should be avoided. 

• Type should be set in the largest permitted size, with a minimum of 8 
point. 8 point is very small and a larger size should be applied wherever 
possible. 

• Lower case print is easier to read and should be used almost exclusively. 
• Clear numerals are very important to avoid number confusion. 
• Legibility depends upon text spacing. 
 
Page size 
• The most popular size is A5, which is also the largest size that can be 
easily carried. 

• The standards set out in the Code of Good Practice can be met in a 21 
column landscape format which should be adhered to even when smaller 
page sizes are used.  

 
Paper 
• Good quality paper should be used to minimise ‘shadow’ from the 
opposite side. 

• Thin, flimsy, glossy or coated paper should not be used. 
• Avoid dark coloured paper. Pastel tones are essential - with the order of 
legibility being white, yellow, pink, blue. Pale yellow is the best alternative 
to white. 

 
Print colour 
• Print should be black. Intense blue or brown are the only acceptable 
alternatives. 

 
Background 
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• Grey shading and coloured tints - other than pale yellow - should be 
avoided. 

 
Layout 
• Route numbers should be in large, bold print at the top right hand corner 
of the page. 

• Route headings should be shown in block capitals and confined to the 
most important places on the route.  

• When the timetable contains more than one route, the appropriate route 
number should be shown at the top of each column.  

• Avoid showing too many timing points - between 7 and 10 minutes apart 
are adequate - but ensure that all principal and terminal points are shown 
in bold block capitals. However, if an important destination, such as the 
railway station, is only 2-3 minutes from the town centre this should be 
included as an additional timing point. 

• Journeys after midnight should be shown at the end of the table.  
• Too many route variations should not be shown in one table.  
• Operators’ names should be included above each table, even when they 
are the sole service provider. The page on which operators' details are 
provided should be shown at the bottom of the table. 

 
Notes and reference codes 
Codes should be kept to a minimum and standardised between tables, where 
appropriate, and a key should be included at the foot of each table. Symbols 
or graphic codes should be used only on a selective basis. Where a note or 
symbol applies to a single timing or location it should be shown to the right of 
it in bold type.  
• Standard codes include:- 

• M T W Th F S Su – for the days of the week;  
• N - for Not (e.g. NW – Not Wednesdays);  
• - for Only (e.g. WO – Wednesdays only); 
• Sch – for School days; and 
• NSch – for Not School days. 

 
Route diagrams 
• Clear line diagrams showing roads traversed and timing points are 
preferable to lists of streets. Hail-and-ride sections should be clearly 
marked where applicable. 

 
Days of operation 
• The days of operation follow in sequence commencing with Monday, and 
should be shown in a bold lower case typeface - larger than that used for 
timing points - immediately below the route heading.  

• Monday to Friday in black print on a white background. 
• Saturday services in reverse - white print in a black box. 
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• Sunday services as Monday to Friday, but in a white box with black 
outline.  

• Monday to Saturday services should appear in the same style as Monday 
to Friday. 

• Services operating on individual days should be shown in the same 
manner. 

• Days that a service does not operate should be shown in bold type at the 
page bottom. 

 
24 hour clock 
The 24 hour clock times are now universal for rail and flight times, and shown 
on most digital clocks, and should be used in bus timetables for consistency 
and to avoid confusion. 
 
Layout and index 
• All pages should read in the same direction - normally in landscape 
format. 

• Follow routes in sequence by route number order. Where routes are 
grouped together out of sequence in one timetable the full heading with a 
cross-reference should be included where each number would fall in 
sequence. Use of the same route number by more than one operator in any 
given area must be avoided. 

 
Maps 
• Area maps should be included in timetable books and available separately 
for issue if required with leaflets. These should include a detailed area 
route map, and separate town plans showing the location of bus and rail 
stations, and places of local interest. 

 
Further information 
• A summary of principal route and service changes since the last book or 
leaflet was issued is useful to save those in possession of the previous 
issue being required to check every timetable. 

• Local rail timetables or summaries should be included to help plan 
connections. 

• A guide to fares and special ticket offers aids budgeting for journeys.  
 
Advice on the availability of timetable information in alternative format - 
cassette tape, internet, Braille or by Minicom - should be publicised. 
 
Information on a) complaints procedures; b) obtaining concessionary fares 
passes; and c) alternative transport for mobility impaired people, e.g. dial-a-
ride, should be included as appropriate. 
 
Publicising the service network 
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Telephone enquiry services can also prove very helpful to users, and this 
should be publicised both in the timetables and on the bus stops. Many local 
authorities are including this facility as part of the ‘Travelwise’ initiative. In 
order to be successful, the provision of reliable and accurate information has 
to be guaranteed, and staff need to be trained specifically for this function. In 
Canadian cities such as Ottawa, bus passengers can dial a unique number for 
their nearest bus stop for scheduled (or real time if bus location equipment is 
in use) information on the next few services departing from that stop (DOT, 
1996b; IHT, 1999). 
 
Displays showing where to catch services and obtain information are required 
at key places:- 
• railway and bus stations; 
• tourist information centres; 
• major public buildings; 
• shopping centres; 
• bus enquiry offices; and 
• libraries. 
 
More limited information on individual routes, timetables and fares needs to 
be readily available through the following methods:-  
• at bus stops; 
• displayed on the buses; and  
• available from the driver. 
 
Provision and dissemination of accurate information is a pre-requisite of the 
QBP principle. Under the terms of the Transport Act 1985, in the case of 
commercial services 42 days notification is required by the Traffic 
Commissioners for route changes and timing variations of more than five 
minutes. Alterations to secured services - those supported by local authorities 
- may be exempted from these regulations provided that the local authority 
can justify a social need for the changes.  
 
For local authorities to be able to provide accurate and effective route and 
timetable information it is important that registration details should be 
supplied by the operators as early as possible. Ideally passengers should be 
given two weeks notice of impending changes to service timings and four 
weeks notice of route alterations. This may not be achievable within the 
standard period for notification of registration changes and operators should 
consider offering local authorities earlier notification, in exchange for 
guarantees on confidentiality.  
 
Information about changes should always be provided by means of notices 
and leaflets:- 
• on buses; 
• at bus stops; 
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• to all timetable providers and interested parties requesting notification; 
and 

• in local and talking newspapers. 
 
In the spring of 2000 the first stages of a planned national bus information 
telephone service is due to be commissioned. This should eventually provide 
for access to a single enquiry number throughout the UK.  
 
CONVENTIONAL INFORMATION AT STOPS 
Information needs to be:- 
• accurate – always kept up-to-date; 
• well presented – consistently well maintained; 
• legible; and 
• well illuminated. 
 
Market research shows that clear information at bus stops is highly rated by 
the intending passenger and needs to include:- 
• a regulation flag containing:- 

• the name of the stop; 
• the code letter where appropriate; and 
• a telephone number to ring for further information if this is not 
displayed on any information products available at the stop or shelter. 

• numbers / names and destination points of all routes serving the stop;  
• timetable information for routes with either:- 

• a full route timetable; 
• service departure times; or 
• the times of the first and last journeys, and frequency on high 
frequency services; and 

• the provision of a guide to other coded bus stops where appropriate.  
 
Passenger information may be mounted on shelters in preference to bus stops 
to:-  
• give the user protection from the weather; 
• reduce condensation forming inside the glass display cover; and 
• utilise the shelter lighting to improve legibility. 
 
Presentation of information on vehicles 
 
Many bus passengers do not drive cars because they are elderly or disabled 
and suffer from poor eyesight. The DPTAC recommends route numbers and 
destination details should be displayed on the vehicle in characters at least 
125mm high - using a colour clearly contrasting with the background. 
Although a variety of formats exist, the option recommended in the DPTAC 
revised specification, is for white or yellow lower case script on a black or 
dark blue background (DPTAC, 1995). 
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If route numbers are shown in the timetable they should be displayed 
correctly on the vehicle together with the journey destination, in the following 
locations:- 
• the route number in a conspicuous position at both front and rear; and 
• the destination on the front - and ideally also on the near side. 
 
At night, destination displays should be clearly illuminated. Dot matrix 
systems have the disadvantage of suffering from poor legibility - both at night 
and in bright sunshine - and should never be used on the exterior of a bus. 
 
Bus operators are encouraged to make full use of destination display areas 
and encourage blind manufacturers to make big blinds to fit the large display 
areas of many modern buses. 
 
REAL TIME PASSENGER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Potential customers are likely to be deterred if signs and announcements are 
not clear and well designed, catering for those with minor visual and hearing 
impairments. Up-to-date information is required when services are delayed or 
interrupted for any reason, with advice on alternative routes or modes to 
enable passengers to complete their journeys.  
Most of the technology required to facilitate inter-modal journeys - RTPI and 
ticketing technology - is already available but the appropriate combination of 
high-tech and low-tech solutions will depend on local circumstances, financial 
considerations and the resulting social and economic benefits. Although 
larger expenditure on more sophisticated systems upgrades the image of 
public transport and attracts potential customers, financial constraints have 
resulted in low priority being given to the upgrading of facilities.  
 
Great interest is being shown in RTPI which is considered by some people to 
have great potential for promoting public confidence in bus services. 
However, its provision on all trains, buses, bus stops and railway stations 
would involve substantial investment, with the difficulty of accurately 
apportioning cost and financial benefits between the interested parties. Where 
RTPI systems are in use there are still problems predicting departures from a 
terminus, and with its inability to cope with unexpected delays and last 
minute changes. 
 
RTPI and AVL systems are important features of a number of QBPs. Many 
Partnerships have provided for an agreed specification of equipment, which 
permits the most efficient usage and enables other operators to become 
participants at a later date. RTPI proposals are dependant on the installation 
of an AVL system, although the latter can be pursued separately as a base for 
driving real-time systems or as a means to comprehensively and accurately 
monitor operations. 
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Improved printed and telephone information is a simple low-tech solution, 
resulting in considerable benefits although additional resources and staff will 
be needed to improve information availability and distribution.  
 
The installation of ‘Help Points’ - with direct voice link to control centres - is 
an option aimed at providing both security and information. South Yorkshire 
PTE is currently extending this facility, which is available at their bus/rail 
interchanges, to key on-street bus stops as an aid to passenger confidence. 
 
Although most existing passenger information systems have been publicly 
funded, there may be enough potential benefits to both local authority and 
operator to justify joint funding arrangements, especially as the operator 
should benefit from improved operational control and from greater passenger 
confidence generated by RTPI.  
 
A possible scenario is for the local authority to be responsible for providing 
communication links between the control centre and the public display units, 
with the operator being responsible for the vehicle location and on-vehicle 
display functions. 
 
Publicising schemes and initiatives 
An information strategy should not be confined to promoting the bus 
network to the intending user. It also involves marketing the attractions of 
public transport to potential customers, who will only be persuaded of the 
benefits of undertaking a modal switch from their cars through high profile 
initiatives. 
 
The recommendations for the design and layout of buses to make them more 
accessible to people with disabilities - proposed by DPTAC - are enshrined in 
many existing and proposed QBPs. The implementation of these 
recommendations needs to be widely publicised as part of an information 
strategy.   
 
The creation of bus priority lanes, traffic management schemes and upgraded 
infrastructure development will be appreciated by the bus user, but will not 
produce a modal switch to public transport unless the private motorist is 
made aware of these upgraded facilities. This can be achieved by initiating a 
rolling programme of measures publicised by means of a succession of media 
progress reports.  
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Abbreviations used in the Manual and Guide 

AVL - Automatic Vehicle Location 

CCTV - Closed Circuit Television 

DDA - Disability Discrimination Act 1995 

DETR - Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions 

DOENI - Department of the Environment (Northern Ireland) 

DOT - Department of Transport (precursor of the DETR) 

DPTAC - Disabled Person’s Transport Advisory Committee 

EU - European Union 

GPS - Global Positioning Satellite 

IHT - Institution of Highways and Transportation 

KGB - Kerb Guided Busway 

LBPNSG - London Bus Priority Network Steering Group 

LTB - London Transport Buses 

LTP - Local Transport Plan 

MOVA - Microprocessor Optimised Vehicle Actuation 

OJ - Official Journal of the European Commission 

PSV - Public Service Vehicle 

PTE - Passenger Transport Executive 

QBP - Quality Bus Partnership 

RTPI - Real-Time Passenger Information 

SCOOT - Split Cycle Offset Optimisation Technique 

SVD - Selective Vehicle Detection 

TRL - Transport Research Laboratory 

TRO - Traffic Regulation Order 

UTC - Urban Traffic Control 
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